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A general brute force method for breaking
group-based cryptographic protocols
Carmelo Vaccaro
Abstract
The main achievement of this thesis is an algorithm which given a finite
group presentation and natural numbers n and k, computes all the relators of
length and area up to n and k respectively. The complexity of this algorithm
is less by a factor of at least ak
2
akn than those of the classical methods using
van Kampen diagrams (a is a constant).
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Introduction
Group Based Cryptography is a new field of research which has attracted a
growing interest in the recent years, interest witnessed by the number of pa-
pers, journals, books and international conferences dedicated to it (see [24]).
It studies the possibility to use decision problems for group presentations as
a base for cryptographic protocols. The algorithm described in this thesis
(or some modification of it) gives a method for breaking such protocols by
a brute force attack.
It must be observed that in many group-based cryptographic protocols,
the presentations are given without specifying whether the presented group
verifies some nice conditions (like hyperbolicity, automaticity, etc...). This
means that what is public is a group presentation without additional prop-
erties. Thus even if the group were for instance hyperbolic, a person who
wants to break the protocol cannot know it because hyperbolicity (being a
Markov property) cannot be deduced solely from the presentation.
Thus a method for breaking such protocols must enumerate the relators
of a generic presentation, without using more efficient methods for solving
the Word Problem for some specific classes of groups.
The starting point of this thesis is the following: we have a finite group
presentation and we have not additional information about the group pre-
sented. This is a very natural point of view since one can give a finite
presentation by simply listing a finite set of words on a given alphabet; the
words and the alphabet represent respectively the defining relators and the
generators of the presentation.
A question that naturally arises is: what can be said about the group
defined by this presentation? It is easy to convince oneself that the latter
is a very hard question to answer in general due to the arbitrariness of the
defining relators. Therefore it does not come as a surprise the fact that all
the important problems concerning finite presentations have resulted to be
unsolvable.
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The situation is much better if the presentation verifies some strong
hypothesis, like for instance a small cancellation condition. When this is
not the case one hope comes from the Knuth-Bendix algorithm (see [27] or
[19]). But as it is known this algorithm does not work for every presentation,
in particular it can fail or run forever.
Many decision problems for groups are based on the decidability of cer-
tain sets of relators. For instance the Word Problem is solvable if for every
natural number n one can decide the set of relators of length n; or the Con-
jugacy Problem is solvable if for every natural numbers n1 and n2 one can
decide the set of relators of the form u1 a u2 a
−1 where u1 and u2 are words
of length n1 and n2 respectively.
It must be observed that for a finite presentation the set of relators is
always recursively enumerable.
If the presentation does not verify some special condition or if the Knuth-
Bendix algorithm does not work, the only methods currently known in the
literature to enumerate the relators are two methods based on van Kampen
diagrams. Let us fix natural numbers k and n; the first method consists in
enumerating all the van Kampen diagrams of area and length up to k and n
respectively; the second uses the fact that a relator of area and length up to
k and n is a product of conjugates of defining relators with the length of the
conjugating elements bounded above by mk + n, where m is the maximal
length of a defining relator.
Unfortunately both algorithms are quite bad and require a huge amount
of calculations.
The main achievement of this thesis is an algorithm enumerating the
relators of area and length up to k and n and whose complexity is less by
a factor of at least ak
2
akn than those of the classical methods using van
Kampen diagrams (a is a constant).
This is obtained in the following way. First we define by a double recur-
sion a certain set D of relators, whose elements can be enumerated by an
algorithm whose complexity is the one shown above. Then we prove that
every relator belongs in fact to this set, thus that algorithm enumerates in
fact all the relators.
This result can be applied to every situation in which there is an enu-
meration of relators by means of the associated van Kampen diagrams, since
the complexity of this method is better than the usual methods. In fact we
show also how to associate with any element of D a van Kampen diagram
with certain additional properties, thus proving that it is not necessary to
consider all the van Kampen diagrams but only those verifying a special
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property (see Section 5.3).
The computational complexity of the method presented in this thesis
is still exponential, but it must be said that it is very unlikely that there
could exist an algorithm of this kind with a polynomial time complexity.
If this were the case, then any group based cryptographic protocol would
be unsecure, thus the whole Group Based Cryptography would simply be
useless because nobody would implement a protocol which could be broken
(even theoretically) in polynomial time.
Another possible direction of research can be that of implementing the
algorithm presented in this thesis in the form of a computer program for
treating group presentations for which the Knuth-Bendix algorithm does
not work.
It would be also interesting to generalize these results to monoid and
semigroup presentations and finding an algorithm for these kinds of presen-
tations.
Overview of the results
Let 〈X |R 〉 be a group presentation where the set of defining relators R is
a set of cyclically reduced non-empty words such that R−1 ⊂ R.
Let us denote C1 the set of the cyclic conjugates (Definition 1.1.4) of the
defining relators. For k > 1 let us denote Ck the set of the cyclic conjugates
of the cyclically reduced products (Definition 1.1.7) of words u and v such
that the following three conditions are satisfied:
1. u ∈ Ck−1 and v ∈ C1 or u ∈ C1 and v ∈ Ck−1;
2. u 6= v−1;
3. either u−1 is a prefix of v, or v−1 is a suffix of u or the last letter of u
is the inverse of the first of v but the first letter of u is not the inverse
of the last of v.
We call k-corollas the elements of Ck (Definitions 2.2.6 and 2.3.9, Remark
2.3.13). If R is finite then there is a finite algorithm which computes Ck
(Remark 2.3.13). We denote C the union of all the Ck.
Let us consider for example the following presentation
〈 a, b | aba−1b−1 〉
which is the standard presentation for Z2, the free abelian group of rank 2.
In fact, since we have assumed that the set of defining relators must contain
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the inverse of any of its elements, then we rewrite the above presentation in
the following form
〈 a, b | aba−1b−1, bab−1a−1 〉,
where the second defining relator is the inverse of the first. Let us compute
the set of k-corollas for k = 1, 2. Let us denote A the set of generators and
inverses of them, that is
A := {a, b, a−1, b−1}.
C1 is the set of the cyclic conjugates of the defining relators, that is
C1 := {xyx−1y−1 : x,y ∈ A, x±1,y±1 distinct}. (1)
We express the relators as monomials in the unknowns x and y; to obtain
the actual relators one has just to replace the unknowns with the letters of
A. By the definition, the elements of C2 are the cyclic conjugates of the
cyclically reduced products of the pairs (u, v) of elements of C1 satisfying
conditions 1-3. Since no element of C1 is a proper prefix or suffix of another
element of C1, then the only product to consider is
(xyx−1y−1)(yx−1y−1x) = xyx−2y−1x;
the second member of the above product is obtained by replacing in the
general monomial of (1) the letter x with y and y with x−1, that is if
m(x,y) = xyx−1y−1 then yx−1y−1x = m(y,x−1). Now we have to com-
pute the cyclic conjugates of this monomial to obtain C2, that is
C2 := {xyx−2y−1x, yx−2y−1x2, x−2y−1x2y, x−1y−1x2yx−1,
y−1x2yx−2, x2yx−2y−1, : x,y ∈ A, x±1,y±1distinct}.
In fact the last three monomials are obtained from the first three by replacing
each letter with its inverse, thus we can write C2 in the following more
compact form
C2 := {x−1y−1x2yx−1, y−1x2yx−2, x2yx−2y−1, x,y ∈ A, x±1,y±1distinct}.
As seen in Remark 2.3.3, with any k-corolla c can be associated in a standard
way a product of conjugates of defining relators whose reduced form is c.
Since as we have seen, any element of C2 can be obtained in two ways, then
we have that all the 2-corollas of this presentation can be expressed in two
different ways as product of conjugates of defining relators.
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Let us return to the general case. Given words w := w1w2 and u, we say
that the word w1uw2 is the insertion of u into w at w1 (Definition 2.2.1).
We denote D1 the set of words which are reduced and which are of the
form uwu−1 where w ∈ C1. Suppose by induction to have defined Dh for
every h < k and define Dk as the set of reduced words which are either of
the form uwu−1 where w ∈ Ck or are insertions of a word of Dm into one of
Dn for m+ n = k. We denote D the union of all the Dk.
In a way analogous to that of Remarks 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 for Ck, we can
associate with any element w of Dk a product of k conjugates of defining
relators whose reduced form is w and a van Kampen diagram labeled by w
with k faces. In particular that any element of D is a relator.
The main result of the thesis is the following (Theorem 4.1.1 and Section
5.2): Let w be a relator of 〈X |R 〉; then w belongs to D. Moreover
Area(w) = min{k : w ∈ Dk}.
To compute the relators of area and length up to k and n one can use
the algorithm consisting in enumerating the elements of D1 ∪D2 ∪ · · · ∪Dk
of length up to n. This algorithm is presented in Section A.1. There are
currently two other methods in the literature for this kind of computation
and our algorithm is much better than both of them.
These two methods, which are illustrated in Section 1.6, are the follow-
ing. The first consists in enumerating all the van Kampen diagrams of area
up to k and boundary of up to n edges. The second classical method uses
the following fact (Remark 1.2.1), which is a consequence of the properties
of van Kampen diagrams: a relator of area and length up to k and n is a
product of conjugates of defining relators with the length of the conjugating
elements bounded above by mk + n, where m is the maximal length of a
defining relator. This implies that one can find all the relators of area and
length up to k and n by computing a finite number of products of conjugates
of defining relators. The complexity of this method is qkaknsk
2
, where q, a
and s are constants depending on the presentation (see Section 1.6 for de-
tails). We have the following result (Theorem 5.3.1): The complexity of
the algorithm presented in this thesis is bounded above by n3 βn γk,
where β and γ are constants, and is less than those of the classi-
cal methods described above by a factor of at least ak(k−c1)an(k−c2),
with c1 and c2 constants.
Let us make some observations about these complexities. The value
n3 βn γk given above is far from being an optimal bound for the complexity
of our method; it is only a value obtained with not too complicated cal-
culations. With non-trivial arguments this result could be probably much
improved. Instead the value qkaknsk
2
is the real complexity of the classical
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method, that is it is the exact number of words to be considered with this
method to find all the relators of length and area up to n up to k. The same
is true also for the factor 2k given as the improvement with respect to the
first method and which could be probably much bigger.
Let us present other results; we say that a k-corolla c is a proper k-corolla
if for h < k, c does not belong to Dh. In particular if c is a proper k-corolla
then Area(c) = k. For every natural number n we set
∆0(n) := max{Area(c) : c is a proper corolla and |c| 6 n}.
Obviously ∆0(n) 6 ∆(n) where ∆(n) is the Dehn function (Definition 1.2.2).
We have (Theorem 5.1.1): Let 〈X |R 〉 be a finite presentation; then
the Word Problem is solvable if and only if ∆0 is bounded above
by a computable function.
This result improves a well known result (see Proposition 1.2.4) because
∆0 is bounded above by the Dehn function. An analogous result can be
stated for non-necessarily finite presentations. In fact R. I. Grigorchuk and
S. V. Ivanov in a recent paper [16] have introduced a function f1 which plays
for finitely generated decidable presentations the same roˆle of the Dehn
function. They proved that for such presentations, the Word Problem is
solvable if and only if f1 is bounded above by a computable function (see
Proposition 1.4.3 of this thesis).
As pointed out by Grigorchuk and Ivanov at the end of Sec. 2 of their
paper [16], the function f1 is equivalent (in the usual sense, see Definition
1.3.5) to the function Work introduced by J.-C. Birget in ([7], 1.4). We
have proved in Section 1.5 this equivalence; moreover we have introduced
in Definition 2.4.6 a function Ω0 such that if Ω is the function Work then
Ω0 6 Ω and the Word Problem is solvable for a finitely generated decidable
presentation if and only if Ω0 is bounded by a computable function. This
improves the result of Grigorchuk and Ivanov.
The main problem with the function Ω is that, unlike the Dehn function
which is invariant (up to equivalence) for finite presentations of the same
group, there is not a similar situation for finitely generated decidable pre-
sentations. Anyway we have found conditions under which the function Ω
is invariant. Let us give some details.
What is special about finite presentations for the same group is that
given any two of them, one can be obtained from the other by applications
of elementary Tietze transformations. Given two non-necessarily finite pre-
sentations for the same group this is not always the case. In fact we have
generalized this situation by introducing the so-called Tietze transforma-
tions of bounded area (see Section 1.2) and we have proved that the Dehn
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function does not change if one applies to a (finite or infinite) presenta-
tion some Tietze transformations of bounded area (an elementary Tietze
transformation is of bounded area).
In the same way we have introduced the so-called Tietze transformations
of bounded work (see Definition 1.4.4) and we have proved that Ω does not
change if one applies to a presentation Tietze transformations of this kind.
This improves a result of Grigorchuk and Ivanov ([16], The. 1.6) which states
that Ω is invariant under some transformations called T-transformations and
stabilizations (they are special cases of Tietze transformations of bounded
work).
We have also introduced a function, denoted Γ, which plays for the Con-
jugacy Problem the same roˆle of the Dehn function for the Word Problem.
We have proved (Proposition 1.5.1) that the Conjugacy Problem is solv-
able for a finitely generated presentation if and only if the Word Problem
is solvable and Γ is bounded above by a computable function. It can be
surprising that despite the fact that the Conjugacy Problem is harder to
solve than the Word Problem, here the finite generation is sufficient to ob-
tain the same results for the Word Problem. No hypothesis is needed for the
set of defining relators, which can be infinite and also non-decidable (even
non-enumerable). It is surprising too that the function Γ is invariant for any
two finitely generated presentations of the same group (Proposition 1.5.2).
Other results are the following:
Corollary 4.1.3: If w is a relator of 〈X |R 〉 then w has a contiguous
subword equal to a proper corolla whose area is at most equal to
the area of w.
Corollary 4.1.4: Let α be a positive constant; if ∆0(n) 6 αn then
∆(n) 6 αn (and the presentation is hyperbolic, Definition 1.3.9). This
result is generalized in Propositions 5.1.10 and 5.1.12: If ∆0 is equivalent
to a function f which is polynomial or exponential, then ∆ too is
equivalent to f (see Definition 1.3.5 for equivalence of functions).
Structure of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 is about group presentations
and decision problems. In this chapter we do not simply list all the known
results, instead we generalize some of them and we present some new no-
tions. In Chapter 2 we introduce the main tool of the thesis, straight line
algorithms, and the main objects, the sets C, L and the function A. In
Chapter 3 we present results necessary for the proof of the Main Theorem,
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which occupies Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 we present some applications of the
results proved and we compute the complexity of the algorithm presented
in this thesis, which is shown to be better than the other methods currently
known in the literature. Finally in the Appendix we prove some technical
results.
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Chapter 1
Finite and infinite
presentations of groups
This chapter presents result about group presentations and decision prob-
lems for groups. Sections 1.1 and 1.2 introduce the elementary facts about
words, van Kampen diagrams, the area of a relator and decision problems
for group presentations. Section 1.3 is about Tietze transformations and the
invariance of the Dehn function under a change of group presentation. To
address the last question we introduce the original notion of Tietze trans-
formation of bounded area. Sections 1.4 and 1.5 treat respectively the Word
Problem for infinite presentations and the Conjugacy Problem. The ap-
proach is the same, we define functions analogous to the Dehn function and
consider the classes of Tietze Transformations which preserve them. These
two sections contain some original ideas and results. Finally Section 1.6 il-
lustrates the two methods known in the literature for computing the relators
of a group presentation.
1.1 Words and presentations
Let X be a set (finite or infinite), let X−1 be a set disjoint from X such that
|X| = |X−1| and suppose given a bijection X → X−1. We denote x−1 the
image by this bijection of an element x ∈ X and we call it the inverse of x.
If y ∈ X−1 we denote y−1 the element of X such that (y−1)−1 = y. We call
letters the elements of X ∪X−1.
Let M(X ∪ X−1) be the free monoid on X ∪ X−1 and F(X) the free
group on X. The elements of M(X ∪X−1) are called words; the unity of
M(X ∪X−1) is the word with zero letters, called the the empty word and
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denoted 1. The elements of F(X) are called reduced words.
Let w := x1 · · · xm be a word; the xi are called the letters of w. Given
1 6 i1 < · · · < in 6 m, the word
∏m
α=1 xiα is called a (non-necessarily
contiguous) subword of w. A contiguous subword of w is a subword in which
the indices i1, · · · , in are consecutive.
A null-word is a word of the form xx−1 where x is a letter. A word is
(freely) reduced if it has no contiguous subword equal to a null word. Given
a word w of the form w′xx−1w′′, the word w′w′′ is a one step (free) reduction
of w. A sequence of words w = w0, w1, · · · , wn is a called a (free) reduction
of w if wi is a one step reduction of wi−1 and wn is reduced. The word wn
is called a reduced form of w. By The. 1.2 of [22], two reduced forms of the
same word are equal, then we can talk about the reduced form of w.
Definition 1.1.1 We let ρ :M(X ∪X−1)→ F(X) be the function sending
a word to its unique reduced form.
Definition 1.1.2 Let w1 and w2 be words and let w = w1w2. The words
w1 and w2 are called respectively a prefix and a suffix of w.
Definition 1.1.3 Given u, v ∈ F(X) there exist u1, v1, a ∈ F(X) such that
u = u1a, v = a
−1v1 and ρ(uv) = u1v1. ρ(uv) is called the reduced product
of u by v and is the product in F(X), whereas uv denotes the product in
M(X∪X−1), which is the juxtaposition of words. Therefore uv = u1aa−1v1.
The word aa−1 is called the cancelled part in the reduced product of u by v.
Let w := x1 · · · xn be a word; the word x−1n · · · x−11 is the inverse of w
and is denoted w−1. The length of w is |w| = n. It is easy to see that
ρ(ww′) = ρ
(
ρ(w)ρ(w′)
)
and that ρ(w−1) = ρ(w)−1.
Definition 1.1.4 Let w1 and w2 be words, let w := w1w2 and let n = |w1|.
The word w2w1 is called the n-th cyclic conjugate of w. If n > |w| we define
the n-th cyclic conjugate of w as w itself.
Definition 1.1.5 A reduced word is cyclically reduced if its last letter is not
the inverse of the first one, that is if all its cyclic conjugates are reduced.
We denote F(X)c the set of cyclically reduced words.
Definition 1.1.6 Given a word u, either ρ(u) is cyclically reduced or there
exist (a unique) t ∈ F(X) \ {1} and w ∈ F(X)c such that ρ(u) = twt−1.
The word w is called the cyclically reduced form of u.
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If a word is cyclically reduced then it coincides with its own cyclically
reduced form.
Definition 1.1.7 We let π :M(X ∪X−1)×M(X ∪X−1)→ F(X)c be the
function sending two words to the cyclically reduced form of their product.
Given two words u and v, the word π(u, v) is called the cyclically reduced
product of u by v.
The restriction of π to F(X)c × F(X)c is a non-associative product in
F(X)c.
Let 〈X |R 〉 be a group presentation where X is the set of generators
and R that of defining relators. It is not restrictive to suppose that R is a
set of cyclically reduced non-empty words such that R−1 ⊂ R.
Van Kampen diagrams. Let w be a non-necessarily reduced relator,
that is the reduced form of w is a relator. This means that there exist
defining relators r1, · · · , rk and words a1, · · · , ak such that the reduced form
of w is equal to the reduced form of a1 r1 a
−1
1 · · · ak rk a−1k . Then there exists
a simply connected and planar 2-cell complex with the following properties:
1. the edges are labeled by elements of X ∪X−1,
2. there are at most k faces and the set1 of the labels of their boundaries
is a subset of {r1, · · · , rk},
3. there is a cycle, called a boundary cycle, labeled by w and containing
all the exterior edges.
This complex is called a van Kampen diagram for w and the word w is
called the boundary label for the diagram. The way to construct it is the
following (see V.1 of [20]). One starts with k faces, k simple cycles (which we
denote γ1, · · · , γk) bounding each one a face and k simple non-closed paths
(which we denote π1, · · · , πk). The initial vertices of all the πi coincide and
for every i, the final vertex of πi coincides with the initial one of γi. All the
other vertices are simple. πi is labeled by ai and γi by ri.
Let us consider the cycle which traverses once the γi and which traverses
twice the πi in the two opposite directions (one giving ai and the other a
−1
i ).
This cycle contains all the exterior edges of the complex (in fact there are no
interior edges) and its label is a1 r1 a
−1
1 · · · ak rk a−1k . The word w is obtained
from a1 r1 a
−1
1 · · · ak rk a−1k by canceling or inserting words of the form xx−1.
The idea is that the cancelation of xx−1 “translates” into the folding of the
1{r1, · · · , rk} is in fact a multiset since some of the ri can be repeated
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two edges labeled by x and x−1, giving an interior edge; and the insertion
of xx−1 translates into an insertion of an edge labeled by x (its opposite is
labeled by x−1).
When all these “foldings” and insertions are carried out, the resulting
complex is labeled by w. In fact the situation is a bit more complicated
because in this process some 2-sphere can be discarded (see 2.1 of [12]) and
the final complex can have less than k faces.
Therefore a van Kampen diagram is determined by a product of conju-
gates of defining relators and a sequence of cancellations and insertions of
null words.
Identities among the relations. Let r1, · · · , rm be defining relators,
let a1, · · · , am be words and suppose that the reduced form of
a1r1a
−1
1 · · · amrma−1m
is equal to 1. Then we say that the expression E :=
(
(a1, r1), · · · , (am, rm)
)
determines an identity among the relations. Identities among the relations
exist in any presentation; for instance if r and s are defining relators then
the reduced forms of (r)(r−1) and (rsr−1)(r)(s−1)(r−1) are equal to 1.
The group of the “non-trivial” of such identities is the quotient of the
group of all the identities among the relations over the subgroup generated
by the so-called Peiffer relations (see [10] or III.10 of [20]). This group is
isomorphic to the second homotopy group of the presentation complex (see
[10]; for the presentation complex see III.2 of [20]). We recall that the first
homotopy group of the complex of a presentation of a group G is isomorphic
to G itself (Prop. III.2.3 of [20]).
Let w be a relator and suppose that a single relator can be expressed in
two ways as product of conjugates of defining relators, that is
w = ρ(a1r1a
−1
1 · · · amrma−1m ) = ρ(b1s1b−11 · · · bnsnb−1n ).
It is obvious that this gives an identity among relations, namely
ρ(a1r1a
−1
1 · · · amrma−1m b1s−11 b−11 · · · bns−1n b−1n ) = 1. (1.1)
Let us consider the van Kampen diagrams associated with some free reduc-
tions of a1r1a
−1
1 · · · amrma−1m and b1s1b−11 · · · bnsnb−1n . These two diagrams
need not to be isomorphic. If they are, then the identity (1.1) is trivial (see
[11]).
Area of a relator. For a group presentation 〈X |R 〉 we denote N the
set of relators, that is the normal closure of R in F(X).
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Definition 1.1.8 For every w ∈ N there exists a natural number k and
there exist r1, · · · , rk ∈ R and a1, · · · , ak ∈ F(X) such that w is the reduced
form of a1 r1 a
−1
1 · · · ak rk a−1k . We call area of w
(
denoted Area(w)
)
the
least of such k, that is the least k such that w can be expressed in F(X) as
product of k conjugates of defining relators.
The area of a relator was introduced by K. Madlener and F. Otto in
([21], Sec. 3) with the name of derivational complexity (in the more general
context of monoid presentations) and later by M. Gromov independently in
([17], Sec. 2.3).
Definition 1.1.9 Let w and a be reduced words and let r be a defining
relator. Set w′ := ρ(wara−1); we say that the pair (w,w′) is a derivation of
length one (by means of r) from w to w′. Since R contains the inverse of any
of its elements and since w = ρ(w′ar−1a−1) then also (w′, w) is a derivation
of length one. A finite sequence (w1, · · · , wk+1) of k + 1 reduced words is a
derivation of length k from w1 to wk if (wi, wi+1) is a derivation of length
one for i = 1, · · · , k − 1. More specifically, if r1, · · · , rk are defining relators
such that (wi, wi+1) is a derivation by means of ri and if S is a subset of R
containing r1, · · · , rk, then we say that (w1, · · · , wk+1) is an S-derivation of
length k (from w1 to wk).
Remark 1.1.10 Let w and w′ be words; then there exists an S-derivation
of length k from w to w′ if and only if there exist words a1, · · · , ak and
defining relators s1, · · · , sk ∈ S such that w = ρ(w′a1 s1 a−11 · · · ak sk a−1k ).
In particular if w is a relator then the area of w can be defined as the
minimal length of a derivation from w to 1. We observe that the area of w
can be also defined as the minimal number of faces of van Kampen diagrams
with boundary label equal to w.
We now prove some properties of the Area. For every w ∈ N and for
every t ∈ F(X) we have
Area
(
ρ(twt−1)
)
6 Area(w)
because if
w = ρ(a1 r1 a
−1
1 · · · ak rk a−1k )
with k = Area(w), then
ρ(twt−1) = ρ(b1 r1 b
−1
1 · · · bk rk b−1k )
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with bi = tai. But conversely
Area(w) = Area
(
ρ(t−1(twt−1)t)
)
6 Area
(
ρ(twt−1)
)
,
that is
Area
(
ρ(twt−1)
)
= Area(w). (1.2)
This implies that if w ∈ N and if w′ is a cyclic conjugate of w (Definition
1.1.4), then Area(w′) = Area(w).
In the same way one proves that Area(w−1) 6 Area(w) and Area(w) 6
Area(w−1), therefore
Area(w−1) = Area(w). (1.3)
Finally for every v,w ∈ N we have
Area
(
ρ(vw)
)
6 Area(v) + Area(w), (1.4)
because if v and w are respectively products of h and k conjugates of defining
relators, then vw is product of k + h of them. This implies that
Area
(
π(v,w)
)
6 Area(v) + Area(w) (1.5)
because vw is conjugate to π(v,w) and thus has the same area of the latter
by (1.2) (π is the cyclically reduced product, see Definition 1.1.7).
1.2 Decision problems for groups
For computable functions and decidable sets we follow [26]. Let S be a subset
of N and let f be a function from S to N. The function f is said computable
if there exists an algorithm which taken as input an n ∈ N then
• it halts and gives f(n) as output if n ∈ S;
• it does not halt if n /∈ S.
A computable function is also called recursive. The set S ⊂ N is said
decidable if its characteristic function is computable, i.e., if there exists
an algorithm which determines whether an arbitrary n ∈ N belongs to S.
Any finite subset of N is decidable (see 1.2 of [26]). The set S is said
enumerable if there exists an algorithm which enumerates the elements of
S. This means that there is an algorithm which for every n outputs a
certain sn and that S = {sn : n ∈ N}. We assume that for some n the
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output of this algorithm can be empty, that is to be formal we must write
S = {sn : n ∈ N and sn is not empty}. We also assume that sm can be
equal to sn for m 6= n, but that we are able to determine whether or not
sm = sn.
A decidable set is enumerable. It is obvious that S is decidable if and
only if S and N \S are enumerable. Decidable and enumerable sets are also
called recursive and recursively enumerable respectively.
Let U and V be enumerable sets, that is U = {un : n ∈ N} and V =
{vn : n ∈ N}, where there are two algorithms whose n-th inputs are un and
vn respectively. Let V
′ be a subset of V and let f be a function from V ′ to
U . Let f be the following function: let n be a natural such that vn ∈ V ′ and
let f(vn) = um; then set f(n) = m. Let E = {n ∈ N : vn ∈ V ′}; then f is a
function from E to N. We say that f is computable if f is computable, that
is if there exists an algorithm which taken vn as input, it halts and gives
f(vn) as output if vn ∈ V ′, otherwise it does not halt. In an analogous way
one can define decidable and enumerable subsets of an enumerable set.
Let P = 〈X |R 〉 be a group presentation. The normal subgroup of
F(X) normally generated by R is the set of relators of P which we denote
N .
If X is enumerable then also F(X) is enumerable. Let R be enumerable
too; then the set of products of the form
a1r1a
−1
1 · · · akrka−1k
is enumerable for ai ∈ F(X), ri ∈ R and k ∈ N, that is the set of relators is
enumerable.
A group presentation P = 〈X |R 〉 is said finitely generated if X is
finite; it is said finitely related if R is finite. A presentation is finite if it is
finitely generated and related. A presentation which is infinitely generated
but finitely related is a free product of a finite presentation with an infinite
rank free group presentation.
A finitely generated presentation P is said decidable or enumerable if R
is respectively decidable or enumerable in F(X).
If a group admits an enumerable presentation then it admits also a de-
cidable one. Indeed let G be a group and let 〈X |R 〉 be an enumerable
presentation of G. This means that there is an algorithm which enumer-
ates R, that is there is an algorithm whose k-th output is a word wk and
R = {wk : k ∈ N}. Let y be an element not belonging to F(X) and let
R′ = {ykwk : k ∈ N}. Then 〈X ∪ {y} |R′ ∪ {y} 〉 is a decidable presentation
of G.
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A presentation has a solvable Word Problem if given any w ∈ F(X)
there exists an algorithm which determines whether w is a relator; this is
equivalent to say that the set of relators is decidable. A presentation has
a solvable Word Search Problem if it has a solvable Word Problem and for
any relator w there exists an algorithm which finds a product of conjugates
of defining relators whose reduced form is w.
If X and R are enumerable then the solvability of the Word Problem is
equivalent to that of the Word Search Problem. Indeed if w is a relator then
we can execute the algorithm described above which computes the reduced
form of the products of conjugates of defining relators; necessarily after a
finite time this algorithm will give w as output.
The complexity of the Word Search Problem can be much greater than
that of the simple Word Problem. Madlener and Otto showed in ([21], Cor.
6.14) group presentations with Word Problem solvable in polynomial time
and with Word Search Problem2 arbitrarily hard. Namely for every m > 3
they constructed a group G(m) with these properties: the complexity of the
Word Problem for G(m) is at most polynomial, that of the Word Search
Problem is bounded above by a function in the Grzegorczyk class Em (see
Ch. 12 of [14]) but by no function in the Grzegorczyk class Em−1.
Remark 1.2.1 Let P := 〈X |R 〉 be a finite presentation, let m be the
maximal length of elements of R, let w be a relator of P and let r1, · · · , rk
be defining relators and a1, · · · , ak be words such that w is the reduced form
of
a1r1a
−1
1 · · · akrku−1k .
Let |w| = n; by using the properties of the associated van Kampen diagram
one can prove that there exist words b1, · · · , bk such that |bi| 6 mk+ n and
w is the reduced form of
b1r1b
−1
1 · · · bkrkb−1k ,
that is we can choose the conjugating elements of length no more than
mk+n. This implies that the sum of the lengths of the conjugating elements
is bounded above by mk2 + kn. See Prop. 2.2 of [15] or The. 1.1 and 2.2 of
[25] for a proof of this fact3 (see also Lem. 7.1 of [23]).
2Madlener and Otto call pseudo-natural algorithm an algorithm for solving the Word
Search Problem
3In ([20], Rem. after Lem. V.1.2) it is given kn as bound which is worse than mk + n
since m is a constant.
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Definition 1.2.2 Let P be a finitely generated presentation and let n be a
natural number; the Dehn function at n of P is
∆(n) := max{Area(w) : w ∈ N and |w| 6 n}.
The Dehn function is a function from N to N. We have the following
Proposition 1.2.3 Let P be a presentation whose set of defining relators is
enumerable and with solvable Word Problem and let ∆ be the Dehn function
of P. If P is finitely generated then ∆ is bounded above by a computable
function; if P is finite then ∆ is computable.
Proof Since the set of generators and that of the defining relators are enu-
merable, the solution of the Word Problem implies that of the Word Search
Problem. Let n be a natural number; since the presentation is finitely gen-
erated then the number of words of length bounded by n is finite. For any
of these words we solve the Word Search Problem; this gives for any relator
w of length less or equal to n an upper bound hw for the area of w. We can
compute in a finite time the maximum of these bounds and this is an upper
bound for ∆(n).
Let P be finite and let m be the maximal length of defining relators of
P. Let n be a natural number and let w be a relator such that |w| = n′ 6 n.
For any k = 1, · · · , hw let us compute the reduced forms of the products
of conjugates of k defining relators with the length of conjugating elements
bounded above by mk + n′. By virtue of Remark 1.2.1, at least one these
reduced forms for some k is equal to w and a minimal k for which this
happens is equal to the area of w. Therefore we can compute ∆(n) in a
finite time and thus ∆ is computable. 
When P is finite the converse of Proposition 1.2.3 is true:
Proposition 1.2.4 A finite presentation has a solvable Word Problem if
and only if its Dehn function is computable, if and only if its Dehn function
is bounded above by a computable function.
Proof Let ∆ be the Dehn function of P. By Proposition 1.2.3, if the Word
Problem is solvable for P then ∆ is computable which implies trivially that
∆ is bounded above by a computable function. We have to prove that if
∆ is bounded above by a computable function then the Word Problem is
solvable.
Let {hn}n∈N be a computable function such that ∆(n) 6 hn and let w
be a word of length less or equal to n. We have that w is a relator for P if
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and only if it is the reduced form of a product of at most hn conjugates of
defining relators with the length of the conjugating elements bounded above
by mhn + n by Remark 1.2.1. Since these products can be computed in a
finite time then we have a solution of the Word Problem. 
Proposition 1.2.4 was first proved (in a less general form) by Madlener
and Otto in ([21], Lem. 3.2).
Proposition 1.2.4 is no longer true if the number of relators is infinite
even when it is decidable: see Example 2.4 of [16], where it is shown a
decidable presentation with unsolvable Word Problem and Dehn function
constantly equal to 2.
Let P = 〈X |R 〉 be a presentation for a group G; P has has a solvable
Conjugacy Problem if given u, v ∈ F(X) there exists an algorithm which
determines whether the elements of G represented by u and v are conjugated,
that is whether there exists a word t ∈ F(X) such that utv−1t−1 is a relator.
This is equivalent to say that the set
{(u, v, t) : u = tvt−1 in G} (1.6)
is decidable. The solvability of the Conjugacy Problem implies that of the
Word Problem if we take v = 1.
Let N be the set of relators of P. If F(X) and N are enumerable, then
the set (1.6) is enumerable. This is because in this case the set F(X)3 ×N
is enumerable and thus is equal to a set of the form {αn = (un, vn, tn, wn) :
n ∈ N}, where there is an algorithm whose n-th output is αn. Consider the
algorithm whose n-th output is (un, vn, tn) if untnv
−1
n t
−1
n = wn, otherwise
the output is empty; this algorithm enumerates (1.6).
We say that P has has a solvable Conjugacy Search Problem if it has a
solvable Conjugacy Problem and if there exists an algorithm which finds the
conjugating word t. If F(X) is enumerable (in particular if X is enumerable)
then the solvability of the Conjugacy Problem is equivalent to that of the
Conjugacy Search Problem. Indeed F(X) = {tn : n ∈ N}, where there is
an algorithm whose n-th output is tn. Let u and v be conjugated in G; for
every n let us apply the algorithm solving the Word Problem to the word
sn = tn u t
−1
n v
−1. For some n the word sn will be equal to 1, thus tn will be
the conjugating word.
We observe that if u and v are words and if u′ and v′ are the cyclically
reduced forms of u and v respectively (see Definition 1.1.6), then u and
v are conjugated in G if and only this is true for u′ and v′. Therefore
in studying the Conjugacy Problem it is not restrictive to consider only
cyclically reduced words.
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Let P1 = 〈X1 |R1 〉 and P2 = 〈X2 |R2 〉 be two group presentations, let
Ni be the normal subgroup of F(Xi) normally generated by Ri for i = 1, 2
and suppose that there exists a computable function f from F(X1) to F(X2)
which is not necessarily an homomorphism and such that for u ∈ F(X1) we
have that u belongs to N1 if and only if f(u) belongs to N2. Then the
Word Problem is solvable for P1 if and only if the same is true for P2. We
observe that it is not necessary that the groups presented by P1 and P2 are
isomorphic.
1.3 Tietze transformations
Given two finite presentations for the same group, it is well known (see for
instance Prop. 1.3.3 of [8]) that the Dehn functions relative to them are
equivalent. This is a consequence of the fact that one of them can be ob-
tained from the other by applications of elementary Tietze transformations.
This result is no longer true if the presentations are not finite. In this sec-
tion we define a kind of Tietze transformations, said of bounded area, that
when applied to a presentation, finite or infinite, give a presentation with
the same Dehn function (up to equivalence).
A group presentation is determined by two sets usually denoted X and
R, where X is a set of letters and represents the generators of the group
and R is a set of (cyclically) reduced words in X ∪X−1 and represents the
defining relators of the group. We denote 〈〈R〉〉 the normal subgroup of the
free group F(X) which is normally generated by R.
Definition 1.3.1 Let us consider the following transformations on a group
presentation which consist in adding or deleting “superfluous” generators
and defining relators. They are called Tietze transformations (see Sec. 1.5
of [22]):
1. Let S ⊂ 〈〈R〉〉; then replace R with R∪S, that is replace 〈X |R 〉 with
〈X |R ∪ S 〉;
2. Let S ⊂ R be such that 〈〈R \ S〉〉 = 〈〈R〉〉; then replace R with R \ S,
that is replace 〈X |R 〉 with 〈X |R \ S 〉;
3. Let U ⊂ F(X) and for every u ∈ U let yu be an element not belonging
to F(X) and such that if u and u′ are distinct elements of U we have
yu 6= yu′ . Set Y := {yu : u ∈ U} and T := {yuu−1 : u ∈ U}; then
replace X with X ∪Y and R with R∪T , that is replace 〈X |R 〉 with
〈X ∪ Y |R ∪ T 〉;
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4. Let Y ⊂ X and suppose that for every y ∈ Y there exists a word uy not
containing neither z nor z−1 for every z ∈ Y and such that yu−1y ∈ R.
Let ϕ be the homomorphism from F(X) to F(X \Y ) which sends any
y ∈ Y to uy and any x ∈ X \Y to itself. Then set T := {yuy : y ∈ Y },
replace X with X \ Y and R with ϕ(R \ T ), that is replace 〈X |R 〉
with 〈X \ Y |ϕ(R \ T ) 〉.
The transformations 1 and 2 add or delete respectively superfluous defin-
ing relators; transformation 3 and 4 add or delete superfluous generators.
Transformations of types 1 and 2 are inverse one of the other; the inverse of
a transformations of type 3 is a transformation of type 4. The inverse of a
transformations of type 4 is a transformation of type 3, followed by one of
type 1 and by one of type 2; this is because first we have to add Y to the
generators and T to the defining relators obtaining 〈X |T ∪ϕ(R \T ) 〉, then
add R and finally delete ϕ(R \ T ) from the defining relators.
It is obvious that applying such transformations to a presentation, we
obtain a presentation for the same group. The converse is also true, that is
if P and P ′ are presentations for the same group then there exists a finite
sequence of Tietze transformations which applied to P gives P ′ (see Th. 1.5
of [22]). In fact by the proof of Th. 1.5 of [22] we have the following stronger
result:
Proposition 1.3.2 Two presentations of the same group can be obtained
one from the other by applications of at most four Tietze transformations,
namely a transformation of type 3 followed by one of type 1, then by one of
type 2 and finally by one of type 4 (some of these transformations can be
empty).
A Tietze transformation is said finite if it adds or deletes only finitely
many generators or defining relators, that is if the sets S, T and Y are
finite4. In the same way a Tietze transformation is said decidable if the sets
S, T and Y are decidable.
By Cor. 1.5 of [22] we have that two finite [respectively decidable] pre-
sentations define the same group if and only if one can be obtained from
the other by repeated applications of finite [respectively decidable] Tietze
transformations. Moreover Proposition 1.3.2 holds also in the special cases
4In the literature an elementary Tietze transformation is defined as a Tietze transfor-
mation which adds or deletes exactly one generator or defining relator. An elementary
Tietze transformation is obviously finite and any finite Tietze transformation is obtained
by repeated applications of elementary Tietze transformations.
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of finite or decidable presentations, that is two finite or decidable presenta-
tions for the same group can be obtained one from the other by applications
of at most four Tietze transformations of the types specified in Proposition
1.3.2.
We say that a Tietze transformation of type 1 or 2 is of bounded area
if it adds or deletes a set of relators whose area is bounded, that is if
sup{Area(s) : s ∈ S} is finite. We say that a Tietze transformation of
type 3 or 4 is of bounded length if it adds or deletes a set of generators
whose length is bounded, that is if sup{|u| : u ∈ U} or sup{|uy| : y ∈ Y }
(respectively for type 3 or 4) are finite.
A finite Tietze transformation is obviously of bounded area or length.
If the presentation is finitely generated then any Tietze transformation of
bounded length is necessarily finite. But if the presentation is finitely related
then a Tietze transformation of bounded area can be finite or infinite.
Remark 1.3.3 Let P be a presentation and let P ′ be the presentation
obtained from P by application of a Tietze transformation of bounded area
or length. We want to determine the relationship between the area of relators
and the length of group elements between P and P ′.
Suppose that P ′ is obtained from P by application of a Tietze transfor-
mation of type 1 of bounded area and let c be the maximal area of defining
relators added. If Area and Area′ are the functions area relative to P and
P ′ respectively, then we have for a relator w that
Area′(w) 6 Area(w) 6 cArea′(w).
This implies that if ∆ and ∆′ are the Dehn functions relative to P and P ′
then
∆′ 6 ∆ 6 c∆′. (1.7)
Let us now suppose that P ′ is obtained from P by application of a Tietze
transformation of type 3 of bounded length. By using the notation of 3 of
Definition 1.3.1, we have that there exists a natural number c such that
|u| 6 c for every u ∈ U . Let ϕ be the function from F(X ∪ Y ) to F(X)
sending any element of X to itself and any yu ∈ Y to u. We have that ϕ
is the identity on F(X), in particular ϕ(r) = r for every r ∈ R, and that
ϕ(t) = 1 for every t ∈ T . Moreover for every w ∈ F(X ∪ Y ) we have that
|ϕ(w)| 6 c|w|.
If we denote N and N ′ the normal subgroups of F(X) and F(X ∪ Y )
normally generated by R and R∪T respectively, then we have that N ⊂ N ′
and ϕ(N ′) = N .
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Let Area and Area′ be the functions area relative to P and P ′ respec-
tively. Let w ∈ N ′ and let
w = ρ(a1r1a
−1
1 · · · akrka−1k )
where ri ∈ R ∪ T and k = Area′(w). Then
ρ
(
ϕ(w)
)
= ρ(b1s1b
−1
1 · · · bkskb−1k )
where bi = ϕ(ai) ∈ F(X) and si is equal to ri if ri ∈ R, si is equal to 1 if
ri ∈ T . This implies that
Area
(
ϕ(w)
)
6 Area′(w).
If w ∈ N then since ϕ(w) = w and since obviously Area′(w) 6 Area(w),
then Area(w) = Area′(w). In particular if ∆ and ∆′ are the Dehn functions
relative to P and P ′ respectively, we have that
∆ 6 ∆′.
Let w ∈ N ′; then there exists an (R ∪ T )-derivation from w to ϕ(w) of
length at most |w|. Since there exists an R-derivation from ϕ(w) to 1 of
length Area
(
ϕ(w)
)
then this gives an (R ∪ T )-derivation from w to 1 of
length Area
(
ϕ(w)
)
+ |w|, that is
Area′(w) 6 Area
(
ϕ(w)
)
+ |w|
and then
∆′(n) 6 ∆(cn) + n,
that is
∆(n) 6 ∆′(n) 6 ∆(cn) + n. (1.8)
Let us now determine the relationship between the length of group ele-
ments between P and P ′. If G is the group presented and if g is any element
of G then
|g|′ 6 |g| 6 c|g|′ (1.9)
where | · | and | · |′ denote respectively the length with respect to the set of
generators of P and P ′ respectively.
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Remark 1.3.4 Let P := 〈X |R 〉 be a group presentation such that X and
R are enumerable and let P ′ be the presentation obtained from P by adding
to R all the relators of P, that is if N is the set of all relators of P then
P ′ = 〈X |N 〉.
The set of defining relatiors of P ′ is not finite, is enumerable and is
decidable if and only if the Word Problem is solvable for P. The Dehn
function for P ′ is eventually equal to 1.
Definition 1.3.5 Let f, g : R+ → R+ be two non-decreasing functions. We
write f  g if there exists a positive constant α such that
f(n) 6 αg(αn) + αn
for every n ∈ N∗. We say that f and g are equivalent if f  g and g  f
and in this case we write f ≃ g.
Let f, g : R2+ → R2+ be two functions. We write f s g if there exists a
positive constant α such that
f(n1, n2) 6 αg(n1, n2)
for every n1, n2 ∈ N∗. We say that f and g are strongly equivalent if f s g
and g s f and in this case we write f ≃s g.
If f 6 g then f s g and f  g. We consider ∆ as a function defined on
R+ by assigning the value ∆(n) to every x ∈]n, n+ 1[.
Remark 1.3.6 Since αg(αn) + αn 6 α′g(α′n) + α′n if α 6 α′, then f  g
if and only if there exists α0 > 0 such that f(n) 6 αg(αn) + αn for every
α > α0.
Proposition 1.3.7 Let P and P ′ be group presentations, let ∆ and ∆′ be
the Dehn functions for P and P ′ respectively. Let P ′ be obtained from P by
applications of Tietze transformations of bounded area or length (in partic-
ular, let P and P ′ be finite presentations for the same group); then ∆ and
∆′ are equivalent. In particular ∆′ is computable (or bounded above by a
computable function) if and only if the same is true for ∆.
Proof By proposition 1.3.2, P ′ can be obtained from P by applications
of finitely many Tietze transformations. By (1.7) and (1.8), we have that
applying a Tietze transformation of type 1 or 3, the equivalence class of
the Dehn function does not change. This is also true by applying a Tietze
transformation of type 2 because its inverse is a transformation of type 1;
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and is true also for a Tietze transformation of type 4 since its inverse is a
transformation of type 3 followed by one of type 1 and by one of type 2. 
The result of Proposition 1.3.7 is stated in the literature only in the case
where P and P ′ are finite, that is when P is finite and P ′ is obtained from
P by applications of finite Tietze transformations. See for instance Prop.
1.3.3 of [8]; the first proof of this result was given (in a less strong form) by
Madlener and Otto in ([21], Cor. 3.5).
Remark 1.3.8 If P ′ is obtained from P by applying non-bounded Tietze
transformations then ∆ and ∆′ are in general non-equivalent. For instance if
P ′ and P are as in Remark 1.3.4, then ∆ and ∆′ are equivalent if and only if
∆ is equivalent to a constant function. In particular if P is a finite presenta-
tion with unsolvable Word Problem then ∆ is greater than any computable
function while ∆′ is constant. This shows that if in Proposition 1.3.7 we re-
move the hypothesis of boundedness for the Tietze transformations applied
to a presentation, then the Dehn functions of two presentations for the same
group can be not related at all.
This shows also that a decidable Tietze transformation needs not be of
bounded area. Indeed let P and P ′ as in Remark 1.3.4, let P be decidable,
let ∆ be not equivalent to a constant function and suppose that the Word
Problem is solvable for P. Then P ′ is decidable, thus one can obtain P ′ from
P by applications of decidable Tietze transformations; but since ∆ and ∆′
are not equivalent then P ′ cannot be obtained from P by applications of
Tietze transformations of bounded area.
We have seen that two presentations define the same group if and only
if they can be obtained one from the other by repeated applications of Ti-
etze transformations. Let us consider a graph whose vertices are all the
presentations of all the groups and with an edge joining two presentations if
one can be obtained from the other by application of a Tietze transforma-
tion; any connected component of this graph corresponds to an isomorphism
class of groups. Furthermore by Proposition 1.3.2, two vertices are either
non-connected or they are connected by a path of length at most four.
Moreover let G be a group, let P and P ′ be two finite [respectively
decidable] presentations of G. Then there is a path (of length at most
four) from P to P ′ whose edges are finite [respectively decidable] Tietze
transformations.
Suppose now that instead we join two presentations if one can be ob-
tained from the other by application of a Tietze transformation of bounded
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area or length. All the presentations belonging to a same connected compo-
nent define the same group and moreover by Proposition 1.3.7 they have the
same Dehn function up to equivalence. However in this case two different
connected components can define the same group as we have seen in Remark
1.3.8.
Finally the Dehn function is related also to the hyperbolicity of a group.
Definition 1.3.9 Let 〈X |R 〉 be a finite presentation of a group G. The
group G is said hyperbolic if there exists a positive real constant α such that
∆(n) 6 αn (see [13]).
By Proposition 1.3.7, if the inequality ∆(n) 6 αn holds in a finite pre-
sentation of G, then it holds in every finite presentations of G.
1.4 Infinite presentations of groups
In this section we consider a function (called work) which plays for finitely
generated decidable presentations the same roˆle played by the Dehn function
for finite presentations. This function has been introduced by J.-C. Birget
in ([7], 1.4) in the more general context of semigroup presentations and was
studied in a recent paper by R. I. Grigorchuk and S. V. Ivanov [16]. As done
for the Dehn function, we define a kind of Tietze transformations, said of
bounded work, that when applied to a presentation give a presentation with
the same work function. This improves a result of [16].
We recall that ρ is the reduced form of a word and F(X) is the free
group on X.
Definition 1.4.1 Let P := 〈X |R 〉 be a group presentation and let w be
a relator. The work of w is defined as
Work(w) = min{|r1|+ · · ·+ |rn| : ρ(a1r1a−11 · · · anrna−1n ) = w,
r1, · · · , rn ∈ R, a1, · · · , an ∈ F(X)}.
Let P be finitely generated; then for a natural number n we define
Ω(n) = max{Work(w) : w is a relator and |w| 6 n}.
The functions L1 and f1 of Definition 1.4.2 have been introduced by
Grigorchuk and Ivanov in [16].
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Definition 1.4.2 Let P := 〈X |R 〉 be a group presentation and let w be
a relator. We set L1(w) as the minimal number of edges of van Kampen
diagrams with boundary cycle equal to w. If n is a natural number we set
f1(n) = max{L1(w) : w is a relator and |w| 6 n}.
We prove that the functions Ω and f1 are equivalent. Let a1, · · · , an ∈
F(X) and r1, · · · , rn ∈ R and let w be the reduced form of a1r1a−11 · · · anrna−1n .
We set E :=
(
(a1, r1), · · · , (an, rn)
)
and let V(E) be the van Kampen dia-
gram relative to a freely reduction of a1r1a
−1
1 · · · anrna−1n to w. We set
Work(E) := |r1|+ · · ·+ |rn|
and we define L1(E) as the number of edges of V(E). Obviously Work(w)
and L1(w) are equal to the the minimal Work(E) and L1(E) respectively
where E is an expression for w.
Let l1(E), l2(E) and l
′
2(E) be the number of edges of V(E) belonging
respectively to no faces, to a single face and to two faces of V(E). Then
L1(E) = l1(E) + l2(E) + l
′
2(E).
Since in computing the function Work we are interested in finding an ex-
pression for which |r1| + · · · + |rn| is minimal, then we can suppose that in
constructing V(E) no 2-sphere has been discarded, that is we can suppose
that
Work(E) = l2(E) + 2l
′
2(E).
This implies that
Work(E) 6 2L1(E)
and since l1(E) < 2|w| then
L1(E) 6Work(E) + 2|w|.
This means that
Work(w) 6 2L1(w), L1(w) 6Work(w) + 2|w|
and then that
Ω(n) 6 2f1(n), f1(n) 6 Ω(n) + 2n,
that is the the functions Work and f1 are equivalent.
We have seen that Proposition 1.2.4 is no longer true for a presentation
whose set of defining relators is infinite. But if we replace the Dehn function
by the function Ω then we have analogous results for decidable presentations.
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Proposition 1.4.3 1. A finitely generated decidable presentation has a
solvable Word Problem if and only if its function Ω is computable (Th.
1.2 of [16]);
2. For a finite presentation the function Ω is equivalent to the Dehn func-
tion (Th. 1.7 of [16]).
We have seen in Proposition 1.3.7 that the Dehn function is invariant
under bounded Tietze transformations. The. 1.6 of [16] shows that Ω is in-
variant under T-transformations and stabilizations, which are special cases
of finite Tietze transformations. We will show that indeed Ω is invariant
under a more general class of transformations, the so-called Tietze trans-
formations of bounded work, which are not necessarily finite. For that we
introduce
Definition 1.4.4 A Tietze transformation of type 1 or 2 is said of bounded
work if it adds or deletes a set S of defining relators whose work is bounded,
that is if sup{Work(s) : s ∈ S} is finite.
A finite Tietze transformation of type 1 or 2 is of bounded work. Con-
versely if the presentation is finitely related then a Tietze transformation of
bounded work is necessarily finite. If the presentation is finitely generated
then a Tietze transformation of bounded work is also of bounded area; if
the presentation is finitely related then a Tietze transformation of bounded
area is also of bounded work. This implies in particular that for a finite
presentation a Tietze transformation is of bounded work if and only if it is
of bounded area.
Remark 1.4.5 Let P be a presentation and let P ′ be the presentation
obtained from P by application of a Tietze transformation of bounded work
or length. We want to determine the relationship between the area of relators
in P and P ′.
Suppose that P ′ is obtained from P by application of a Tietze transfor-
mation of type 1 of bounded work and let c be the maximal area of defining
relators added. If Work and Work′ are the functions work relative to P and
P ′ respectively, then we have for a relator w that
Work′(w) 6Work(w) 6 cWork′(w).
This implies that if Ω and Ω′ are the functions as defined in Definition 1.4.1
relative to P and P ′ then
Ω′ 6 Ω 6 cΩ′. (1.10)
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Let us now suppose that P ′ is obtained from P by application of a Tietze
transformation of type 3 of bounded length. By using the notation of 3 of
Definition 1.3.1, we have that there exists a natural number c such that
|u| 6 c for every u ∈ U . Let ϕ be the function from F(X ∪ Y ) to F(X)
sending any element of X to itself and any yu ∈ Y to u. We have that ϕ
is the identity on F(X), in particular ϕ(r) = r for every r ∈ R, and that
ϕ(t) = 1 for every t ∈ T . Moreover for every w ∈ F(X ∪ Y ) we have that
|ϕ(w)| 6 c|w|.
If we denote N and N ′ the normal subgroups of F(X) and F(X ∪ Y )
normally generated by R and R∪T respectively, then we have that N ⊂ N ′
and ϕ(N ′) = N .
Let Work and Work′ be the functions work relative to P and P ′ respec-
tively. Let w ∈ N ′ and let
w = ρ(a1r1a
−1
1 · · · akrka−1k )
where ri ∈ R ∪ T and k =Work′(w). Then
ρ
(
ϕ(w)
)
= ρ(b1s1b
−1
1 · · · bkskb−1k )
where bi = ϕ(ai) ∈ F(X) and si is equal to ri if ri ∈ R, si is equal to 1 if
ri ∈ T . This implies that
Work
(
ϕ(w)
)
6Work′(w).
If w ∈ N then since ϕ(w) = w and since obviously Work′(w) 6 Work(w),
then Work(w) = Work′(w). In particular we have that
Ω 6 Ω′.
Let w ∈ N ′; since the length of any t ∈ T is at most c+1, then there exists
an (R∪T )-derivation from w to ϕ(w) of work at most (c+1)|w|. Since there
is an (R ∪ T )-derivation from ϕ(w) to 1 of work Work(ϕ(w)), then we have
Work′(w) 6Work
(
ϕ(w)
)
+ (c+ 1)|w|,
thus
Ω(n) 6 Ω′(n) 6 Ω(cn) + (c+ 1)n. (1.11)
Proposition 1.4.6 Let P and P ′ be group presentations and let Ω and Ω′
be the functions as defined in Definition 1.4.1 relative to P and P ′ respec-
tively. Let P ′ be obtained from P by applications of Tietze transformations
of bounded work or length; then Ω and Ω′ are equivalent.
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Proof By proposition 1.3.2, P ′ can be obtained from P by applications of
finitely many Tietze transformations. By (1.10) and (1.11), we have that
applying a Tietze transformation of type 1 or 3, the equivalence class of
the function Ω does not change. This is also true by applying a Tietze
transformation of type 2 because its inverse is a transformation of type 1;
and is true also for a Tietze transformation of type 4 since its inverse is a
transformation of type 3 followed by one of type 1 and by one of type 2. 
1.5 The Conjugacy Problem
In this section we define a function, denoted Γ, which plays for the Conjugacy
Problem the same roˆle played by the Dehn function (or the function work) for
the Word Problem. It is surprising that despite the fact that the Conjugacy
Problem is harder to solve than the Word Problem, anyway to obtain results
analogous to those valid for the Word Problem, the only hypotheses needed
is the finite generation of the presentation.
No hypothesis is necessary on the set of defining relators, which can be
even non-decidable or non-enumerable. It is also surprising that the function
Γ is constant under a much larger class of Tietze transformations than for
the Dehn (or work) function. The results of this section are apparently new.
We recall that F(X)c denotes the set of cyclically reduced words on
X ∪X−1.
Let G be a group, let X be a generating set for G and let w1, w2 ∈ F(X)c
be conjugated in G. We set
γ(w1, w2) := min{|t| : t ∈ F(X) and w1 = tw2t−1 in G}. (1.12)
Let X be finite and let n1, n2 be natural numbers: we set
Γ(n1, n2) := max{γ(w1, w2) : w1 and w2 are conjugated in G (1.13)
and |w1| 6 n1, |w2| 6 n2}.
The functions γ and Γ depend on the generating set X. If P is a presen-
tation, the function Γ relative to P is the function Γ for the group presented
by P with respect to the set of generators for P.
Let G be generated by a set X, let u be a word in X ∪ X−1 such that
the element of G represented by u is central; if v is another word then u and
v are conjugated in G if and only if they determine the same element of G;
in this case γ(u, v) = 0. Thus if G is an abelian group then Γ is equal to
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the zero function. The converse is also true, that is a group is abelian if and
only if Γ(n1, n2) = 0 for every n1 and n2. This result holds with respect to
every generating set of G.
If G is a finite group then Γ is bounded. Indeed if X is a generating set
for G and if k is the longest length of elements of G then Γ is eventually
equal to a constant less or equal to k.
On the other side, let G be generated by a finite set X and let Γ be
bounded; then this implies that there exists a finite subset {g1, · · · , gn} of G
such that for every h and h′ which are conjugated in G and which are equal
to cyclically reduced products of elements of X ∪ X−1, then there exists
i = 1, · · · , n such that h′ = gihg−1i .
Problem. Find a finitely generated infinite non-abelian group whose
function Γ (with respect to a finite generating set) is bounded; or prove that
if Γ is bounded then G is finite or abelian.
The next result is the analogous for the Conjugacy Problem of Proposi-
tion 1.2.4. It has to be noticed that unlike for the Word Problem, here we
do not need that the number of defining relators be finite.
Proposition 1.5.1 A finitely generated presentation has a solvable Conju-
gacy Problem if and only if it has a solvable Word Problem and Γ is bounded
above by a computable function. In this case Γ is computable.
Proof Let G be the group presented by P.
1. Let P have a solvable Word Problem and let Γ(n1, n2) 6 h(n1, n2)
where h(n1, n2) is computable. Since P is finitely generated, then for
any natural numbers n1 and n2 the number of pairs of words (w1, w2)
such that |w1| 6 n1 and |w2| 6 n2 is finite. Let w1, w2 be words such
that |w1| 6 n1 and |w2| 6 n2; w1 and w2 are conjugated in G if and
only there exists a word t of length no more than h(n1, n2) such that
w1tw
−1
2 t
−1 is a relator.
Let us solve the Word Problem for all the words of the form w1tw
−1
2 t
−1
where |t| 6 h(n1, n2); this solves the Conjugacy Problem for the pair
(w1, w2). Moreover if w1 and w2 are conjugate in G, then the minimal
length of a conjugating word is equal to γ(w1, w2) and thus Γ(n1, n2)
is computable since it is the maximum of the γ(w1, w2).
2. Let P be have a solvable Conjugacy Problem. Let n1, n2 be natural
numbers; since P is finitely generated, then the number of pairs of
words (w1, w2) such that |w1| 6 n1 and |w2| 6 n2 is finite. Let us
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solve the Conjugacy Problem for these pairs of words; this gives for
any pair of conjugated words (w1, w2) an upper bound for γ(w1, w2).
The maximum of these bounds is an upper bound for Γ(n1, n2) which
is then bounded above by a computable function.

It would be interesting to compute the function Γ for presentations with a
solvable Conjugacy Problem. For instance for a finite presentation P satisfy-
ing the small cancellation condition C ′(1/8) then Γ(n1, n2) 6 6max(n1, n2).
If P satisfies C ′(1/6) then Γ(n1, n2) 6 12max(n1, n2) and if P satisfies
C ′(1/4) and T (4) then Γ(n1, n2) 6 16max(n1, n2) (see The. V.5.4 of [20]).
More generally, if P is a finite presentation of an hyperbolic group, then
there exists a constant K such that Γ(n1, n2) 6 Kmax(n1, n2) (see III-Γ-
2.11 and 2.12 of [9]).
Proposition 1.5.2 Let P and P ′ be group presentations and let Γ and Γ′ be
the functions as defined in (1.13) relative to P and P ′ respectively. Suppose
that P ′ is obtained from P by applications of Tietze transformations of type
3 or 4 of bounded length and by any Tietze transformations of type 1 or 2
(in particular, let P and P ′ be finitely generated presentations for the same
group). Then Γ and Γ′ are strongly equivalent (Definition 1.3.5).
Proof Let G be the group presented by P and P ′. Since Γ is independent
from the defining relators of a presentation, then by applying Tietze trans-
formations of type 1 or 2 the function Γ does not change. Let us apply a
Tietze transformation of length bounded by a natural number m and let γ
and γ′ be the functions as defined in (1.12) relative to P and P ′ respectively.
By (1.9) we have that
γ′(w1, w2) 6 γ(w1, w2) 6 mγ
′(w1, w2)
for every w1, w2 ∈ F(X)c conjugated in G, thus
Γ′ 6 Γ 6 mΓ′
and that proves the claim. 
1.6 Enumeration of relators
Let P := 〈X |R 〉 be a finite presentation and let k and n be natural num-
bers. Currently there are two known methods to compute all the relators
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of P of area and length at most k and n: the first consists in constructing
all the van Kampen diagrams with at most k faces and with boundary of at
most n edges; the second uses the result of Remark 1.2.1 which states that if
m is the maximal length of elements of R and if w is a relator of area k′ 6 k
and length n′ 6 n, then w is a product of k′ conjugates of defining relators,
where the length of the conjugating elements is less or equal to mk′ + n′.
Let us consider the first method. The way of proceeding is the following:
one first constructs all the van Kampen diagrams with at most k faces
and with boundary of at most n edges and which have no spines, i.e., in
which every edge belongs to a face. Then one considers all the van Kampen
diagrams with at most k faces and with boundary of at most n edges and
which are obtained by adjoining (see [5]) one by one two or more of these
spineless diagrams and some (even zero) labeled edges in such a way that
any adjunction is made on a single vertex.
Spineless van Kampen diagrams are constructed in this way: one starts
with a face and then adds one by one another face by identifying a vertex of
the face with a vertex of the boundary of the diagram already constructed;
or by identifying one or more consecutive edges of the face with one or more
consecutive edges of the boundary of the diagram already constructed.
We recall that any face of a van Kampen diagram is labeled by a defin-
ing relator and that since the identification of two edges corresponds to a
cancellation of two letters between the labels of the boundaries, then the
edges to be identified must be labeled by opposite letters.
It must be observed that with this method we have to construct also dia-
grams whose boundary label is not reduced. This is because there can exist
diagrams whose boundary label is reduced but which cannot be adjunctions
of two diagrams with reduced boundary labels.
Let us compute the complexity of this method expressed as the number of
diagrams to be constructed. We will count the number of diagrams without
spines and which are obtained by adjunctions only along vertices. The
number of such diagrams will result to be more than factorial in k.
Let q be the minimal length of a defining relator; suppose that we have
a face F1 and that we want to add a second face F2. We have at least q
2
ways to do it, any corresponding to the identification of a given vertex of
F1 with one of F2. These diagrams have boundary with length equal at
least to 2q and there are at least 2q · q = 2q2 ways to add a third face F3,
therefore there are at least 2q2 · q2 = 2q4 diagrams with three faces. These
diagrams have length 3q and thus the diagrams with four faces are at least
2q4×3q = 3! q5. By continuing this way we see that for a natural number j,
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there are at least (j− 1)! q2(j−1) spineless diagrams obtained by adjunctions
along vertices.
Since we want to obtain diagrams with boundary of length at most n,
then for j = 1, · · · , k we are not interested in those diagrams with k−j faces
and whose boundary is longer than n+ jm (we recall that m is the maximal
length of a defining relator). If j is such that n +mj 6 (k − j)q, anyway
all the spineless diagrams obtained by adjunctions along vertices must be
computed. This gives as condition that
j 6
q
m+ q
k − n
m+ q
= c1k − c2n,
with c1 and c2 positive constants less than 1. We recall that k is the number
of faces of the diagrams, thus it is reasonable to take k > ∆(n), where ∆(n)
is the Dehn function at n. If ∆(n)/n goes to infinity then we can assume
that c1k − c2n has the same asymptotic behavior of k and the number of
these diagrams is asymptotically equal at least to
(k − 1)! q2(k−1), (1.14)
that is it is a product of a factorial and an exponential in k.
If ∆(n)/n does not go to infinity then the Dehn function is linear in n
and the group is hyperbolic (Definition 1.3.9). These groups are already
well studied in the literature.
We observe that (1.14) does not take into account spineless diagrams
obtained by adjunctions along vertices and with a number of faces different
than c1k − c2n; and does not take into account the diagrams obtained by
adjoining along edges and also those containing spines. Thus the complexity
of this method must be much bigger than (1.14).
Now let us consider the second method. We want to compute its com-
plexity expressed as the number of words to be constructed to find the de-
sired relators. Let N be this number. To determine N we have to compute
the number of products of h conjugates of defining relators for h = 1, · · · , k
where each conjugating element has length bounded above by mh+ n.
Let U be the set of reduced words of length bounded above by mk + n
and let p := |R|. Then we have
N :=
k∑
h=1
(p|U |)h = (p|U |)
k+1 − p|U |
p|U | − 1 .
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Let us compute |U |. Let a = 2|X| − 1; then we have that
|U | = 1 + (a+ 1)
mk+n−1∑
i=0
ai.
If we set M := mk + n then
mk+n−1∑
i=0
ai =
aM − 1
a− 1
and thus
|U | = 1 + (a+ 1)a
M − 1
a− 1 .
For simplicity we make the following approximation:
|U | ≈ a+ 1
a− 1 a
M .
We have that N ≈ (p|U |)k and since M = mk + n then
N ≈
(
p
a+ 1
a− 1
)k
amk
2+kn = qkaknsk
2
, (1.15)
where q = p(a+1)/(a−1) and s = am. We recall that p = |R|, a = 2|X|−1
and m is the maximal length of the elements of R.
The complexity of this algorithm (expressed as the number of words
among which looking for to find the desired relators) is the product of three
exponentials: one in k, one in kn and one in k2. This complexity is less than
(1.14), thus this algorithm is better than the first one.
Given natural numbers k, m and n, it can be quite difficult to find a
finite presentation whose maximal length of defining relators is m and with
a relator w of length n, of area k and which is the reduced form of a product
of k conjugates of defining relators where the conjugating elements have
length mk + n. Anyway the following method can go very near to such a
situation.
Let F(X) be the free group on the set X, let r1, · · · rk−1 be cyclically re-
duced words in X (not necessarily distinct), let m be a natural number such
that m > |ri| for i = 1, · · · , k − 1 and let a1, · · · , ak−1 be reduced words of
length mk+n. Let w be the reduced form of a1r1a
−1
1 · · · ak−1rk−1a−1k−1, let v
be a word of length n, set rk := w
−1v and setR := {r1, · · · , rk, r−11 , · · · , r−1k }.
Then in the presentation 〈X |R 〉, we have that v is a relator of length n
and is the reduced form of a1r1a
−1
1 · · · akrka−1k .
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Chapter 2
The sets C and L and the
function A
In this chapter we present the main tools and objects of the thesis. In
Section 2.1 we introduce a class of algorithms called straight line algorithms
by means of which we define and study in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 some special
relators called corollas and in Section 2.4 the set L and the functions A
(which will be shown in the Main Theorem 4.1.1 to coincide with the set
of all relators and the function area respectively). Finally in Section 2.5 we
state the main results of the thesis.
2.1 Straight line algorithms
In this section we introduce the main tool of which we make use in this thesis:
straight line algorithms. They are algorithms which generate elements of a
given set U starting from a set B ⊂ U and applying some given operations.
As observed in Remark 2.1.4, a straight line algorithm is an algorithm such
that there is one and only one path from a given step to the final one; in
particular there are no cycles. In Section A.2 it will be shown that they are
a natural tool for describing recursively defined sets.
In the current literature the term “straight line algorithm” denotes a
slightly different object (see for instance 3.1.3 of [19])
Definition 2.1.1 Let U be a set and let Φ be a family of functions ϕ :
Unϕ → U (where nϕ is a given non-zero natural number depending on ϕ)
with codomain U and with domain some Cartesian power of U . A straight
line algorithm (or SLA) relative to (U,B,Φ) is a finite algorithm in which a
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step can be either an element b of B (in this case b is the output of the step
and there is no input) or the application of a function ϕ ∈ Φ to nϕ outputs
t1, · · · , tnϕ of preceding steps
(
t1, · · · , tnϕ are the inputs and ϕ(t1, · · · , tnϕ)
is the output
)
. We require also the conditions that t1, · · · , tnϕ be outputs of
distinct steps and that the output of any step, except the last, be an input
of one and only one of the successive steps. U is called the universe set, B
the base set and Φ is called the set of operations. The elements of B are
called base elements, a step equal to an element of B is called a a base step.
This notion of straight line algorithm is used very often in mathematics.
For instance let U be a group, let B be a subset of U and let Φ be equal to
the operations of product and inversion in U . Let a, b, c be elements of B
(not necessarily distinct); the following is an SLA relative to (U,B,Φ):
step 1 : a step 2 : b step 3 : ab step 4 : c step 5 : c−1 step 6 : abc−1.
The steps 1, 2 and 4 are equal to elements of B, the 3 applies the product
(which is an operation of Φ) to outputs of preceding steps (the 1 and 2), the
5 applies the inversion to the output of the step 4 and finally the 6 applies
the product to the outputs 3 and 5. The output of any step (except the last)
is input of one and only one of the successive steps. The result of any of
these straight line algorithms is an element of the subgroup of U generated
by B. If we add to Φ also the operation of conjugation with an element of
U then the result is an element of the normal subgroup generated by B.
Definition 2.1.2 Let σ be a straight line algorithm and let s and s′ be steps
such that the output of s is one of the inputs of s′; we say that s′ depends
directly on s or that s′ uses directly s. The latter is a relation in the set of
steps of σ. We call relation of dependence the transitive reflexive closure [1]
of this relation; that is, given steps s and s′, we say that s′ depends on s
if s = s′ or if there exists a finite sequence of steps starting with s, ending
with s′ and such that every step in the sequence depends directly on the
preceding. If s′ depends on s we can say also that s′ uses s.
The first step of a straight line algorithm is always a base step because
it cannot use preceding steps. The final output of a straight line algorithm
is its result. By abuse of notation we will sometimes identify a step with its
output, but this will not cause ambiguity.
Proposition 2.1.3 Let σ be an SLA. Then:
1. the steps using a given step of σ form a chain with respect to the
relation of dependence;
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2. the final step of σ uses every step;
3. if a step s′′ uses a step s, then there exists a step s′ used by s′′ and
using directly s;
4. let s and s′ be steps such that s′ uses s and let s′1, · · · , s′n be all the
steps used directly by s′; then one and only one of the s′i uses s.
Proof
1. Take a step s of σ and let s′ be a step using s. There exists a chain of
steps s0 := s, s1, s2, · · · such that si uses directly si−1; since si is the
unique step using directly si−1, this chain is unique. Since s
′ uses s,
then necessarily s′ is one of the si.
2. Let s be a step of σ. Since the chain of steps of σ using s is finite
(being σ a finite algorithm), this chain ends necessarily with the last
step of σ, which therefore uses s.
3. By Part 1 there exists a chain of steps s1 := s, s2, · · · , sm := s′′ such
that si uses directly si−1. Thus s
′ := s2 uses directly s and is used by
s′′.
4. There exist steps s0 := s, s1, · · · , sm := s′ such that si uses directly
si−1. Since s
′ uses directly sm−1 then sm−1 is one of the s
′
i and uses
s0 = s.
Suppose that s′j and s
′
k are two different steps used directly by s
′ and
using s. By Part 1 the steps using s′ form a chain and therefore s′j uses
s′k (or s
′
k uses s
′
j). By Part 3 there exists a step used by s
′
j (therefore
preceding it) and using directly s′k. This step cannot be s
′ because
s′ uses s′j and therefore follows it; this is impossible because s
′ is the
only step using directly s′k.

Remark 2.1.4 There is a natural way to associate a directed graph with
an algorithm: the vertices of this graph are the steps of the algorithm and
there is an edge directed from a step s1 to a step s2 if the output of s1 is
one of the inputs of s2.
The graph associated with a straight line algorithm is such that for every
vertex there is one and only one path beginning at that vertex and ending
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at the vertex corresponding to the final step1. Furthermore this property
characterizes straight line algorithms in the class of finite algorithms.
Remark 2.1.5 Let σ be an SLA and let s be one of its steps. It is easy
to see that the steps used by s form a straight line algorithm. This SLA is
called the proper straight line subalgorithm (pSLsA) determined by s. Every
base element of a pSLsA of σ is also a base element of σ.
In Definition 3.3.6 we will generalize this notion of proper straight line
subalgorithm; this explains the use here of the adjective “proper”.
Definition 2.1.6 A multiset is a set whose elements can be repeated; it is
defined as a pair (S, λ) where S is a set and λ is a function from S to the
natural numbers. The value of λ on an element of S is the multiplicity of
that element.
Definition 2.1.7 Let σ be an SLA relative to (U,B,Φ), let λ : B → N be
the function such that for b ∈ B, λ(b) is the number of steps of σ equal to
b. The multiset (B,λ) is called the multiset of base elements of σ.
Definition 2.1.8 Given two multisets M1 := (S, λ1) and M2 := (S, λ2) we
define their union as M1 ∪M2 := (S, λ1 + λ2), that is the multiplicy of an
element of S in M1 ∪M2 is the sum of its multiplicities in M1 and M2.
Remark 2.1.9 Let σ be an SLA and let s be one of its steps. Let s1 := s,
s2, · · · , sm be the chain of steps of σ depending on s (see Part 1 of Propo-
sition 2.1.3); in particular si depends directly on si−1 and sm is the last
step of σ. We can reorder the steps of σ in such a way that s1 depends
on every step preceding it and that for i = 2, · · · ,m, si depends on every
step comprised between si−1 and si. This reorder of the steps of σ does not
change the relative order of s1, · · · , sm and obviously does not change the
result and the multiset of base elements.
2.2 The set C and the function η
In this section we introduce a very important object for this thesis, the so-
called corollas. Corollas together with stems, i.e., words of the form ww−1
are the “ingredients” to construct the set L defined in the next section and
which will be shown in the Main Theorem 4.1.1 to coincide with the set of
1In particular this graph has no cycles and then is a tree.
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all relators. Thus corollas can be considered the “non-trivial” parts of the
relators.
Definition 2.2.1 Let w1, w2 and u be words and let w := w1w2. The word
w1uw2 is called the insertion of u into w at w1. If n = |w1|, the word w1uw2
is also called the n-th insertion of u into w or the insertion of u into w at
the n-th letter. If n > |w| we define the n-th insertion of u into w as the
product wu.
The n-insertions are binary operations in M(X ∪X−1).
Definition 2.2.2 Let S be the set of words of the form ww−1 where w is
reduced and w 6= 1. We call stems the elements of S.
By Definition 1.1.3, the product of two words u and v is an insertion of
cancelled part (which is a stem) into ρ(uv).
Remark 2.2.3 Let u and v be reduced words and let w = π(u, v) be the
cyclically reduced product of u by v. Let us study the relation between u, v
and π(u, v). As in Definition 1.1.3 let u1, v1, a ∈ F(X) be such that u = u1a,
v = a−1v1 and ρ(uv) = u1v1, that is uv = u1aa
−1v1. If w = 1 then t = 1
because the word u1v1 is reduced and in this case u = v
−1. Let w 6= 1; since
u1v1 = twt
−1, three cases are possible:
1. u1 is a prefix of t;
2. u1 is a prefix of tw but not of t;
3. u1 is not a prefix of tw.
Let us examine the three cases.
1. there exists a word t1 such that t = u1t1. Therefore v1 = t1wt
−1 =
t1wt
−1
1 u
−1
1 and u = u1a, v = a
−1t1wt
−1
1 u
−1
1 , thus uv = u1aa
−1t1wt
−1
1 u
−1
1 .
Moreover v−1 is a prefix of v.
2. since u1 is not a prefix of t, t is a prefix of u1. Moreover v1 is a
suffix of wt−1. This means that there exist words w1 and w2 such
that w = w1w2 and u1 = tw1 and v1 = w2t
−1. Therefore u = tw1a,
v = a−1w2t
−1 and thus uv = tw1aa
−1w2t
−1.
3. since u1 is not a prefix of tw, tw is a prefix of u1 and thus there
exists a word t1 such that u1 = twt
−1
1 and t
−1 = t−11 v1. Therefore
u1 = v
−1
1 t1wt
−1
1 and u = v
−1
1 t1wt
−1
1 a, v = a
−1v1 and thus uv =
v−11 t1wt
−1
1 aa
−1v1. Moreover v
−1 is a suffix of u.
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In Case 2 if w1 = 1 then we obtain the Case 1, if w2 = 1 the Case 3,
therefore we can suppose that in Case 2, w1 and w2 are non-empty. In Case
1, u is completely cancelled in the reduced product by v, in Case 3 it is v to
be completely cancelled. In Case 2 no one of them is completely cancelled.
If a is empty there is no cancellation in the reduced product of u by v; if also
t is empty there is no cancellation also in their cyclically reduced product.
Remark 2.2.4 Let u and v be reduced words such that v−1 is not a suffix
(Definition 1.1.2) of u and u−1 is not a prefix of v. Then there exist a
cyclic conjugate u′ of u and a cyclic conjugate v′ of v such that ρ(u′v′) =
π(u, v). To prove it let us consider the second case of Remark 2.2.3. We
have that u = tw1a, v = a
−1w2t
−1 and π(u, v) = w. Set u′ := w1at and
v′ := t−1a−1w2; then ρ(u
′v′) = π(u, v).
Proposition 2.2.5 Let u and v be reduced words and let w = π(u, v) be
the cyclically reduced product of u by v; then π(v, u) is a cyclic conjugate of
π(u, v).
Proof Let us prove the claim part by showing that it holds in the three
cases of Remark 2.2.3.
1. we have that v = a−1t1wt
−1
1 u
−1
1 and u = u1a, therefore ρ(vu) =
a−1t1wt
−1
1 a and π(v, u) = w = π(u, v).
2. we have that v = a−1w2t
−1 and u = tw1a, therefore ρ(vu) = a
−1w2w1a
and π(v, u) = w2w1 which is a cyclic of π(u, v) = w1w2.
3. we have that v = a−1v1 and u = v
−1
1 t1wt
−1
1 a, therefore ρ(vu) =
a−1t1wt
−1
1 a and π(v, u) = w = π(u, v).

For every word w and for every natural number n, we let ψn(w) denote
the reduced form of the n-th cyclic conjugate of w and we set
Ψ := {ψn : n ∈ N∗} ∪ {π},
where π has been introduced in Definition 1.1.7.
Straight line algorithms have been defined in Section 2.1.
Definition 2.2.6 Let R be a subset of F(X)c \ {1} containing the inverse
of any of its elements and let Σ be the set of (F(X)c, R,Ψ)-straight line
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algorithms σ such that if π(u, v) is a step of σ then π(u, v) 6= 1 and there is
at least one cancellation in π(u, v), that is |π(u, v)| < |u| + |v|. We denote
R the set of results of Σ and we call generalized corollas or g. corollas the
elements of R.
Let Σ0 the subset of Σ consisting of straight line algorithms σ such that
if π(u, v) is a step of σ then either u or v or both are cyclic conjugates of
elements of R. We denote C the set of results of Σ0 and we call corollas the
elements of C.
We will call straight line algorithms in R or R-straight line algorithms
the elements of Σ. The elements of Σ0 are called straight line algorithms in
C or C-straight line algorithms
Proposition 2.2.7 Let N be the normal closure of R in F(X), i.e., the
intersection of all normal subgroups of F(X) containing R. Then N ⊃ R.
Proof Let σ be an SLA in R, let c be the result of σ and let n be the number
of steps of σ. We will prove the claim by induction on n, being trivial for
n = 1.
Let the last step of σ be a cyclic conjugation of a word c′ and let σ′ be
the proper straight line subalgorithm (Remark 2.1.5) computing c′. There
exist words d and e such that c′ = de and c = ed. Then c = ρ(d−1c′d) and
belongs to N since c′ ∈ N .
Let the last step of σ be the cyclically reduced product of two words c1
and c2 and let σ1 and σ1 be the proper straight line subalgorithms computing
c1 and c2. Then c is the reduced form of a conjugate of the product of c1
by c2 and thus belongs to N . 
We recall that a base step (Definition 2.1.1) of a straight line algorithm
is a step equal to a base element. A base step for a straight line algorithm
in R is a step equal to a defining relators (the other two kinds of steps are
the cyclic conjugations and the cyclically reduced products)
Definition 2.2.8 Let τ be a straight line algorithm in R. We set η(τ) as
the number of steps of τ equal to base steps.
η is a function going from the set of SLA’s in R to the natural numbers.
If τ is an SLA with only one step then this step is necessarily a base step
and η(τ) = 1. Suppose that τ has more than one step. Let the final step of
τ be the cyclic conjugation of a preceding output c. If τ ′ is the pSLsA of τ
(Remark 2.1.5) computing c then τ ′ has the same number of base steps as
τ and thus η(τ) = η(τ ′). Let the final step of τ be the cyclically reduced
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product of preceding outputs c1 and c2 and let τ1 and τ2 be the pSLsA’s of
τ computing c1 and c2; then the base steps of τ are those of τ1 and of τ2
and thus η(τ) = η(τ1) + η(τ2).
Definition 2.2.9 Let c ∈ R; we set η(c) := min{η(τ) : τ is an SLA in R
computing c}.
Proposition 2.2.10 Let τ be an SLA in R and let c be its result. Then
Area(c) 6 η(τ).
Proof We prove the claim by induction on the number of steps of τ . If τ
has only one step then η(τ) = 1 and c is a base element; this means that c
belongs to R and therefore Area(c) = 1.
Let τ have more than one step and let the claim be true for every SLA
with less steps than τ . Let the final step of τ be the cyclic conjugation
of a preceding output c′ and let c be the final output of τ ; if τ ′ is the
pSLsA of τ computing c′ we have η(τ) = η(τ ′) by the construction of η and
Area(c) = Area(c′) by (1.2). By induction hypothesis we have Area(c′) 6
η(τ ′), therefore Area(c) 6 η(τ).
Let the final step of τ be the cyclically reduced product of preceding
outputs c1 and c2, that is c = π(c1, c2). If τ1 and τ2 are the pSLsA’s of τ
computing c1 and c2, we have η(τ) = η(τ1) + η(τ2) by the construction of
η and Area(c) 6 Area(c1) + Area(c2) by (1.5). By induction hypothesis we
have Area(c1) 6 η(τ1) and Area(c2) 6 η(τ2), therefore Area(c) 6 η(τ). 
Corollary 2.2.11 If c ∈ R then Area(c) 6 η(c).
Proof Follows from Definition 2.2.9 and Proposition 2.2.10. 
2.3 Properties of the corollas
In this section we prove some properties of the corollas. In Remarks 2.3.3 and
2.3.4 we show how to associate a product of conjugates of defining relators
and a van Kampen diagram with a straight line algorithm computing a
corolla. Remark 2.3.6 says that if the presentation is finite and m is the
maximal length of a defining relator then a corolla of length n and area k can
be expressed as product of conjugates of defining relators with the sum of the
lengths of the conjugating elements bounded above by (mk − 1)/2 + n− 1,
while for a general relator this sum is bounded above by mk2 + kn, see
Remark 1.2.1. Remark 2.3.13 gives an algorithm for computing the corollas
when the presentation is finite.
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Remark 2.3.1 Let c be a g. corolla and let c′ be a cyclic conjugate of
c; then η(c′) = η(c). Indeed let τ be an SLA in R computing c and such
that η(τ) = η(c). Let τ ′ be the SLA in R obtained by adding to τ a cyclic
conjugation from c to c′; τ ′ computes c′ then η(c′) 6 η(τ ′) and η(τ ′) = η(τ).
This implies that η(c′) 6 η(c). Since c is a cyclic conjugate of c′ then in the
same way we prove that η(c) 6 η(c′) and thus that η(c′) = η(c).
Remark 2.3.2 Let c and c′ be g. corollas such that |π(c, c′)| < |c|+ |c′|, let
τ and τ ′ be SLA’s in R computing c and c′ respectively and such that η(c) =
η(τ) and η(c′) = η(τ ′). Let τ ′′ be the SLA obtained by adding to τ the steps
of τ ′ and finally a step equal to π(c, c′); τ ′′ is an SLA in R (see Definition
2.2.6). We have that η(τ ′′) = η(τ)+η(τ ′) and thus that η(τ ′′) = η(c)+η(c′).
Since η
(
π(c, c′)
)
6 η(τ ′′) then we have that η
(
π(c, c′)
)
6 η(c) + η(c′).
Remark 2.3.3 Let σ be a straight line algorithm in R; we show how to
find a product of conjugates of η(σ) defining relators whose reduced form is
the result of σ.
Let σ have one step; then this step is a defining relator r and we associate
r with σ. Let σ have more than one step and suppose to have proved the
claim for every SLA with less steps than σ. Let the last step of σ be the
cyclic conjugation of a word c′ into a word c; then there exist words d and e
such that c′ = de and c = ed. Let σ′ be the proper straight line subalgorithm
(Remark 2.1.5) computing c′; by induction hypothesis
c′ = ρ(a1r1a
−1
1 · · · amrma−1m )
where r1, · · · , rm are defining relators, a1, · · · , am are words and m = η(σ′).
Then m = η(σ) and
c = ρ(b1r1b
−1
1 · · · bmrmb−1m )
where bi = d
−1ai.
Let the last step of σ be the cyclically reduced product of two words c1
and c2, that is the result of σ is c = π(c1, c2) (Definition 1.1.7). Let σ1 and
σ2 be the proper straight line subalgorithms computing c1 and c2; then by
induction hypothesis
c1 = ρ(a1r1a
−1
1 · · · akrka−1k ), c2 = ρ(ak+1rk+1a−1k+1 · · · amrma−1m )
where k = η(σ1) and m− k = η(σ2).
By Definition 1.1.6 there exist a word t such that
tct−1 = ρ(a1r1a
−1
1 · · · amrma−1m ).
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and thus
c = ρ(b1r1b
−1
1 · · · bmrmb−1m )
where bi = t
−1ai and m = η(σ).
Remark 2.3.4 Let σ be a straight line algorithm in R, let k = η(σ) and
let c be its result. By Remark 2.3.3, c is the reduced form of a product of k
conjugates of defining relators. Thus we can associate with c a van Kampen
diagram with k faces as seen in Section 1.1 but we show a more direct way.
The procedure is analogous to that of Remark 2.3.3. We will prove that the
diagram associated with σ is planar, contractible and homeomorphic to a
2-disc. In particular, unlike the general situation described in Section 1.1,
in the construction of this diagram no 2-sphere is discarded and the number
of faces of the diagram is equal to the number of base steps of σ.
Let σ have one step; then this step is a defining relator r = x1 · · · xm
and we associate with σ a complex with a single face whose boundary has
m edges labeled consecutively by x1, · · · , xm. This diagram verifies trivially
the desired properties.
Let σ have more than one step and suppose to have proved the claim
for every SLA with less steps than σ. Let the last step of σ be the cyclic
conjugation of a word c′ into a word c; then there exist words d and e such
that c′ = de and c = ed. Let σ′ be the proper straight line subalgorithm
computing c′; by induction hypothesis there exists a diagram verifying the
three properties above. The boundary cycle of this diagram is of the form
δǫ where δ is labeled by d and ǫ by e. Then we associate with σ the same
van Kampen diagram with boundary label ǫδ.
Let the last step of σ be the cyclically reduced product of two words
c1 and c2, that is the result of σ is c = π(c1, c2). Let σ1 and σ2 be the
proper straight line subalgorithms computing c1 and c2; then by induction
hypothesis we can suppose that we have associated van Kampen diagrams
V1 and V2 with σ1 and σ2. By Definition 1.1.6 there exists a word t such
that ρ(c1c2) = tct
−1 where ρ(c1c2) is the reduced product of c1 by c2. By
Definition 1.1.3, there exist words a, c′1, c
′
2 such that c1 = c
′
1a, c2 = a
−1c′2
and ρ(c1c2) = c
′
1c
′
2. First we associate a complex with ρ(c1c2) by folding
the subpath of V1 labeled by a onto the subpath of V2 labeled by a−1; this
complex is the adjunction (see [5]) of V1 to V2 along the subgraph of V1
labeled by a into the subgraph of V2 labeled by a−1. Then we consider
the quotient of the obtained complex given by identifying the edges in the
path labeled by t with the opposite of the edges of the path labeled by t−1.
The complex obtained is planar and homeomorphic to a 2-disc because it
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is the adjunction of two complexes with these properties. It is contractible
by Ex. 23 in Chapter 0 of [18] because it is the union of two contractible
2-complexes whose intersection is the path labeled by t which is contractible.
Remark 2.3.5 Let σ be a straight line algorithm in R; in Remark 2.3.3 we
have shown how to associate with σ a product of η(σ) conjugates of defining
relators whose reduced form is the result of σ. We show now another way
to obtain the same product.
If σ has one step, then this step is a defining relator r and we associate
r with σ. Let σ have more than one step and suppose that the last step of
σ is a cyclic conjugation of a word c′ into a word c; then there exist words d
and e such that c′ = de and c = ed and thus c is the reduced form of d−1cd.
Let the last step of σ be the cyclically reduced product of two words c1
and c2, that is the result of σ is c = π(c1, c2). By Definition 1.1.6 there
exist a word t such that tct−1 = ρ(c1c2), that is c is the reduced form of
t−1c1t t
−1c2t.
In both cases c is the reduced form of a product of conjugates of g.
corollas of σ. Any of these g. corollas is a cyclic conjugate of another g.
corolla of σ or the cyclically reduced product of two g. corollas of σ, then
we can repeat the same procedure to these g. corollas. Continuing this way
until all the g. corollas obtained are the base elements of σ, we obtain an
expression of c as product of conjugates of defining relators. This product
obviously coincides with that defined in Remark 2.3.3.
Remark 2.3.6 Let σ be a straight line algorithm in R, let c be the result
of σ and let
c = ρ(a1r1a
−1
1 · · · amrma−1m )
where this expression is that obtained as in Remark 2.3.3. We show that
there exists a sequence of cancellations reducing a1r1a
−1
1 · · · amrma−1m to c
such that for i = 1, · · · ,m:
1. if l is a letter of ai which cancels, then l cancels either with a letter of
some of the rj or with a letter of a
−1
i−1;
2. if l is a letter of a−1i which cancels, then l cancels either with a letter
of some of the rj or with a letter of ai+1.
In particular this implies that a letter of a1 or one of a
−1
m can cancel only
with letters of some of the rj .
We use Remark 2.3.5. If σ has only one step then the claim is trivial. Let
σ have more than one step; then by induction hypothesis c is the reduced
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form of some product b1c1b
−1
1 · · · bncnb−1n where the ci are g. corollas of σ
and the bi verify the two properties above. Let ci for some i be the output
of a step of σ consisting in a cyclic conjugation of a g. corolla c′. Then there
exist words d and e such that c′ = de and c = ed, that is c is the reduced
form of a1c
′
1a
−1
1 · · · anc′na−1n , where c′i = c, ai = bid−1 and aj = bj , c′j = cj
for j 6= i. The ai verify the two properties above because the suffix d−1 of
ai cancels with c
′
i.
Let ci for some i be the output of a step of σ consisting in a cyclically
reduced product of two g. corollas d1 and d2, that is ci = π(d1, d2). By
Definition 1.1.6 there exists a word t such that tcit
−1 = ρ(d1d2), that is ci
is the reduced form of t−1d1t t
−1d2t. In this case c is the reduced form of
a1c
′
1a
−1
1 · · · an+1c′n+1a−1n+1, where aj = bj and c′j = cj for j < i, ai = ai+1 =
bit
−1, c′i = d1, c
′
i+1 = d2 and aj = bj−1 and c
′
j = cj−1 for j > i. The ai
verify the two properties above because the suffix t−1 of ai cancels with c
′
i,
a−1i cancels with ai+1 and the prefix t of a
−1
i+1 cancels with c
′
i+1.
Remark 2.3.7 Let σ be a straight line algorithm in R, let c be the result
of σ and let
c = ρ(a1r1a
−1
1 · · · akrka−1k )
where this expression is that obtained as in Remark 2.3.3. Let
α = |a1|+ · · ·+ |ak|, β = |r1|+ · · ·+ |rk|.
We show that either α < β or
α 6 (β − 1)/2 + |c| − 1.
In particular let m be the maximal length of an element of R and let |c| 6 n;
then if α > β this implies that
α 6 (mk − 1)/2 + n− 1.
Let Λ be the set of letters of a1r1a
−1
1 · · · akrka−1k which are cancelled in
the free reduction to c and define a function
ϕ : Λ→ Λ
such that for every l ∈ Λ, the letter l cancels with ϕ(l) and the cancellations
verify the two properties of Remark 2.3.6. The function ϕ is a bijection and
ϕ2 = id.
Consider the set of sequences (l1, l2, · · · , l2h) of elements of Λ such that:
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1. l2i = ϕ(l2i−1) for i = 1, · · · , h;
2. li belongs to some of the a
±1
j for i = 2, · · · , 2h− 1;
3. l2i+1 = l
−1
2i for i = 1, · · · , h− 1;
4. either l1 is a letter of some of the rj or it is a letter of some of the a
±1
j
and l−11 does not belong to Λ (i.e., it is not cancelled).
5. either l2h is a letter of some of the rj or it is a letter of some of the
a±1j and l
−1
2h does not belong to Λ (i.e., it is not cancelled).
By condition 2, the l2i of condition 3 belong to some of the a
±1
j , therefore
condition 3 says that there exists j := 1, · · · , k such that aj = bxc for words
b and c and a letter x and {l2i, l2i+1} = {x, x−1}.
If a sequence (l1, l2, · · · , l2h) verifies the four properties above then also
does the sequence (l2h, l2h−1, · · · , l1).
We observe that any sequence contains at most one letter of a given aj
or a−1j : indeed let li be a letter of aj. If i is odd, then li+1 is the letter
cancelled with li. By Remark 2.3.6, either li+1 belongs to some of the rj
and thus li+1 is the last element of the sequence or li+1 belongs to a
−1
j−1.
This means that the indices of the aj which have letters in the sequence are
strictly decreasing and in particular there is at most one letter for any of
the aj . The same is true if li is a letter of a
−1
j , in which case the indices are
strictly increasing. If i is even then li+1 is a letter of a
−1
j , thus i+ 1 is odd
what said above applies.
Moreover if two sequences have an element in common then one is ob-
tained from the other by reversing the order of its elements. Any letter
cancelled uniquely determines the first and the last letters of the sequence
to which it belongs. If a sequence contains the letter x of some aj = bxc
and the letter x−1 of a−1j = c
−1x−1b−1 does not belong to the sequence,
then x−1 is not cancelled. Otherwise, if x and x−1 are cancelled then they
belong to the same sequence and that sequence is uniquely determined by
its first and last element. Therefore corresponding to x and x−1 there are
two letters which are a cancelled letter of some of the rj and a non-cancelled
one of some of the a±1j or there are two letters which are both of one of these
two types.
This means that the sum of cancelled letters of the a±1j is no more than
the sum of non-cancelled letters of the a±1j plus the cancelled letters of the
rj .
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Let α = |a1| + · · · + |ak| and β = |r1| + · · · + |rk|. Then if w =
a1r1a
−1
1 · · · akrka−1k , then |w| = 2α + β. Let α1 [respectively β1] be the
number of letters of the a±1j [respectively of the rj ] which are cancelled and
α2 [respectively β2] that of the non-cancelled. Then by what seen above we
have
α1 6 α2 + β1. (2.1)
Let α > β, that is α = β + γ where γ > 0. Since 2α = α1 + α2 then
α1 + α2 = 2β1 + 2β2 + 2γ and α1 = −α2 + 2β1 + 2β2 + 2γ, that is by (2.1)
we have
−α2 + 2β1 + 2β2 + 2γ 6 α2 + β1
and thus
α2 > γ + β2 +
β1
2
=
β + β2
2
+ γ
since β = β1 + β2. Then
|c| = α2 + β2 > β + 3β2
2
+ γ.
Let n be a natural number and let |c| 6 n; then
β + 3β2
2
+ γ 6 n
that is
γ 6 n− β + 3β2
2
.
Since β2 > 1 then
γ 6 n− β + 3
2
.
Then
α = β + γ 6 β + n− β + 3
2
=
β − 3
2
+ n.
Let m be the maximal length of elements of R; then β 6 mk, that is
α = β + γ 6
mk − 3
2
+ n =
mk − 1
2
+ n− 1.
Lemma 2.3.8 Let τ be an SLA in R, let c be the result of τ and suppose
that η(τ) = η(c). Then if τ ′ is a pSLsA of τ and if c′ is the result of τ ′ then
η(τ ′) = η(c′).
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Proof Let n be the number of steps of τ ; we prove the claim by induction of
n being evident for n = 1. Let n > 2 and the claim be true for all the SLA’s
in R with less steps than τ . Let the last step of τ be the cyclic conjugation
of a word c′′ and let τ ′′ be the pSLsA of τ computing c′′. If τ ′ is a pSLsA
of τ then either τ ′ = τ and the claim is obvious or τ ′ is a pSLsA of τ ′′, in
which case the claim is true by induction hypothesis. Let the last step of τ
be the cyclic reduced product of two words c1 and c2 and let τ1 and τ2 be
the pSLsA’s of τ computing c1 and c2 respectively. If τ
′ = τ the claim is
obvious, otherwise τ ′ is a pSLsA of either τ1 or τ2 and the claim is true by
induction hypothesis. 
Definition 2.3.9 Let σ be an SLA in R such that η(σ) = k and let c be
the result of σ. Then we say that c is a k-g. corolla. We denote Rk the set
of k-g. corollas. If σ is an SLA in C then we call c a k-corolla. We denote
Ck the set of k-corollas.
Let c be a k-g. corolla, that is there exists σ whose result is c and such
that η(σ) = k. Let c′ be a cyclic conjugate of c and let us call σ′ the SLA
obtained by adding to σ the cyclic conjugation from c to c′. Then η(σ′) = k
and the result of σ′ is c′, that is c′ is a k-g. corolla and thus Rk contains the
cyclic conjugates of any of its elements.
We have the following result, which we prove in the appendix.
Proposition A.3.2 Let σ be an R-SLA; then there exists a C-SLA σ′
with the same set of base elements and result of σ and such that η(σ′) = η(σ).
In particular Rk = Ck.
Remark 2.3.10 We prove that Rk and Ck contain the inverse of any of its
elements, that is if σ computes c and η(σ) = k then there exists τ which
computes c−1 and η(τ) = k. We give the proof for Rk, that for Ck being
analogous.
Let σ be a R-straight line algorithm computing c and such that η(σ) = k
and let n be the number of steps of σ. If n = 1 then c ∈ R, thus c−1 ∈ R
and therefore there is an SLA with one step equal to c−1.
Let n > 1 and the claim be true for every SLA with less steps than
σ. Let the last step of σ be a cyclic conjugation of a word c0 and let σ0
be the straight line subalgorithm computing c0; then η(σ0) = η(σ)=k. By
induction hypothesis c−10 ∈ Rk and this means that there exists an SLA τ0
computing c−10 and such that η(τ0) = k. Since c
−1 is a cyclic conjugate
of c−10 then if we add to τ0 the cyclic conjugation from c
−1
0 to c
−1 then we
obtain an SLA which we denote τ that computes c−1 and such that η(τ) = k.
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Let the last step of σ be a cyclically reduced product of two words c1 and
c2 and let σ1 and σ2 be the proper straight line subalgorithms computing c1
and c2. We have that k = η(σ) = η(σ1)+η(σ2). By induction hypothesis we
have that there exist straight line algorithms τ1 and τ2 computing c
−1
1 and
c−12 and such that η(τ1) + η(τ2) = k. Let τ be the straight line algorithm
obtained by adding to the steps of τ1 and τ2 the cyclically reduced product
of c−12 by c
−1
1 . Then τ computes c
−1 and η(τ) = k.
Lemma 2.3.11 R1 is the set of cyclic conjugates of elements of R and is
equal to C1. Let k > 1; then Rk is the set of the cyclic conjugates of the
cyclically reduced products of an element of Rm by one of Rn, for m and n
non-zero natural numbers such that m + n = k and m 6 n; Ck is the set
of the cyclic conjugates of the cyclically reduced products of an element of
Rk−1 by one of C1.
Proof For k = 1 the claim is trivial. Let k > 1, let σ be an SLA in R
such that η(τ) = k and let c be the result of τ . Let s be the last step of τ
which is a not a cyclic conjugation and let c′ be the output of s. Let τ ′ be
the pSLsA of τ computing c′. There exist preceding outputs c1 and c2 such
that c′ = π(c1, c2). Let τ1 and τ2 be the pSLsA’s of τ computing c1 and c2
respectively. Let m = η(τ1) and n = η(τ2), that is c1 ∈ Rm and c2 ∈ Rn.
This means that c is a cyclic conjugate of the cyclically reduced product of
c1 by c2 and m+ n = k. Finally by Proposition 2.2.5 we have that π(c2, c1)
is a cyclic conjugate of π(c1, c2), therefore we can assume that m 6 n.
Analogously is for Ck. 
Theorem 2.3.12 If R is finite (in particular 〈X |R 〉 is a finite presenta-
tion) then Rk is finite for every natural number k.
Proof We prove the claim by induction on k. Let k = 1; by Lemma 2.3.11,
R1 is equal to the set of cyclic conjugates of the elements of R and is finite
since R is finite. Let k > 1 and Rk′ be finite for every k
′ < k; by Lemma
2.3.11, Rk is contained in the set of cyclic conjugates of the cyclically reduced
products of an element of Rm by one of Rn, for m and n non-zero natural
numbers such that m + n = k. The claim follows from the fact that by
induction hypothesis Rm and Rn are finite and that the number of cyclic
conjugates of a given word is finite. 
Remark 2.3.13 Let R be finite, let k be a natural number and let us
use Lemma 2.3.11 and Remark 2.2.4 to find an algorithm computing the
elements of Ck. If k = 1 then we compute the cyclic conjugates of the
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elements of R. Let k > 1 and suppose to have computed C1, · · · , Ck−1; if
c ∈ Ck then there exist c1, c2 such that c1 6= c−12 and c1 ∈ Ck−1, c2 ∈ C1 or
c1 ∈ C1, c2 ∈ Ck−1 and c is a cyclic conjugate of π(c1, c2). By Remark 2.2.4
we have that either c−11 is a prefix of c2 or c
−1
2 is a suffix of c1 or there exist
cyclic conjugates w1 of c1 and w2 of c2 such that π(c1, c2) = ρ(w1w2). Since
any Ch is closed under cyclic conjugations, then to compute the elements of
Ck it is not necessary to compute all the π(c1, c2) with c1 ∈ Ck−1 and c2 ∈ C1
or c1 ∈ C1 and c2 ∈ Ck−1, but just those for which there is cancellation
between a suffix of c1 and a prefix of c2 but not between a prefix of c1 and
a suffix of c2.
2.4 The set L and the function A
We recall that we have called stem (Definition 2.2.2) a word of the form
ww−1 where w is reduced and w 6= 1, and that we have denoted S the set of
all stems. The set C has been introduced in Definition 2.2.6 (we recall that
the elements of C are called corollas) and insertions of words in Definition
2.2.1.
Definition 2.4.1 We denote L the set of results of straight line algorithms
(Definition 2.1.1) whose universe set is M(X ∪ X−1), whose base set is
B = S ∪ C and whose operations are the insertions of words. We will call
L-straight line algorithms or straight line algorithms in L these straight line
algorithms.
We denote Lg the set of results of straight line algorithms whose universe
set is M(X ∪X−1), whose base set is Bg = S ∪R and whose operations are
the insertions of words. We will call Lg-straight line algorithms or straight
line algorithms in Lg these straight line algorithms.
We observe that R ∩ S = ∅ because every element of R is reduced and
every one of S is not. Obviously Lg ⊃ L since R ⊃ C. We recall from that
an element of Bg is called a base element.
Conjugating a word v with a reduced word w is equivalent to inserting
v into the stem ww−1 at w. By Definition 1.1.3, the product of two reduced
words is equal to an insertion of the cancelled part (which is a stem) into
their reduced product.
Lg is closed under product (which is a special case of insertion) and under
conjugation with a reduced word, because if l ∈ Lg and if w is reduced then
ww−1 is a stem, therefore belongs to Lg and wlw
−1 is an insertion of l
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into ww−1. This means that Lg contains any “non-cancelled” product of
conjugates of elements of C. This implies
Proposition 2.4.2 Let N be the normal closure of R in F(X), i.e., the
set of relators of the presentation 〈X |R 〉. If w ∈ N then there exists an
element of Lg whose reduced form is w.
Proof Follows from what said above because every element of N is the
reduced form of a product of conjugates of elements of R ⊂ C. 
The following result is a converse of Proposition 2.4.2.
Proposition 2.4.3 The reduced form of any element of Lg is a relator, that
is it belongs to N .
Proof We have to prove that ρ(L) ⊂ N (recall that ρ denotes the reduced
form, Definition 1.1.1). Let σ be an SLA in Lg, let w be the result of σ and
let n be the number of steps of σ; we prove the claim by induction on n.
Let n = 1; then w belongs either to C (in which case ρ(w) = w ∈ C ⊂ N )
or w ∈ S (in which case ρ(w) = 1 ∈ N ).
Let n > 1 and the claim be true for every SLA with less steps than
σ. Then w is of the form uw′v and the last step is the insertion of w′
into uv at u. By induction hypothesis, ρ(uv) and ρ(w′) belong to N ; since
ρ(w) = ρ(uw′u−1uv) then ρ(w) belongs to N . 
We recall that the g. corollas are the elements of C. The function η(c)
for a g. corolla c has been introduced in Definition 2.2.9.
Definition 2.4.4 Let σ be an SLA in Lg; we set A(σ) :=
∑
η(c) where c
varies in the set of g. corollas of σ. Let w ∈ Lg; we set A(w) := min{A(σ) :
σ is an SLA in L computing w}.
Remark 2.4.5 Let c be a g. corolla and let σ be the SLA in Lg with a single
step equal to c. Then σ computes c and A(σ) = η(c), therefore A(c) 6 η(c).
For the area and the work of a relator see Definitions 1.1.8 and 1.4.1
respectively.
Definition 2.4.6 We call proper (g.) corolla a (g.) corolla c such that
A(c) = η(c). For every natural number n set
∆0(n) := max{Area(w) : w is a proper corolla and |w| 6 n},
Ω0(n) := max{Work(w) : w is a proper corolla and |w| 6 n}.
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Obviously ∆0 6 ∆ and Ω0 6 Ω where ∆ is the Dehn function (Definition
1.2.2) and Ω has been introduced in Definition 1.4.1.
2.5 Statement of the results
Definition 2.5.1 Let σ be a straight line algorithm in Lg, let c1, · · · , cm
be the corollas of σ (counted with their multiplicity) and let τ1, · · · , τm be
straight line algorithms in R computing them and such that η(τi) = η(ci) for
i = 1, · · · ,m. The union2 of the multisets of base elements (Definition 2.1.7)
of τ1, · · · , τm is called a complete multiset of defining relators (abbreviated
CMDR) for σ.
Remark 2.5.2 Let σ be a straight line algorithm in Lg and let M be a
CMDR for σ. Then it is obvious that A(σ) = |M |.
Let σ, σ1 and σ2 be straight line algorithms in Lg such that the multiset
of corollas of σ is the union of those of σ1 and of σ2 and let M1 and M2 be
CMDR for σ1 and σ2 respectively. Then A(σ) = A(σ1)+A(σ2) andM1∪M2
is a CMDR for σ.
In particular this is the case when the last step of an SLA σ is the
insertion of a word w2 into a word w1 and σ1 and σ2 are the pSLsA’s
(Remark 2.1.5) of σ computing w1 and w2.
Proposition 2.5.3 Let σ be an SLA in Lg and let w be its result. Then
Area
(
ρ(w)
)
6 A(σ); in particular Area
(
ρ(w)
)
6 A(w).
Proof We prove the claim by induction on the number of steps of σ. If σ
has only one step then w is a stem or a corolla. If w is a stem then ρ(w) = 1,
Area
(
ρ(w)
)
= 0 and A(σ) = 0. If w is a corolla (in particular it is reduced,
i.e., ρ(w) = w) then A(σ) = η(w) and the claim follows from Corollary
2.2.11.
Let σ have more than one step and the claim be true for every SLA with
less steps than σ. The last step of σ is the insertion of a word w2 into a word
w1, that is there exist words u, v such that w1 = uv and w = uw2v. Let
σ1 and σ2 be the pSLsA’s computing w1 and w2; by induction hypothesis
Area
(
ρ(wi)
)
6 A(σi) for i = 1, 2. Since A(σ) = A(σ1) + A(σ2) by Remark
2.5.2, then
Area
(
ρ(w1)
)
+Area
(
ρ(w2)
)
6 A(σ). (2.2)
2for union of multisets see Definition 2.1.8
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Since ρ(w) = ρ(uw2u
−1uv) and w1 = uv, then
ρ(w) = ρ(uw2u
−1)ρ(w1);
by (1.4) we have that
Area
(
ρ(w)
)
6 Area
(
ρ(uw2u
−1)
)
+Area
(
ρ(w1)
)
. (2.3)
Finally the claim follows from (2.3) by virtue of (2.2) and of the fact that
Area
(
ρ(uw2u
−1)
)
= Area
(
ρ(w2)
)
by (1.2) of Section 1.1. 
Lemma 2.5.4 Let w ∈ Lg and let σ be an SLA computing w and such that
Area
(
ρ(w)
)
= A(σ). Then any corolla of σ is a proper corolla (Definition
2.4.6).
Proof We prove the claim by induction on the number of steps of σ. If σ
has one step then w is the only corolla of σ. Moreover it is reduced, i.e.,
ρ(w) = w and A(σ) = η(w). By Definition 2.4.4, A(w) 6 A(σ) and A(σ) =
Area
(
ρ(w)
)
by hypothesis. Since Area
(
ρ(w)
)
6 A(w) by Proposition 2.5.3,
then
A(w) 6 A(σ) = η(w) = Area
(
ρ(w)
)
6 A(w),
therefore A(w) = η(w) and w is a proper corolla.
Let σ have more than one step and the claim be true for every SLA with
less steps than σ. The last step of σ is the insertion of a word w2 into a
word w1, that is there exist words u, v such that w1 = uv and w = uw2v.
As in the proof of Proposition 2.5.3, ρ(w) = ρ(uw2u
−1w1) and
Area
(
ρ(w)
)
6 Area
(
ρ(w2)
)
+Area
(
ρ(w1)
)
. (2.4)
Let σ1 and σ2 be the pSLsA’s computing w1 and w2; we have that A(σ) =
A(σ1) +A(σ2) by Remark 2.5.2. If Area
(
ρ(w1)
)
< A(σ1) or Area
(
ρ(w2)
)
<
A(σ2), then by (2.4)
Area
(
ρ(w)
)
< A(σ1) +A(σ2) = A(σ)
which is contrary to the hypothesis. ThusA(σ1) = Area
(
ρ(w1)
)
and A(σ2) =
Area
(
ρ(w2)
)
, therefore by induction hypothesis for every corolla c of σ1 or
of σ2 we have that A(c) = η(c). The claim follows from the fact that every
corolla of σ is a corolla of σ1 or of σ2. 
We can now state the Main Theorem of this thesis; we recall that R (the
set of corollas) has been introduced in Definition 2.2.6, L in Definition 2.4.1,
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the function A in Definition 2.4.4 and complete multiset of defining relators
in Definition 2.5.1.
Main Theorem 4.1.1 Let 〈X |R 〉 be a group presentation and let N be
the set of reduced relators. Then N coincides with the subset of L consisting
of reduced words. Let w be the reduced form of f1r1f
−1
1 · · · fnrnf−1n , where
ri ∈ R; then there exist a submultiset M of {r1, · · · , rn} and a straight line
algorithm σ computing w which has M as a complete multiset of defining
relators (CMDR) and such that A(σ) 6 n. If n = Area(w) then A(σ) = n,
every corolla of σ is a proper corolla and {r1, · · · , rn} is a CMDR for σ.
Finally A(w) = Area(w).
The Main Theorem implies the following
Corollary 4.1.2 Let w ∈ N and let σ be an SLA computing w and
such that A(σ) = A(w). Then the area of w is equal to the sum of the
areas of the corollas of σ, that is if c1, · · · , cm are the corollas of σ then
Area(w) =
m∑
i=1
Area(ci) and |w| >
∑m
i=1 |ci|.
Let 〈X |R 〉 be a group presentation and suppose that there exists a
positive real constant α such that Area(c) 6 α|c| for every proper corolla c.
Let w be a relator; by virtue of Corollary 4.1.2 there exist proper corollas
c1, · · · , cm such that Area(w) =
m∑
i=1
Area(ci) and |w| >
∑m
i=1 |ci|. Therefore
Area(w) =
m∑
i=1
Area(ci) 6
m∑
i=1
α|ci| 6 α|w|
and 〈X |R 〉 is hyperbolic (Definition 1.3.9). Since the converse is obvious,
this proves the following
Corollary 4.1.4 The presentation 〈X |R 〉 is hyperbolic if and only if
there exists a positive real constant α such that Area(c) 6 α|c| for every
proper corolla c.
Proposition 5.1.10 is stronger than Corollary 4.1.4, anyway the proof of
Corollary 4.1.4 is direct and does not use Proposition 5.1.10.
For every natural number n we have set ∆0(n) as the maximal area of
proper corollas of length at most n (Definition 2.4.6); obviously ∆0(n) 6
∆(n). By the preceding calculation we have
Corollary 4.1.5 Let α be a positive real number; then the Dehn function
∆ is bounded by the linear function αn if and only if the ∆0 is.
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To prove the Main Theorem it is sufficient to prove
Lemma 4.1.6 Let l := l1zz
−1l2 (where l1 and l2 are words and z a
letter) be an element of Lg; then l1l2 ∈ Lg. In particular if σ is a straight line
algorithm computing l and if M is a CMDR for σ (Definition 2.5.1), then
there exists a straight line algorithm σ′ computing l1l2, such that A(σ
′) 6
A(σ) and such that if M ′ is a CMDR for σ′ then M ′ ⊂ M . Moreover if
A(σ) = Area
(
ρ(l)
)
then A(σ′) = A(σ) and M ′ =M .
Let Lemma 4.1.6 be true; take w ∈ N and let
w = ρ(f1r1f
−1
1 · · · fnrnf−1n )
where fi ∈ F(X) and ri ∈ R for i = 1, · · · , n. Since R ⊂ R, then the ri are
corollas. Let σ be the SLA consisting in the insertions of ri into the stem
fif
−1
i at fi which give gi := firif
−1
i and then in the products g1g2, g1g2g3,
· · · , g1g2 · · · gn. Its result is f1r1f−11 · · · fnrnf−1n , A(σ) = n and {r1, · · · , rn}
is a complete multiset of defining relators for σ. w is the reduced form of
f1r1f
−1
1 · · · fnrnf−1n and is obtained from the latter by performing all the
possible cancellations. By applying repeatedly Lemma 4.1.6, we obtain an
Lg-SLA σ
′ whose result is w, such that A(σ′) 6 A(σ) and such that if M ′
is a complete multiset of defining relators for σ′ then M ′ is contained in
{r1, · · · , rn}. By Proposition A.3.2 it follows that L = Lg.
Let n = Area(w); then n 6 A(σ′) by Proposition 2.5.3 and since A(σ′) 6
A(σ) = n then A(σ′) = n. Thus we have that A(w) 6 A(σ′) = Area(w)
and since Area(w) 6 A(w) by Proposition 2.5.3, this implies that A(w) =
Area(w). By Remark 2.5.2 we have that |M ′| = n thereforeM ′ = {r1, · · · , rn}
and {r1, · · · , rn} is a CMDR for σ′. Finally Lemma 2.5.4 implies that every
corolla of σ′ is a proper corolla.
Lemma 4.1.6 also implies
Lemma 4.1.7 1. Let l ∈ L and let w ∈ M(X ∪ X−1) be such that
ρ(w) = ρ(l). Then w ∈ L.
2. L contains the cyclic conjugate of any of its elements.
Proof
1. w is obtained from l by insertions and deletions of words of the form
zz−1 where z ∈ X ∪ X−1. Since zz−1 is a stem, if we insert zz−1 into an
element of L we obtain an element of L; Lemma 4.1.6 says that if we delete
a subword of the form zz−1 from an element of L we still have an element
of L.
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2. Let l ∈ L and let l′ be a cyclic conjugate of l; then there exist words
l1 and l2 such that l = l1l2 and l
′ = l2l1. The word l
−1
1 l1l2l1 belongs to L
because it is an insertion of l into the stem l−11 l1. By applying repeatedly
Lemma 4.1.6 to l−11 l1l2l1 we have that l2l1 belongs to L.

Lemma 4.1.7 implies the following interesting result,
Theorem 4.1.8 L is the subset of M(X∪X−1) of words whose reduced
form belongs to N , i.e., if ρ :M(X∪X−1)→ F(X) is the function “reduced
form” (Definition 1.1.1) then L = ρ−1(N ).
Proof By Proposition 2.4.3 we have that L ⊂ ρ−1(N ); to prove Theorem
4.1.8 it is sufficient to prove the reverse inclusion. Let w ∈ M(X ∪ X−1)
be such that ρ(w) ∈ N ; by Proposition 2.4.2 there exists l ∈ L such that
ρ(l) = ρ(w) and by Part 1 of Lemma 4.1.7, w ∈ L. 
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Chapter 3
Preliminary results
In Section 3.1 we show how to associate a 2-cell complex with a straight
line algorithm in L. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 introduce useful tools like stem
elements, flowers, flower elements, straight line subalgorithms, ramifications
and surrounds. These notions, although being technical, have a clear and
intuitive interpretation as their names suggest.
3.1 2-cell complexes for straight line algorithms
In this section we show how to associate a 2-cell complex with any Lg-
straight line algorithm. For definitions and properties of 2-cell complexes
see III of [20]. In this thesis we will consider only 2-complexes equipped
with a cycle γ such that for every edge e of the complex either e or e−1 are
contained in γ. We call γ and its initial vertex respectively the boundary
cycle and the initial vertex of the 2-complex. We will suppose also that
these complexes are connected and that every edge is labeled by an element
of X ∪X−1.
Definition 3.1.1 We say that the orientation of a 2-complex is compatible
with the orientation of a face it contains if the boundary cycle of the face
is a (non-necessarily contiguous) subpath of the boundary cycle of the 2-
complex.
This means in particular that the edges of the boundary of the face are
in the same order in the boundary of the 2-complex.
Definition 3.1.2 Given two faces F and F ′ of a complex, we say that F is
comprised in F ′ if all the edges of the boundary cycle of F are comprised
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between two consecutive edges of the boundary cycle of F ′. The latter is a
transitive and antisymmetric relation in the set of faces of a given complex.
Consider the reflexive closure [1] of this relation; since it is a finite partial
order, by Zorn’s lemma [6] there are minimal elements. We call such minimal
elements extremal faces.
From now on, unless otherwise specified, with the term straight line algo-
rithm (or SLA) without other specifications we mean straight line algorithm
in Lg.
Let σ be an SLA and let s be one of its steps; three cases are possible:
1. s is a corolla; 2. s is a stem; 3. there exist two steps s1 and
s2 preceding s such that s is an insertion of s2 into s1 (we recall that we
identify a step with its output).
First case: We say that s is a corolla of σ. If s is the empty word then
we associate with s a graph consisting of a single vertex. If s = x1 · · · xm
then we associate with s the following contractible 2-cell complex
✫✪
✬✩q q q qqq
✲✗❝x1
x2
*
*
*
xm
whose edges are labeled consecutively by x1, x2, · · · , xm. The vertex with
a circle surrounding it, is the initial vertex. The boundary, whose orientation
is determined by the arrow inside it, is a simple cycle.
Second case: We say that s is a stem of σ. If s = x1 · · · xm x−1m · · · x−11
then we associate with s the following contractible 2-cell complex
✞✝ ☎✆✄✲❝q q q q q qqqqqx1 x2 * * xm
x−1m**x
−1
2x
−1
1
whose edges are labeled consecutively by x1, · · · , xm, x−1m , · · · , x−11 . The
boundary is a simple cycle. The second vertex of the edge labeled by xm
(which coincides with the first vertex of that labeled by x−1m ) is called vertex
in the middle or mid-vertex of the stem.
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We use the terms corolla and stem also for the associated complexes,
that is we call corolla (or stem) a 2-cell whose boundary is a simple cycle
labeled by a word of R (or of S). This will not cause ambiguity.
Third case: Let s1 := x1 · · · xm, s2 := y1 · · · yp. Then there exists
n : 1 6 n 6 m such that
s = x1 · · · xn y1 · · · yp xn+1 · · · xm.
We say that s is the insertion of s2 into s1 at the n-th letter or at xn or
at the subword x1 · · · xn. Let i : 1 6 i 6 n; we say that the i-th letter of s
comes directly from (the i-th letter of) s1. Let i : n+ 1 6 i 6 n+ p; we say
that the i-th letter of s comes directly from (the (i− n)-th letter of) s2. Let
i : p+n+1 6 i 6 p+m; we say that the i-th letter of s comes directly from
(the (i− p)-th letter of) s1.
Let C1 and C2 be the complexes associated with s1 and s2 respectively
and let v2 be the initial vertex of C2. Let v1 be the final vertex of the edge
of C1 labeled by xn; we associate with s the complex obtained by grafting
C2 into C1 at v2 and v1 (see [5]), that is the complex C1 ∪f C2 where f is the
function from {v2} to C1 such that f(v2) = v1. This complex is obtained by
joining C1 to C2 in such a way that v2 coincides with v1. The intersection of
C1 and C2 is a single vertex and C1 ∪f C2 is their union. The initial vertex of
C1∪f C2 is the initial vertex of C1, its boundary cycle is the cycle obtained by
inserting the boundary cycle of C2 into that of C1 between the edges labeled
by xn and xn+1.
Suppose for instance that we have associated the following labeled com-
plex with s1
✄✲ ✲✡✻ ✲✛ ✛
❄
u1
u2
v1
v2
v3
v4
❝q q
q
q✞✝ ☎✆✧✦
★✥
✄
✂
 
✁
where u1, u2, v1, · · · , v4 are words such that x1 · · · xn = u1u2 and xn+1 · · · xm =
v1v2v3v4; and the following one to s2
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✲ ✛
☛✲✄✂  ✁❝q q✖✕
✗✔
w
where w = y1 · · · yp; then we associate with s the following complex
✄✲ ✲✡✻
✟
❄✠✛
✲✛✛
❄
u1
u2
v1
v2
v3
v4
❝q q
q
q✞✝ ☎✆✧✦
★✥
✄
✂
 
✁
✲ ✛
☛✲✄✂  ✁q✖✕
✗✔
w
whose label is u1u2w v1v2v3v4 = x1 · · · xn s2 xn+1 · · · xm. We say that
the complex of s2 has been grafted into the complex of s1 at the n-th vertex.
We associate with a straight line algorithm σ the complex that has been
associated with its last step.
If a step s depends directly on a step s′, then the output of s′ is a subword
of the output of s. More generally this is true also if s depends on s′.
Definition 3.1.3 We have defined in the Third case when a letter of a step
comes directly from one of another step. We now define in the set of the
letters of (the outputs of) the steps of σ, the reflexive transitive closure [1] of
the relation “coming directly from” and we call it relation of coming from.
If a letter x is in that relation with another one x′, then we say that x comes
from x′. Then x comes from x′ if either they are the same letter of the same
step or if there is a finite sequence of letters starting with x, ending with x′
and such that every letter of the sequence comes directly from the previous
one.
If a letter x of a step s comes from a letter x′ of x′, then we can say
improperly that s contains c′.
Remark 3.1.4 If a step s contains a letter of a step s′, then this means
that s depends on s′; therefore s′ is a subword of s, that is s contains all the
letters of s′.
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Definition 3.1.5 We call L the set of 2-complexes associated with straight
line algorithms in the way shown in the three cases above.
Let M be the set of connected 2-cell complexes whose edges are labeled
by elements of X ∪ X−1 and let B be the set of stems and corollas. L is
the set of results of SLA’s whose universe set is M, whose base set is B and
whose operation is the grafting of complexes as seen in the Third Case. We
call SLA’s in L these SLA’s.
We have the following result.
Theorem 3.1.6 L is the set of labeled connected 2-cell complexes
• whose faces are stems or corollas,
• whose orientation is compatible with the orientation of its faces (see
Definition 3.1.1),
• in which given an edge e, either e or e−1 belong to the boundary of
some face.
Proof Let σ be an SLA in L, let C be the result of σ and let n be the number
of steps of σ. We prove by induction on n that C has the three properties
stated in the thesis of the proposition, being this evident for n = 1.
Let n > 1 and the claim be true for all the SLA’s in L with less steps
than σ. The last step of σ is a grafting of a complex C1 into a complex
C2 at vertices v1 and v2 of C1 and C2 respectively. By induction hypothesis
C1 and C2 verify the properties of the claim. C is connected because it is
the non-disjoint union of two connected complexes; its faces are the faces
of C1 and those of C2, therefore they are stems and corollas. Let γ′1 and
γ′′1 be paths such that γ1 = γ
′
1γ
′′
1 and the final vertex of γ
′
1 is v1 and let
γ = γ′1γ2γ
′′
1 ; γ1 and γ2 are subpaths of γ. A face of C is a face of C1 or of
C2, thus its boundary cycle is a subpath of γ1 or γ2 and therefore of γ, thus
the orientation of C is compatible with that of its faces. Finally every edge
e of C is an edge of C1 or of C2, therefore either e or e−1 are contained in the
boundary of a face of C1 or C2 and thus in the boundary of a face of C.
We now prove by induction on the number of faces that any complex C
verifying the three properties of the theorem belongs to L. If C has only one
face then it is a stem or a corolla and thus belongs to L. Suppose to have
proved the claim for any complex with less faces than C. Remove from C
an extremal face (see Definition 3.1.2) and any edge and vertex belonging
to its boundary and not belonging to the boundary of another face. We
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obtain a 2-cell complex with less faces than C, which is still connected,
whose faces are also faces of C (therefore they are stems or corollas) and
whose edges are also edges of C (therefore given an edge e either e or e−1 are
contained in the boundary of some face). Moreover the boundary cycle of
this complex is a subpath of that of C, therefore its orientation is compatible
with the orientation of its faces. Since C′ has less faces than C, by induction
hypothesis C′ belongs to L. C is obtained from C′ by adding to it the face,
the edges and vertices removed; C is thus equal to the grafting of an element
of L (with only one face) into C′ and therefore belongs to L. 
Proposition 3.1.7 Let C be an element of L. Then
1. C is planar and contractible;
2. the boundary cycle of C has no repeated edges and its only non-simple
vertices are the initial vertices of its stems and corollas (except at most
the initial vertex of C).
Proof Let σ be an SLA in L, let C be the result of σ and let n be the
number of steps of σ. We prove by induction on n that C being this evident
for n = 1.
Let n > 1 and the claim be true for all the SLA’s in L with less steps
than σ. The last step of σ is a grafting of a complex C1 into a complex C2
at vertices v1 and v2 of C1 and C2 respectively. By induction hypothesis C1
and C2 verify the properties of the claim.
By 1 of Theorem 3.1.6 the faces of C are its stems and corollas and they
are planar by the First and Second case. Theor. 27 of [28] says that a graph
is planar if its unseparable components are; therefore C is planar since its
unseparable components are its stems and corollas. Ex. 23 in Chapter 0
of [18] says that the union of two contractible 2-complexes is contractible if
their intersection is contractible, which is the case for C being equal to the
union of C1 and C2 and being the intersection of the latter equal to a single
vertex.
The boundary cycle of C has no repeated edges because it is the insertion
of that of C2 into that C1 and both have no repeated edges by induction
hypothesis.
All the vertices that are non-simple in C1 and C2 are also non-simple
in C. This means that the initial vertices of the stems and corollas of C
are non-simple, except at most the initial vertices of C1 and C2. Since the
intersection of C1 and C2 consists only in the initial vertex of C2, the latter
is non-simple and furthermore all the vertices that are simple in C1 and C2
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are still simple in C. Finally the initial vertex of C1 coincides with the initial
vertex of C. 
Theorem 4.1.8 says that Lg is the set of all relators, reduced and non-
reduced. This implies the following
Corollary 4.1.9 The set of relators (reduced and non) of the presenta-
tion 〈X |R 〉 coincides with set of labels of elements of L.
3.2 Preliminary results I
We recall that corollas have been introduced in Definition 2.2.6; the set Lg
has been introduced in Definition 2.4.1. The words of the form ww−1 (where
w is a reduced word) are called stems (Definition 2.2.2).
The term SLA without other specifications means SLA relative to L. We
also recall that a stem or a corolla of an SLA is called a base element of
that SLA (Definition 2.1.7). The relation of “coming from” for components
of outputs was introduced in Definition 3.1.3
Theorem 3.2.1 Let l ∈ Lg be computed by σ. Then every component of l
comes from a base element of σ.
Proof Let n be the number of steps of σ; we prove the claim by induction
on n. If n = 1 then l is a base element and the claim is evident. Let n > 1
and the claim be true for every n′ < n; l is the insertion of a preceding
output l1 into another one l2. Let σ1 and σ2 be the pSLsA’s (Definition
2.1.5) computing l1 and l2; then every component of l comes from l1 or l2
and every base element of σ is a base element of σ1 or of σ2. The claim
follows from induction hypothesis because σ1 and σ2 have less steps than σ.

Definition 3.2.2 The result of an SLA whose base elements are all stems
is called a stem element. The insertion (Definition 2.2.1) of a corolla into
a stem ww−1 at w is called a flower. An insertion of a corolla into a stem
element is called a flower element.
A stem is a stem element and a flower is a flower element. The function
A has been introduced in Definition 2.4.4.
Remark 3.2.3 If s is a stem element then A(s) = 0.
The reduced form of a stem element is 1. The converse is proved in the
following
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Proposition 3.2.4 Let w be a word whose reduced form is 1. Then w is a
stem element.
Proof Let w := x1 · · · xm where the xi are letters; we prove the claim by
induction on m, being trivial for m = 2. Let m > 2 and the claim be
true for every m′ < m. Since x1 · · · xm = 1 in F(X), then there exists
i : 1 6 i 6 m− 1 such that xi+1 = x−1i (otherwise w would be reduced and
different from 1). This implies that w′ := x1 · · · xi−1xi+2 · · · xm is equal to
1 in F(X). By induction hypothesis w′ is a stem element and thus there
exists a straight line algorithm σ whose base elements are all stems and
whose result is w′. If we add to σ a base step equal to the stem xi xi+1
and a step equal to the insertion of xi xi+1 into w
′ at xi−1, then we have
obtained an SLA whose base elements are all stems and whose result is w.

We recall that ρ(w) (Definition 1.1.1) denotes the reduced form of w.
Proposition 3.2.5 1. An insertion of a stem element into another one
is still a stem element;
2. a cyclic conjugate of a stem element is a stem element;
3. the inverse of a stem element is a stem element;
4. a cyclic conjugate of a g. corolla is a g. corolla.
Proof
1. Trivial by virtue of Proposition 3.2.4.
2. Let w be a stem element and let w′ be a cyclic conjugate of w. There
exist words u and v such that w = uv and w′ = vu. Since ρ(uv) = 1
then ρ(u)ρ(v) = 1, ρ(u) = ρ(v)−1, ρ(v)ρ(u) = 1 and finally ρ(vu) = 1.
Proposition 3.2.4 implies that vu is a stem element.
3. Trivial by Proposition 3.2.4.
4. Trivial because R is closed with respect to cyclic conjugation.

Proposition 3.2.6 Let w, u, v1, · · · , vm−1 ∈ Lg and let w := x1 · · · xm, u :=
u′u′′. Then
w′ := u′x1v1 · · · xm−1vm−1xmu′′ ∈ L.
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Let σ, τ, τ1, · · · , τm−1 be SLA’s computing respectively w, u, v1, · · · , vm−1;
then there exists an SLA σ′ computing w′ such that
A(σ′) = A(σ) +A(τ) +A(τ1) + · · · +A(τm−1). (3.1)
In particular
A(w′) 6 A(w) +A(u) +A(v1) + · · ·+A(vm−1). (3.2)
Finally, if M,N,N1, · · · , Nm−1 are CMDR for σ, τ, τ1, · · · , τm−1 respectively
(Definition 2.5.1), then M ∪N ∪N1 ∪ · · · ∪Nm−1 is a CMDR for σ′.
Proof Let σ, τ, τ1, · · · , τm−1 be SLA’s computing w, u, v1, · · · , vm−1 respec-
tively. We define σ′ as the SLA whose steps are all the steps of σ, τ ,
τ1, · · · , τm−1, plus the insertions of vi at xi for every i and finally the
insertion of x1v1 · · · xm−1vm−1xm into u at u′. σ′ computes w′ and veri-
fies (3.1). Since A(w′) 6 A(σ′) by Proposition 2.4.4, to prove (3.2) it is
sufficient to take σ, τ, τ1, · · · , τm−1 such that A(σ) = A(w), A(τ) = A(u),
A(τ1) = A(v1), · · · , A(τm−1) = A(vm−1). Finally by Remark 2.5.2, the
union of M,N,N1, · · · , Nm−1 is a CMDR for σ′ if the latter are CMDR for
σ, τ, τ1, · · · , τm−1 respectively. 
Corollary 3.2.7 1. Let σ and σ′ be SLA’s with results w and w′ and let
v be an insertion of w into w′. Then there exists an SLA σ′′ computing
v such that A(σ′′) = A(σ)+A(σ′); in particular A(v) 6 A(w)+A(w′).
Moreover the union of a CMDR for σ and of one for σ′ is a CMDR
for σ′′.
2. Let σ be an SLA with result w and let x be a letter. There exists an
SLA σ′ computing xwx−1 and such that A(σ′) = A(σ); in particular
A(xwx−1) 6 A(w). Moreover a CMDR for σ is a CMDR for σ′.
Proof Follows from Proposition 3.2.6. 
Remark 3.2.8 Let f be a flower element which is the insertion of a g.
corolla c into a stem element s. By Proposition 3.2.6 we have that A(f) 6
A(c) +A(s) and since A(s) = 0 by Remark 3.2.3, then A(f) 6 A(c).
Proposition 3.2.9 Let c and c′ be g. corollas and let cc′ = f1zz
−1f2 (where
f1 and f2 are words and z a letter). Then f1f2 belongs to Lg, in particular it
is a stem if c′ = c−1 or it is an insertion of a stem into a reduced flower (i.e.,
a reduced word which is a flower) whose g. corolla is π(c, c′). If moreover c
and c′ are proper g. corollas (Definition 2.4.6) then A(f1f2) 6 A(c)+A(c
′).
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Proof If c′ = c−1 then cc′ is a stem and z is the last letter of c and z−1 the
first of c′ since c and c′ are reduced. In this case c = f1z, c
′ = z−1f2 and
f1f2 is a stem. Therefore A(f1f2) = 0 6 A(c) +A(c
′).
Let c′ 6= c−1; then the reduced product of c by c′ is of the form udu−1
(which is a reduced flower) where d := π(c, c′) is their cyclically reduced
product; d is a g. corolla because there is cancellation in π(c, c′). By Defini-
tions 1.1.3 and 1.1.6, cc′ is an insertion of the cancelled part aa−1, which is
a stem, into udu−1. Since udu−1 is reduced, zz−1 is a subword of aa−1. In
particular since a is reduced then z is the last letter of a and consequently
is z−1 the first one of a−1. Therefore a = bz for some reduced word b and
thus f1f2 is the insertion of the stem bb
−1 into udu−1 at the same letter as
aa−1 is inserted into udu−1 to give cc′.
By Proposition 3.2.6 we have that A(f1f2) 6 A(uu
−1)+A(bb−1)+A(d).
Since uu−1 and bb−1 are stems then A(uu−1) = A(bb−1) = 0 by Remark
3.2.3 and A(f1f2) 6 A(d). Since d = π(c, c
′), then A(d) 6 η
(
π(c, c′)
)
by
Remark 2.4.5 and η
(
π(c, c′)
)
6 η(c) + η(c′) by Remark 2.3.2. Thus the
inequality A(f1f2) 6 A(c) + A(c
′) follows from the fact that if c and c′ are
proper g. corollas then A(c) = η(c) and A(c′) = η(c′). 
Lemma 3.2.10 Let f be an insertion of a stem element into a flower ele-
ment with g. corolla c and let f ′ be a cyclic conjugate of f . f ′ is an insertion
of two stem elements (possibly empty) into a flower element with g. corolla
a cyclic conjugate of c.
Proof f is an insertion of a stem element u into a flower element s1cs2,
where s1s2 is a stem element. Therefore f is
1. either of the form s′1us
′′
1cs2, where s
′
1s
′′
1 = s1,
2. or of the form s1c1uc2s2, where c1c2 = c,
3. or of the form s1cs
′
2us
′′
2, where s
′
2s
′′
2 = s2.
We can suppose that f is of the form t1c1vc2t2 where c1c2 = c and t1t2
and v are stem elements such that
1. t1 = s
′
1us
′′
1, t2 = s2 and v = 1 in case 1,
2. t1 = s1, t2 = s2 and v = u in case 2,
3. t1 = s1, t2 = s
′
2us
′′
2 and v = 1 in case 3.
Since f ′ is a cyclic conjugate of f = t1c1vc2t2 then f
′ is
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• either of the form t′′1c1vc2t2t′1, where t′1t′′1 = t1,
• or of the form c′′1vc2t2t1c′1, where c′1c′′1 = c1,
• or of the form v2c2t2t1c1v1, where v1v2 = v,
• or of the form c′′2t2t1c1vc′2, where c′2c′′2 = c2
• or of the form t′′2t1c1vc2t′2, where t′2t′′2 = t2.
The following are cyclic conjugates of c: c1c2, c
′′
1c2c
′
1, c2c1, c
′′
2c1c
′
2. By
Parts 1 and 2 of Proposition 3.2.5, the following are stem elements: t′′1t2t
′
1,
t2t1, v2v1, t
′′
2t1t
′
2.
Therefore in all the cases f ′ is either a flower element or an insertion
of one or two stem elements into a flower element (a g. corolla is a flower
element). The g. corollas of those flower elements are cyclic conjugates of
c. 
Proposition 3.2.11 Let c and c′ be g. corollas, let f be an insertion of
c′ into c and let f = f1zz
−1f2 (where f1 and f2 are words and z a letter).
Then f1f2 belongs to Lg, in particular it is a stem element if c
′ = c−1 or
it is an insertion of a stem element into a flower element with g. corolla a
cyclic conjugate of π(d, c′), where d is a cyclic conjugate of c. If moreover c
and c′ are proper g. corollas then A(f1f2) 6 A(c) +A(c
′).
Proof There exist words c1 and c2 such that c = c1c2 and f = c1c
′c2. Let
d = c2c1; then f is a cyclic conjugate of dc
′, which is the product of two g.
corollas (d is a g. corolla by Part 4 of Proposition 3.2.5). By Definitions
1.1.3 and 1.1.6, dc′ is an insertion of the cancelled part aa−1, which is a
stem, into the reduced flower ud′u−1, where d′ = π(d, c′). By Lemma 3.2.10,
f is an insertion of two stem elements into a flower element with g. corolla
a cyclic conjugate of d′.
Since ud′u−1 is the reduced form of dc′, then either zz−1 is a subword of
the cancelled part aa−1, or z is the first letter of u and consequently z−1 is
the last one of u−1. In both cases f1f2 is a cyclic conjugate of an insertion of
a stem into a flower with g. corolla d′. Therefore by Lemma 3.2.10 it is an
insertion of two stem elements into a flower element with g. corolla a cyclic
conjugate of d′. Let d′′ be that cyclic conjugate. Thus A(f1f2) 6 A(d
′′)
by Proposition 3.2.6 and by Remark 3.2.3; A(d′′) 6 η(d′′) by Remark 2.4.5;
η(d′′) = η(d′) by Remark 2.3.1; η(d′) 6 η(d) + η(c′) by Remark 2.3.2 and
η(d) = η(c) by Remark 2.3.1. The final inequality follows from the fact that
if c and c′ are proper g. corollas then A(c) = η(c) and A(c′) = η(c′). 
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Remark 3.2.12 Let c and c′ be g. corollas and let c = c1c2 where c1 and
c2 are words. By virtue of Propositions 3.2.9 and 3.2.11, if f is a word such
that ρ(f) = ρ(cc′) or ρ(f) = ρ(c1c
′c2) then either c
′ = c−1 or there exists an
SLA computing f and that has only one g. corolla, which we call d, such
that η(d) 6 η(c) + η(c′). The word d is equal to π(c, c′) if ρ(f) = ρ(cc′) or
equal to a cyclic conjugate of π(c2c1, c
′) if ρ(f) = ρ(c1c
′c2).
Let σ1 be an SLA, let M1 be its multiset of g. corollas and let c and
c′ be elements of M . Suppose that c′ = c−1 and that σ2 is an SLA such
that M \ {c, c′} is the multiset of g. corollas of σ21. Then it is obvious that
A(σ2) < A(σ1).
Now suppose that c′ 6= c−1 and let d as above. Let σ1 and σ2 be SLA’s,
let M1 and M2 be respectively their multisets of g. corollas and let c and
c′ be elements of M1. Suppose also that M1 and M2 coincide except that
in M2, c and c
′ are replaced by d, that is M1 \ {c, c′} = M2 \ {d}. Since
η(d) 6 η(c) + η(c′), then A(σ2) 6 A(σ1).
We have that A(σ2) = A(σ1) if and only if η(d) = η(c) + η(c
′). Let
τ and τ ′ be SLA’s in R computing c and c′ respectively and such that
η(τ) = η(c) and η(τ ′) = η(c′). We suppose that η(d) = η(c) + η(c′); this
implies that there exists an SLA in R, which we call τ ′′, which computes d
and such that η(τ ′′) = η(d). τ ′′ is constructed in the following way. If d is
the g. corolla of cc′ then τ ′′ is as constructed in Remark 2.3.2. If d is the
g. corolla of c1c
′c2 then we take all the steps of τ and τ
′ and we add: the
cyclic conjugation from c to c2c1; the cyclically reduced product of c2c1 by
c′ which we denote d′; and finally the cyclic conjugation from d′ to d. We
have that η(τ ′′) = η(τ)+ η(τ ′) = η(d) because a cyclic conjugation does not
change the value of η and with a cyclically reduced product the value of η
is the sum.
Finally the equality η(d) = η(c) + η(c′) implies that a CMDR for σ1 is
a CMDR also for σ2, because M1 and M2 coincide except that d replaces c
and c′ in M2 and because the multiset of base elements of τ
′′ is the union of
those of τ and τ ′.
3.3 Preliminary results II
In this section we continue proving results necessary for the proof of the
Lemma 4.1.6. We define straight line subalgorithms, we introduce the in-
tuitive notions of ramifications and surround and we prove some technical
1If M1 := (S, λ1) then the multiset difference M \ {c, c
′} is the multiset M2 := (S, λ2)
where λ2(c) = λ1(c)− 1, λ2(c
′) = λ1(c
′)− 1 and λ2 coincides with λ1 in S \ {c, c
′}
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lemmas.
Definition 3.3.1 Let σ be an SLA with result w and let s1 and s2 be two
steps of σ; since we identify a step with its output, we consider s1 and s2 as
subwords of w. We say that s1 comprises s2 if in w all the letters of s2 are
comprised between two consecutive letters of s1. We say that s1 precedes s2
if in w any letter of s1 precedes any letter of s2.
Remark 3.3.2 If s2 is inserted into s1 at a letter which is not the last
then s1 comprises s2. Consider the reflexive closure of the relation “being
comprised in”; it is a partial order equal to that of Definition 3.1.2. Since
the set of steps of σ is finite, then by Zorn’s Lemma [6] any step of σ either is
minimal or comprises a minimal step. This minimal step is thus a contiguous
subword of the given step.
Proposition 3.3.3 Given two steps of an SLA such that none of them de-
pends on the other, then one of them comprises or precedes the other.
Proof Let s1 and s2 be two steps of an SLA and let t be the first step
containing both of them, that is t is the first step such that s1 and s2
are subwords of t. We have that t is different from s1 and s2 because by
hypothesis none of them depends on the other. This means that t is the
insertion of a preceding step t2 into another t1 with t2 depending on s2 and
t1 on s1.
If t is the product of t1 by t2, then every letter of t1 precedes every
letter of t2, therefore s1 precedes s2. Suppose on the contrary that t is the
insertion of t2 into t1 at a letter x that is not the last one. Let x
′ be the
last letter of t1 coming from s1 and preceding or equal to x. If x
′ is the last
letter of s1 then it precedes the first one of t2 and therefore s1 precedes s2.
Suppose that x′ is not the last letter of s1. Let x
′′ be the first letter of t1
following x and coming from s1; then all the letters of t2 (and thus of s2) are
comprised between x′ and x′′, that is between two consecutive letters of s1
and s1 comprises s2. Since the steps following t do not change the relative
order of the letters of s1 and s2, we have proved the claim. 
Remark 3.3.4 We prove that every step of an SLA contains as a contiguous
subword a base element which is minimal with respect to the order defined
in Remark 3.3.2.
Let σ be an SLA and let s be a step of σ; s is or comprises a minimal step
s′ and therefore contains it as a contiguous subword. If this step is a base
step the claim is proved; if it is not then any base step used by s′ is minimal
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because otherwise s′ would not be minimal and therefore this minimal base
step is a contiguous subword of s′ (and therefore of s).
This means that if w is the result of σ and if s is a step of σ, then s is
a contiguous subword of w if and only if s is minimal. If w is reduced then
no stem of σ is minimal because a stem is not reduced and w cannot have
contiguous subwords which are non-reduced. Therefore if w is reduced then
there is at least a g. corolla of σ which is a contiguous subword of w.
Let σ be an SLA and let M := (B,λ) be its multiset of base elements
(Definition 2.1.7). We represent M as the set of pairs (b, k) where b ∈ B
and k is a non-zero natural number less or equal to the multiplicity of b.
For instance, if the multiplicty of an element b is 3, then M contains (b, 1),
(b, 2), (b, 3) and does not contain (b, k) for k > 3. b is called the underlying
element of (b, k). Sometimes we will identify the pair (b, k) with b. There is
a natural bijection between the base steps of σ and M , given by sending a
base step s to (b, k) if s is the k-th step of σ equal to b.
Let σ1 and σ2 be two SLA’s with multisets of base elements M1 and M2
respectively. An homomorphism of multisets is an application ω :M1 →M2
that sends an element of M1 to an element of M2 with the same underlying
element, for instance sends (b, 3) to (b, 1). Since a base element cannot be
at the same time a stem and a g. corolla, an homomorphism sends stems to
stems and g. corollas to g. corollas. If ω is injective then for every b ∈ B
the multiplicity of b in σ1 is less or equal to the multiplicity in σ2; this
means in particular that A(σ1) 6 A(σ2) because to every g. corolla of σ1
corresponds the same g. corolla in σ2. If there is an element of B with non-
zero multiplicity in σ1 and zero multiplicity in σ2, then no homomorphism
can be defined from M1 to M2.
Definition 3.3.5 Let σ1 and σ2 be SLA’s with results w1 and w2, with
multisets of base elements M1 and M2 respectively and let ω :M1 →M2 be
an homomorphism. One letter of w1 and one of w2 are said to correspond
by ω if there exists µ ∈M1 such that the two letters come (Definition 3.1.3)
from the same letter of µ and ω(µ) respectively (we recall that µ and ω(µ)
have the same underlying element).
We now define a notion of straight line subalgorithm which generalizes
that of Remark 2.1.5.
Definition 3.3.6 Let σ1 and σ2 be SLA’s with results w1 and w2 and with
multisets of base elements M1 and M2 respectively. σ1 is a straight line
subalgorithm (SLsA) of σ2 if w1 is a (not necessarily contiguous) subword of
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w2 and if there exists an injective homomorphism from M1 to M2 such that
every letter of w1 corresponds by ω to the same letter in w2 (since w1 is a
subword of w2, every letter of w1 is also a letter of w2). In this case we say
that w1 is a part of w2.
A proper straight line subalgorithm (Remark 2.1.5) is a straight line
subalgorithm.
Remark 3.3.7 Let σ be an SLA with result w and with multiset of base
elements M and let N be a sub-multiset of M (denoted N ⊂M), that is if
M = (B,λ) then N = (B,λ0) where λ0(b) 6 λ(b) for every b ∈ B. There
is an SLsA of σ whose result is the subword of w whose letters come from
the elements of N ; its multiset of base elements is N . This SLsA and its
result are called the SLsA and the part determined by N . It is constructed
in the following way. If N has only one element, take the SLsA with a single
step equal to this element. Let |N | > 1 and let the construction be done
for every N ′ with less elements than N . Let ν be an element minimal in N
with respect to the order of Definition 3.3.1 and let N ′ = N \ {ν}, that is
N ′ = (B,λ′) where λ′(ν) = λ0(ν) − 1 and λ′ coincide with λ0 on B \ {ν}.
Let τ ′ be the SLsA of σ defined by N ′ and let f ′ be its result. Let f be the
subword of w whose letters come from elements of N . Since ν is minimal,
there exist words f ′1 and f
′
2 such that f = f
′
1 ν f
′
2 and f
′ = f ′1 f
′
2. If we add
to τ ′ a base step equal to ν and another one equal to the insertion of ν into
f ′ at f ′1, then we have constructed an SLsA with result f and with multiset
of base elements equal to N .
Definition 3.3.8 Let σ1 and σ2 be SLA’s with results w1 and w2 and with
multisets of base elements M1 and M2 respectively and suppose given an
homomorphism ω from M1 to M2. Let N1 ⊂ M1 and let f1 be the part of
w1 determined by N1 (Remark 3.3.7). Let N2 := ω(N1) and let f2 be the
part of w2 determined by N2. We say that f1 corresponds to f2 by ω.
Definition 3.3.9 Let σ be an SLA with result w := x1 · · · xm, let s be a
step2 of σ and let xi and xk (with i < k) be letters of w coming from two
consecutive letters of s. The subword xi+1 · · · xk−1 is called a ramification
from s. Let xf and xl be letters of w coming respectively from the first and
the last letters of s; the subword x1 · · · xf−1 xl+1 · · · xm is called the surround
of s. x1 · · · xf−1 is called the preceding of s and xl+1 · · · xm the following of
s.
2in particular, since we identify a step with its output, s is a not necessarily contiguous
subword of w.
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Remark 3.3.10 Given two steps s and s′ of an SLA, we have that s com-
prises s′ (Remark 3.3.2) if and only if s′ is contained in a ramification from
s, if and only if the surround of s′ contains s; s precedes s′ if and only if the
following of s contains s′, if and only if the preceding of s′ contains s.
Proposition 3.3.11 Let σ be an SLA and let s and s′ be steps of σ such
that none of them depends on the other. Then
1. if a ramification from s contains a letter of s′ then it contains all the
letters of s′;
2. if the surround of s contains a letter of s′ then it contains all the letters
of s′.
Proof It is a consequence of Proposition 3.3.3 in view of Remark 3.3.10.
If a ramification from s contains a letter of s′ then it is not possible that s
precedes s′, nor that s′ precedes s, nor that s′ comprises s. Thus s comprises
s′, that is all the letters of s′ are contained in the given ramification from s.
Since two different ramifications have no letters in common then Part 1 is
proved.
If the surround of s contains a letter of s′ then it is not possible that s
comprises s′, nor that s precedes s′. If s′ comprises s then by Remark 3.3.10
the surround of s contains s′; if s′ precedes s then the preceding of s (and
therefore its surround) contains s′. 
Proposition 3.3.12 Let σ be an SLA whose result is w and let s be a step
of σ. The surround of s and any ramification from s are parts of w.
Proof Let q be the surround of s; we have to prove that there exists an
SLsA of σ computing q. LetM be the multiset of base elements of σ and let
N be the sub-multiset of M of the elements which have at least one letter
contained in q; let f be the result of the SLsA defined by N (Remark 3.3.7).
f is a part of w and contains q as a subword. Vice versa we prove that q
contains f as a subword. Let s′ be a base step which has at least one letter
in common with q. s′ does not use s because a base step does not any step;
s does not use s′ because otherwise s′ must be a subword of s and instead
at least one letter of s′ is contained in q (which has no letters in common
with s). Therefore by Proposition 3.3.11 q contains every base element with
which it has at least a letter in common; thus q = f .
Analogously we do for a ramification. 
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Definition 3.3.13 Let τ, τ0, τ1, · · · , τm−1 be SLA’s with results respectively
the words w, q, r1, · · · , rm−1. Let w := x1 · · · xm and q := q0 q1 (with the xi
letters and q0 and q1 words) and let ι0 be the insertion of w into q at q0; its
result is w0 := q0w q1. Let ι1 be the insertion of r1 into w0 at x1; its result is
w1 := q0 x1 r1 x2 · · · xm q1. · · · Let ιm−1 be the insertion of rm−1 into wm−2
at xm−1; its result is q0 x1 r1 · · · xm−1 rm−1 xm q1.
Then σ := (τ, τ0, ι0, τ1, ι1, · · · , τm−1, ιm−1) is an SLA, τ is a pSLsA com-
puting w, q is the surround of w and r1, · · · , rm−1 are the ramifications from
w.
We say that σ defines consecutively the insertions into w and that τ0,
τ1, · · · , τm−1 are the pSLsA’s of σ which compute respectively the surround
and the ramifications from w.
Given an SLA σ and given a step s, we want to prove that there exists
an SLA “equivalent” to σ (in a sense that we are going to specify) which
defines consecutively the insertions into s.
Definition 3.3.14 If σ and σ′ are SLA’s such that any of the two is an SLsA
of the other (Definition 3.3.6), then we say that σ and σ′ are equivalent.
Remark 3.3.15 Let σ1 and σ2 be SLA’s with multisets of base elements
M1 and M2 respectively. Then σ1 and σ2 are equivalent if and only if their
results are equal (let w be their result) and there exists an isomorphism
ω : M1 → M2 such that any letter of w corresponds (Definition 3.3.5) to
itself by ω. If σ and σ′ are equivalent then A(σ) = A(σ′).
Proposition 3.3.16 Let σ be an SLA and let s be one of its steps. Then
there exists an SLA σ′ equivalent to σ and defining consecutively the inser-
tions into the step of σ′ corresponding to s (Definition 3.3.8).
Proof Let s := x1 · · · xm. By Proposition 3.3.12 there exist SLsA’s τ0, τ1,
· · · , τm−1 computing respectively the surround q and the ramifications r1,
· · · , rm−1 from s.
We define the insertions ι0, ι1, · · · , ιm−1 in the following way. ι0 is the
insertion of s into q at q0, where q0 is the preceding of s; call w0 its result.
We have that w0 = q0sq1 where q1 is the following of s. We define recursively
ιj for j = 1, · · · ,m− 1 as the insertion of rj into wj−1 at xj .
Let τ be an SLA computing s. Then σ′ := (τ, τ0, ι0, τ1, ι1, · · · , τm−1, ιm−1)
is an SLA, its result is the same of σ and there is an evident isomorphism
between its multiset of base elements and that of σ. Moreover σ′ defines
consecutively the insertions into s. 
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Lemma 3.3.17 Let σ be an SLA whose result is w := x1 · · · xm, let s :=
y1 · · · yp y−1p · · · y−11 be a stem of σ, let h and h′ be indices such that xh = yn
and xh′ = y
−1
n for some n : 1 6 n 6 p. Then there exist two SLA’s σ1 and
σ2 computing respectively
x1 · · · xh−1 xh′+1 · · · xm and xh+1 · · · xh′−1
and such that A(σ1) + A(σ2) = A(σ). Moreover the union of a CMDR for
σ1 and of one for σ2 is a CMDR for σ.
Proof By Proposition 3.3.16 we can suppose that σ defines consecutively
the insertions into s. Let q0 and q1 be the preceding and the following of s
and let τ be the SLsA computing the surround q := q0q1. Let r1, · · · , rp be
the ramifications from s at y1, · · · , yp respectively and r′2, · · · , r′p the ones at
y−12 , · · · , y−1p . Let τ1, · · · , τp and τ ′2, · · · , τ ′p be the SLsA’s computing them.
This means that
w = q0y1r1y2 · · · yprpy -1p r′p · · · y -12 r′2y -11 q1.
(we write in bold the letters yi). Set
s1 := y1 · · · yn−1 y−1n−1 · · · y−11 and s2 := yn+1 · · · yp y−1p · · · y−1n+1.
s1 and s2 are stems. Set
σ1 := (s1, τ, τ1, · · · , τn−1, τ ′2, · · · , τ ′n, ι0, ι1, · · · , ιn−1, ι′2, · · · , ι′n)
and
σ2 := (s2, τn, · · · , τp, τ ′n+1, · · · , τ ′p, ιn, · · · , ιp, ι′n+1, · · · , ι′p),
where ι0 is the insertion of s1 into q at q0 and for j 6= 1, ιj and ι′j are the
insertions of rj and of r
′
j at yj and y
−1
j respectively. The results of σ1 and
σ2 are
w1 := q0y1r1 · · · yn-1rn−1r′ny -1n-1r′n−1 · · · y -12 r′2y -11 q1
and
w2 := rnyn+1rn+1 · · · yprpy -1p r′p · · · y -1n+1r′n+1
respectively and w1 = x1 · · · xh−1 xh′+1 · · · xm, w2 = xh+1 · · · xh′−1. Finally,
the equality A(σ1) + A(σ2) = A(σ) and the last claim follow from Remark
2.5.2. 
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Lemma 3.3.18 Let σ be an SLA and let w := x1 · · · xm be its result. If
the first [respectively the last] letter of w comes (Definition 3.1.3) from a
g. corolla of σ, then there exists an SLA σ′ whose result is x2 · · · xm x1
[respectively xm x1 · · · xm−1], such that A(σ′) = A(σ) and such that a CMDR
for σ is a CMDR also for σ′.
Proof Let c := y1 · · · yp be the g. corolla from which comes x1 [respectively
xm]. By Proposition 3.3.16 we can suppose that σ defines consecutively
the insertions into c. Since x1 = y1 [respectively xm = yp] then the pre-
ceding [respectively the following] of c is empty, therefore w is equal to
y1r1 · · · rp−1ypq [respectively to qy1r1 · · · rp−1yp ] where q is the surround
and the rj are the ramifications from c. This means that σ is of the form
(c, τ, ι, τ1, ι1, · · · , τp−1, ιp−1)
where τ computes q, τj computes rj , ι is the product cq [respectively the
product qc] and ιj is the insertion of rj at yj.
Set d := y2 · · · yp y1 [respectively d := yp y1 · · · yp−1] and
σ′ := (d, τ, τ1, ι
′, ι′1, τ2, ι2, · · · , τp−1, ιp−1)
where ι′ is the product r1d [respectively ι
′ = ι1] and ι
′
1 is the insertion of q
at yp. σ
′ is an SLA whose result is x2 · · · xm x1 [respectively xm x1 · · · xm−1].
The g. corollas of σ and those of σ′ coincide except that d takes the
place of c in σ′; that is, the multiplicity of d in the multiset of g. corollas of
σ′ is greater by one than that in σ (consequently the multiplicity of c is less
by one in σ′ than in σ). This implies that A(σ′) = A(σ) because η(c) = η(d)
by Remark 2.3.1. Moreover if τ is an SLA in R computing c and such that
η(τ) = η(c) then if we add to τ a step equal to the cyclic conjugation of
c (which gives d), we obtain an SLA (which we call τ ′) computing d, such
that η(d) = η(τ ′) and such that the multiset of base elements of τ coincides
with that of τ ′. This implies that a CMDR for σ is a CMDR also for σ′. 
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Chapter 4
The Main Theorem
In this chapter we prove the Main Theorem of the thesis. The proof is split
in two parts, the first part in Section 4.1 in a specific case and the second
part in Section 4.2 in the general case.
4.1 The proof of the Main Theorem: a case by
case analysis
Let X be a set of letters, let X−1 be the set of inverses of elements of X
and let R be a set of cyclically reduced non-empty words in X ∪X−1 such
that R−1 ⊂ R. Let M(X ∪X−1) be the free monoid on X ∪X−1 and let
Lg (Definition 2.4.1) be the subset of M(X ∪X−1) recursively defined by g.
corollas and stems and by the operation of insertion. Let F(X) be the free
group on X and let N be the normal closure of R in F(X); in particular N
is the set of (reduced) relators of the group presentation 〈X |R 〉. Let the
functions Area and A as in Definitions 1.1.8 and 2.4.4. Complete multisets
of defining relators have been introduced in Definition 2.5.1.
In this section and in the next we will show that the following result
holds
Theorem 4.1.1 Let 〈X |R 〉 be a group presentation and let N be the set
of reduced relators. Then N coincides with the subset of L consisting of
reduced words. Let w be the reduced form of f1r1f
−1
1 · · · fnrnf−1n , where
ri ∈ R; then there exist a submultiset M of {r1, · · · , rn} and a straight line
algorithm σ computing w which has M as a complete multiset of defining
relators (CMDR) and such that A(σ) 6 n. If n = Area(w) then A(σ) = n,
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every corolla of σ is a proper corolla and {r1, · · · , rn} is a CMDR for σ.
Finally A(w) = Area(w).
The equality Area(w) = A(w) is very interesting because it gives an al-
ternative way to define the area of a relator and therefore the Dehn function
of a presentation.
Theorem 4.1.1 implies the following
Corollary 4.1.2 Let w ∈ N and let σ be an SLA computing w and such
that A(σ) = A(w). Then the area of w is equal to the sum of the areas
of the g. corollas of σ, that is if c1, · · · , cm are the g. corollas of σ then
Area(w) =
m∑
i=1
Area(ci) and |w| >
∑m
i=1 |ci|.
We have seen in Remark 3.3.4 that any reduced element of Lg has a
contiguous subword equal to a proper g. corolla. By Definition 2.4.6 and
Theorem 4.1.1 we have that if c is a proper g. corolla then η(c) = Area(c).
If m = Area(c) then c ∈ Rm; if R is finite then Rm is finite by Theorem
2.3.12. Thus we have
Corollary 4.1.3 A relator of area m has a contiguous subword equal to a
proper g. corolla whose area is less or equal to m. If the presentation is
finite then there are finitely many of such proper g. corollas.
In Section 2.5 we have given the proof of
Corollary 4.1.4 The presentation 〈X |R 〉 is hyperbolic (Definition 1.3.9)
if and only if there exists a positive real constant α such that Area(c) 6 α|c|
for every proper g. corolla c.
Corollary 4.1.4 says that to verify if a group is hyperbolic it is sufficient
to verify the inequality Area(w) 6 α|w| only on proper g. corollas instead
of all relators. This is a very interesting result because the set of g. corollas
is a proper subset of the set of all relators, in particular it contains only
cyclically reduced words.
For every n let ∆0(n) be the maximal area of proper g. corollas of length
at most n; obviously ∆0(n) 6 ∆(n). In Section 2.5 we have proved
Corollary 4.1.5 Let α be a positive real number; the Dehn function ∆ is
bounded by the linear function αn if and only if the ∆0 is.
As we have seen in Section 2.5, to prove the Main Theorem 4.1.1 it is
sufficient proving the following
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Lemma 4.1.6 Let l := l1zz
−1l2 (where l1 and l2 are words and z a letter)
be an element of Lg; then l1l2 ∈ Lg. In particular if σ is a straight line
algorithm computing l and if M is a CMDR for σ (Definition 2.5.1), then
there exists a straight line algorithm σ′ computing l1l2, such that A(σ
′) 6
A(σ) and such that if M ′ is a CMDR for σ′ then M ′ ⊂ M . Moreover if
A(σ) = Area
(
ρ(l)
)
then A(σ′) = A(σ) and M ′ =M .
Lemma 4.1.6 is proved in this and in the following sections. Lemma 4.1.6
implies
Lemma 4.1.7 1. Let l ∈ L and let w ∈ M(X ∪ X−1) be such that
ρ(w) = ρ(l). Then w ∈ L.
2. L contains the cyclic conjugate of any of its elements.
Finally Lemma 4.1.7 implies the following interesting result
Theorem 4.1.8 L is the subset of M(X ∪ X−1) of words whose reduced
form belongs to N , i.e., if ρ :M(X∪X−1)→ F(X) is the function “reduced
form” (Definition 1.1.1) then L = ρ−1(N ).
Lemma 4.1.7 and Theorem 4.1.8 have been proved in Section 2.5 having
assumed that Lemma 4.1.6 is true. Theorem 4.1.8 says in particular that Lg
is the set of all relators (reduced and non). In Section 2.5 we have proved
the following
Corollary 4.1.9 The set of relators (reduced and non) of the presentation
〈X |R 〉 coincides with the set of labels of the elements of L (Definition
3.1.5).
In this section we will prove Lemma 4.1.6 under the following hypothesis:
the only output of σ containing the subword zz−1 of l1zz
−1l2 is the
last one. We fix the notation until the end of Subsection 4.1.3: l will
denote the result of σ; t := x1 · · · xm and t′ := y1 · · · yp will denote the
steps of σ such that l is the insertion of t′ into t; τ and τ ′ will denote the
pSLsA’s of σ computing t and t′ respectively. By Remark 2.5.2 we have that
A(σ) = A(τ) +A(τ ′).
By the hypothesis assumed for this section, the letters z and z−1 of zz−1
do not come both from t or t′; therefore since l contains zz−1 and since l is
the insertion of t′ into t, then z comes from t and z−1 from t′ or vice versa z
comes from t′ and z−1 from t. Furthermore the insertion of t′ into t makes
z and z−1 consecutive. This means that there exists n : 1 6 n 6 m such
that l = x1 · · · xn y1 · · · yp xn+1 · · · xm and:
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• either xn = z and y1 = z−1 (we call it subcase α);
• or yp = z and xn+1 = z−1 (we call it subcase β).
Until the end of the Subsection 4.1.3 we also denote s and s′ the base
steps of σ such that one of them contains the letter z of zz−1 and the other
one contains z−1 and such that t depends on s, t′ depends on s′. In the
subcase α, s contains z and s′ contains z−1; in the subcase β, s′ contains z
and s contains z−1. We can assume that s 6= s′ because s = s′ implies that
s contains zz−1, therefore s is the last step of σ in view of our hypothesis.
Since s is a base step, it cannot use preceding steps and this means that s
is the only step of σ. s cannot be a g. corolla because it contains zz−1 as a
subword and g. corollas are reduced. Indeed s would be a stem and z would
be the last letter of its first half (z−1 would be the first letter of the second
half.) For this situation Lemma 4.1.6 is trivially true.
Four cases are then possible: I) s and s′ are stems; II) s is a stem and s′
a g. corolla; III) s is a g. corolla and s′ a stem; IV) s and s′ are g. corollas.
Let s be a stem (Cases I and II); since s is the product of a word by
its inverse and since s contains either the letter z or the letter z−1 of zz−1,
then two of its opposite letters (and therefore two letters of t) are equal to
z and z−1, one (and only one) of which is of the subword zz−1 of l1zz
−1l2.
We let h, h′ : 1 6 h < h′ 6 m be such that xh and xh′ are those letters of t,
that is {xh, xh′} = {z, z−1}. We call subcase 1 when xh = z and xh′ = z−1,
we call subcase 2 when xh = z
−1 and xh′ = z. Therefore in the subcase 1α
we have n = h and xh′ = y1 = z
−1; in the subcase 1β we have n + 1 = h′
and xh = yp = z; in the subcase 2α we have n = h
′ and xh = y1 = z
−1; in
the subcase 2β we have n+ 1 = h and xh′ = yp = z.
Finally we let j, j′ : 1 6 j < j′ 6 p be such that the letters yj and yj′ of
t′ are equal respectively to the first and the last letter of s′. In the subcase
α we have j = 1 and therefore y1 = z
−1; in the subcase β we have j′ = p
and yp = z. If s
′ is a stem (Cases I and III) then in the subcase α we have
yj′ = z, in the subcase β we have yj = z
−1.
We recall that we have denoted τ the proper straight line subalgorithm
of σ computing t.
Lemma 4.1.10 Let s be a stem (Cases I and II) and let v1, v2 and v be the
following subwords of t:
v1 = x1 · · · xh−1, v2 = xh′+1 · · · xm, v = xh+1 · · · xh′−1.
There exist two SLA’s of σ, denoted σ1 and σ2, which compute v1v2 and v
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respectively and such that A(σ1) + A(σ2) = A(τ). Moreover the union of a
CMDR for σ1 and of one of σ2 is a CMDR for τ .
Proof Follows from Lemma 3.3.17. 
We recall that we have denoted τ ′ the proper straight line subalgorithm
of σ computing t′.
Lemma 4.1.11 Let s′ be a stem (Cases I and III) and let w1, w2, w
′
1 and
w′2 be the following subwords of t
′:
w1 = y1 · · · yj−1, w2 = yj+1 · · · yp−1, w′1 = y2 · · · yj′−1, w′2 = yj′+1 · · · yp.
There exist two SLA’s of σ, denoted τ1 and τ2, such that:
1. in the subcase α, τ1 and τ2 compute w
′
1 and w
′
2 respectively and A(τ1)+
A(τ2) = A(τ
′);
2. in the subcase β, τ1 and τ2 compute w1 and w2 respectively and A(τ1)+
A(τ2) = A(τ
′).
Finally the union of a CMDR for τ1 and of one for τ2 is a CMDR for
τ .
Proof
1. Follows from Lemma 3.3.17 because in the subcase α, y1 = z
−1 and
yj′ = z.
2. Follows from Lemma 3.3.17 because in the subcase β, yj = z
−1 and
yp = z.

Remark 4.1.12 Let σ′ be an SLA computing l1l2 and such that A(σ
′) 6
A(σ) and let A(σ) = Area
(
ρ(l)
)
. We have that Area
(
ρ(l)
)
= Area
(
ρ(l1l2)
)
since ρ(l) = ρ(l1l2) and Area
(
ρ(l1l2)
)
6 A(σ′) by Proposition 2.5.3. These
inequalities imply that A(σ′) = A(σ).
4.1.1 Case I
s and s′ are stems. As in Lemmas 4.1.10 and 4.1.11 we let v1 = x1 · · · xh−1,
v2 = xh′+1 · · · xm, v = xh+1 · · · xh′−1, w1 = y1 · · · yj−1, w2 = yj+1 · · · yp−1,
w′1 = y2 · · · yj′−1 and w′2 = yj′+1 · · · yp.
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Remark 4.1.13 By Lemmas 4.1.10 and 4.1.11 there exist SLA’s σ1 and σ2
computing v1v2 and v and SLA’s τ1 and τ2 computing w
′
1 and w
′
2 in the
subcase α, w1 and w2 in the subcase β, such that A(τ) = A(σ1)+A(σ2) and
A(τ ′) = A(τ1)+A(τ2). Furthermore, since A(τ) +A(τ
′) = A(σ) by Remark
2.5.2, then
A(σ1) +A(σ2) +A(τ1) +A(τ2) = A(σ).
Finally the union of CMDR’s for σ1, σ2, τ1 and τ2 is a CMDR for σ.
Subcase 1α. We have n = h, xh = yj′ = z and xh′ = y1 = z
−1.
Therefore
l = x1 · · · xh−1 z (z−1y2 · · · yj′−1 z yj′+1 · · · yp)xh+1 · · · xh′−1 z−1xh′+1 · · · xm =
v1z(z
−1w′1 z w
′
2) v z
−1v2
and l1 = v1, l2 = w
′
1 z w
′
2 v z
−1v2. By Remark 4.1.13, Proposition 3.2.6 and
Part 2 of Corollary 3.2.7 there exists an SLA σ′ computing
v1w
′
1 z w
′
2 v z
−1v2 = l1l2
such that A(σ′) = A(σ1) + A(σ2) + A(τ1) + A(τ2) = A(σ) and such that a
CMDR for σ is a CMDR also for σ′.
Subcase 1β. We have that n + 1 = h′, that xh = yp = z and that
xh′ = yj = z
−1. Therefore
l = x1 · · · xh−1 z xh+1 · · · xh′−1(y1 · · · yj−1 z−1yj+1 · · · yp−1 z) z−1 xh′+1 · · · xm =
v1 z v(w1 z
−1w2 z) z
−1 v2
and l1 = v1 z vw1 z
−1w2, l2 = v2. By Remark 4.1.13, Proposition 3.2.6 and
Part 2 of Corollary 3.2.7 there exists an SLA σ′ computing
v1 z v w1 z
−1 w2 v2 = l1l2
such that A(σ′) = A(σ1) + A(σ2) + A(τ1) + A(τ2) = A(σ) and such that a
CMDR for σ is a CMDR also for σ′.
Subcase 2α. We have that n = h′, that xh′ = yj′ = z and that
xh = y1 = z
−1. Therefore
l = x1 · · · xh−1 z−1 xh+1 · · · xh′−1 z (z−1 y2 · · · yj′−1 z yj′+1 · · · yp)xh′+1 · · · xm =
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v1 z
−1 v z (z−1 w′1 z w
′
2) v2
and l1 = v1 z
−1 v, l2 = w
′
1 z w
′
2 v2. By Remark 4.1.13, Proposition 3.2.6 and
Part 2 of Corollary 3.2.7 there exists an SLA σ′ computing
v1 z
−1 v w′1 z w
′
2 v2 = l1l2
such that A(σ′) = A(σ1) + A(σ2) + A(τ1) + A(τ2) = A(σ) and such that a
CMDR for σ is a CMDR also for σ′.
Subcase 2β. We have that n + 1 = h, that xh′ = yp = z and that
xh = yj = z
−1. Therefore
l = x1 · · · xh−1 (y1 · · · yj−1 z−1 yj+1 · · · yp−1 z) z−1 xh+1 · · · xh′−1 z xh′+1 · · · xm =
v1w1 z
−1 w2 z z
−1 v z v2
and l1 = v1w1 z
−1 w2, l2 = v z v2. By Remark 4.1.13, Proposition 3.2.6 and
Part 2 of Corollary 3.2.7 there exists an SLA σ′ computing
v1 w1 z
−1 w2 v z v2 = l1l2
such that A(σ′) = A(σ1) + A(σ2) + A(τ1) + A(τ2) = A(σ) and such that a
CMDR for σ is a CMDR also for σ′.
4.1.2 Case II
s is a stem and s′ a g. corolla. As in Lemmas 4.1.10 and 4.1.11 we let
v1 = x1 · · · xh−1, v2 = xh′+1 · · · xm, v = xh+1 · · · xh′−1, w1 = y1 · · · yj−1,
w2 = yj+1 · · · yp−1, w′1 = y2 · · · yj′−1 and w′2 = yj′+1 · · · yp.
Remark 4.1.14 Set u := y1 · · · yp−1 and u′ := y2 · · · yp. In the subcase α
we have t′ = z−1u′ and the first letter of t′ comes from s′; in the subcase β
we have t′ = u z and the last letter of t′ comes from s′. By Lemma 3.3.18
there exists an SLA τ ′1 computing u
′z−1 in the subcase α, computing z u in
the subcase β such that A(τ ′1) = A(τ
′) and a CMDR for τ ′ is a CMDR also
for τ ′1.
By Lemma 4.1.10 there exist SLA’s σ1 and σ2 computing v1v2 and v and
such that A(σ1) + A(σ2) = A(τ). Furthermore, since A(τ) + A(τ
′) = A(σ)
by Remark 2.5.2, then
A(σ1) +A(σ2) +A(τ
′
1) = A(σ).
Finally the union of CMDR’s for σ1, σ2 and τ
′
1 is a CMDR for σ.
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Subcase 1α. We have that n = h, that xh = z and that xh′ = y1 = z
−1.
Therefore
l = x1 · · · xh−1 z (z−1 y2 · · · yp)xh+1 · · · xh′−1 z−1 xh′+1 · · · xm =
v1 z (z
−1 u′) v z−1 v2
and l1 = v1, l2 = u
′ v z−1 v2.
By Remark 4.1.14 and Proposition 3.2.6 there exists an SLA σ′ comput-
ing
v1 u
′ v z−1 v2 = l1l2
such that A(σ′) = A(σ1) + A(σ2) + A(τ
′
1) = A(σ) and a CMDR for σ is a
CMDR also for σ′.
Subcase 1β. We have that n + 1 = h′, that xh = yp = z and that
xh′ = z
−1. Therefore
l = x1 · · · xh−1 z xh+1 · · · xh′−1 (y1 · · · yp−1 z) z−1 xh′+1 · · · xm =
v1 z v (u z) z
−1 v2
and l1 = v1 z v u, l2 = v2.
By Remark 4.1.14 and Proposition 3.2.6 there exists an SLA σ′ comput-
ing
v1 z v u v2 = l1l2
such that A(σ′) = A(σ1) + A(σ2) + A(τ
′
1) = A(σ) and a CMDR for σ is a
CMDR also for σ′.
Subcase 2α. We have that n = h′, that xh′ = z and that xh = y1 = z
−1.
Therefore
l = x1 · · · xh−1 z−1 xh+1 · · · xh′−1 z (z−1 y2 · · · yp)xh′+1 · · · xm =
v1 z
−1 v z (z−1 u′) v2
and l1 = v1 z
−1 v, l2 = u
′ v2. By Remark 4.1.14 and Proposition 3.2.6 there
exists an SLA σ′ computing
v1 z
−1 v u′ v2 = l1l2
such that A(σ′) = A(σ1) + A(σ2) + A(τ
′
1) = A(σ) and a CMDR for σ is a
CMDR also for σ′.
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Subcase 2β. We have that n + 1 = h, that xh′ = yp = z and that
xh = z
−1. Therefore
l = x1 · · · xh−1 (y1 · · · yp−1 z) z−1 xh+1 · · · xh′−1 z xh′+1 · · · xm =
v1 (u z) z
−1 v z v2
and l1 = v1 u, l2 = v z v2.
By Remark 4.1.14 and Proposition 3.2.6 there exists an SLA σ′ comput-
ing
v1 u v z v2 = l1l2
such that A(σ′) = A(σ1) + A(σ2) + A(τ
′
1) = A(σ) and a CMDR for σ is a
CMDR also for σ′.
4.1.3 Case III
s is a g. corolla and s′ a stem.
Subcase α. We have that y1 = z
−1 and that xn = yj′ = z. Set
u1 := x1 · · · xn−1 and u2 := xn+1 · · · xm; thus t = u1zu2 and as said at
the beginning of the section, t is computed by the pSLsA τ . As in Lemma
4.1.11, let w′1 = y2 · · · yj′−1 and w′2 = yj′+1 · · · yp. Therefore
l = x1 · · · xn−1 z (z−1 y2 · · · yj′−1 z yj′+1 · · · yp)xn+1 · · · xm =
u1 z (z
−1 w′1 z w
′
2)u2
and l1 = u1, l2 = w
′
1 z w
′
2 u2. By Lemma 4.1.11 and by Proposition 3.2.6
there exists an SLA σ′ computing
u1 w
′
1 z w
′
2 u2 = l1l2
and such that A(σ′) = A(τ)+A(τ ′). By Remark 2.5.2, A(τ)+A(τ ′) = A(σ),
thus A(σ′) = A(σ), and a CMDR for σ is a CMDR also for σ′.
Subcase β. We have that xn+1 = yj = z
−1 and that yp = z. Set
u1 := x1 · · · xn and u2 := xn+2 · · · xm; thus t = u1 z−1 u2 and as said at
the beginning of the section, t is computed by the pSLsA τ . As in Lemma
4.1.11, let w1 = y1 · · · yj−1 and w2 = yj+1 · · · yp−1. Therefore
l = x1 · · · xn (y1 · · · yj−1 z−1 yj+1 · · · yp−1 z) z−1 xn+2 · · · xm =
u1 (w1 z
−1 w2 z) z
−1 u2
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and l1 = u1w1 z
−1 w2, l2 = u2. By Lemma 4.1.11 and by Proposition 3.2.6
there exists an SLA σ′ computing
u1 w1 z
−1 w2 u2 = l1l2
and such that A(σ′) = A(τ)+A(τ ′). By Remark 2.5.2, A(τ)+A(τ ′) = A(σ),
thus A(σ′) = A(σ), and a CMDR for σ is a CMDR also for σ′.
4.1.4 Case IV
There exist two g. corollas c and c′ such that one of them contains the letter
z of zz−1 and the other one contains z−1. Let l := z1 · · · ze be the result of
σ, let c := x1 · · · xm, c′ := y1 · · · yp and let h1, · · · , hm, i1, · · · , ip be indices
such that
zh1 = x1, · · · , zhm = xm, zi1 = y1, · · · , zip = yp.
There are two possibilities: either there exists k : 1 6 k 6 m such that
xk = z, y1 = z
−1 and hk + 1 = i1 (we call it subcase α) or there exists
k : 1 < k 6 m such that yp = z, xk = z
−1 and ip + 1 = hk (we call it
subcase β)1. We call subcase α1 the subcase α with 1 6 k < m, subcase α2
the subcase α with k = m.
Let r1, · · · , rm−1 be the ramifications (Definition 3.3.9) from c at x1, · · · ,
xm−1 respectively; let r
′
1, · · · , r′p−1 be the ones from c′ at y1, · · · , yp−1. Let
q0 be the preceding of c and q1 its following (Definition 3.3.9), that is q0q1
is the surround of c.
Subcase α1. We have that xk = z and y1 = z
−1. Since hk+1 = i1 then
h1 < · · · < hk < i1 < · · · < ip < hk+1 < · · · < hm
and
l = z1 · · · zh1 · · · zhk (zi1 · · · zip) zip+1 · · · zhk+1−1 zhk+1 · · · zhm · · · ze.
By Proposition 3.3.16 we can suppose that σ defines consecutively the in-
sertions into c′. Since zi1 = y1 and zip = yp, then the surround of c
′ is
l′ := z1 · · · zhk zip+1 · · · zhk+1−1 zhk+1 · · · ze.
By Proposition 3.3.12 there exists an SLsA of σ, denoted τ , which computes
l′ and c is one of its g. corollas. By Proposition 3.3.16 we can suppose that τ
1the case yp = z and x1 = z
−1 is analogous to the case xm = z and y1 = z
−1.
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defines consecutively the insertions into c. Since zhk = xk and zhk+1 = xk+1,
then the ramification of l′ from c at xk is v := zip+1 · · · zhk+1−1 and by
Proposition 3.3.12 there exists an SLsA of τ (and therefore of σ) which
computes it.
We have that:
z1 · · · zhk−1 = u, where u = q0 x1 r1 · · · xk-1 rk−1; zhk = z ;
zi1 = z
-1; zi1+1 · · · zip = u′, where u′ = r′1 y2 · · · r′p−1 yp;
zhk+1 · · · ze = u′′, where u′′ = xk+1 r′k+1 · · · r′m−1 xm q1
(we write in bold the letters coming from c and c′).
Thus
l = u z (z−1 u′) v u′′ =
q0 x1 r1 · · · xk-1 rk−1 z (z -1 r′1 y2 · · · r′p−1 yp) v xk+1 r′k+1 · · · r′m−1 xm q1
and l1 = u, l2 = u
′vu′′.
We have that c = x1 · · · xk−1 z xk+1 · · · xm and c′ = z−1 y2 · · · yp.
As in the proof of Proposition 3.2.11 we set
c1 := x1 · · · xk−1, c2 := xk+1 · · · xm, d′ := π(c2c1, c′)
f1 := x1 · · · xk−1, f2 := y2 · · · yp xk+1 · · · xm.
By Proposition 3.2.11, either f1f2 is a stem element or an insertion of two
stem elements (possibly empty) into a flower element with g. corolla a cyclic
conjugate of d′, which we denote d′′; in this case η(d′′) 6 η(c) + η(c′).
We modify σ by replacing c and c′ with an SLA τ ′ defined in the following
way: if f1f2 is a stem element then τ
′ has only one step which is equal to
f1f2; otherwise τ
′ is an SLA computing f1f2 and having only one g. corolla,
equal to d′′, therefore A(τ ′) = η(d′′). We consider the insertions at a letter
of c or c′ as insertions at the same letter of f1f2. An insertion at z
−1 is
replaced by an insertion at the last letter that in the output of the same
step of σ was preceding z. With this modification we obtain an SLA σ′
computing uu′ v u′′ = l1l2.
Let N and N ′ be the multisets of base elements of σ and σ′ respectively.
For any g. corolla of σ let us fix an SLA in R computing that g. corolla
and let M be the union of the multisets of the base elements of the SLA’s
in R for the elements of N . M is a CMDR for σ. If f1f2 is a stem then
N ′ = N \ {c, c′} and thus A(σ′) < A(σ). Then M minus the base elements
of the chosen SLA’s in R for c and c′ is a CMDR for σ′. Let f1f2 be not
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a stem; then N ′ \ {d′} = N \ {c, c′}, which means that the g. corollas of σ
and σ′ coincide except that c and c′ are replaced in σ′ by d′′; therefore the
inequality η(d′′) 6 η(c) + η(c′) implies that A(σ′) 6 A(σ). Moreover M is a
CMDR for σ′.
If A(σ) = Area
(
ρ(l)
)
then A(σ′) = A(σ) by Remark 4.1.12, which implies
by Remark 3.2.12 that a CMDR for σ is a CMDR also for σ′.
Subcase β. We have that yp = z and xk = z
−1. Since ip+1 = hk, then
h1 < · · · < hk−1 < i1 < · · · < ip < hk < · · · < hm
and
l = z1 · · · zh1 · · · zhk−1 · · · zi1−1 (zi1 · · · zip) zhk · · · zhm · · · ze.
By Proposition 3.3.16 we can suppose that σ defines consecutively the in-
sertions into c′. Since zi1 = y1 and zip = yp, then the surround of c
′ is
l′ = z1 · · · zh1 · · · zhk−1 · · · zi1−1 zhk · · · zhm · · · ze.
By Proposition 3.3.12 there exists an SLsA of σ, denoted τ , which computes
l′ and c is one of its g. corollas. By Proposition 3.3.16 we can suppose
that τ defines consecutively the insertions into c. Since zhk−1 = xk−1 and
zhk = xk, then the ramification of l
′ from c at xk−1 is v := zhk−1+1 · · · zi1−1
and by Proposition 3.3.12 there exists an SLsA of τ (and therefore of σ)
which computes it.
We have that
z1 · · · zi1−1 = u, where u = q0 x1 r1 · · · xk-1 v;
zi1 · · · zip−1 = u′, where u′ = y1 r′1 · · · yp-1 r′p−1; zip = z ; zhk = z -1;
zhk+1 · · · ze = u′′, where u′′ = xk+1 r′k+1 · · · r′m−1 xm q1.
Thus
l = u v (u′ z) z−1 u′′ =
q0 x1 r1 · · · xk-1 v (y1 r′1 · · · yp-1 r′p−1 z ) z -1 xk+1 r′k+1 · · · r′m−1 xm q1
and l1 = uvu
′, l2 = u
′′.
We have that c = x1 · · · xk−1 z−1 xk+1 · · · xm and c′ = y1 · · · yp−1z. As in
the proof of Proposition 3.2.11 we set
c1 := x1 · · · xk−1, c2 := xk+1 · · · xm, d′ := π(c2c1, c′)
f1 := x1 · · · xk−1y1 · · · yp−1, f2 := xk+1 · · · xm.
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By Proposition 3.2.11, either f1f2 is a stem element or an insertion of two
stem elements (possibly empty) into a flower element with g. corolla a cyclic
conjugate of d′, which we denote d′′; in this case η(d′′) 6 η(c) + η(c′).
We modify σ by replacing c and c′ with an SLA τ ′ defined in the following
way: if f1f2 is a stem element then τ
′ has only one step which is equal to
f1f2; otherwise τ
′ is an SLA computing f1f2 and having only one g. corolla,
equal to d′′, therefore A(τ ′) = η(d′′). We consider the insertions at a letter
of c or c′ as insertions at the same letter of f1f2. An insertion at z
−1 is
replaced by an insertion at the last letter that in the output of the same
step of σ was preceding z. With this modification we obtain an SLA σ′
computing uvu′u′′ = l1l2.
Let N and N ′ be the multisets of base elements of σ and σ′ respectively.
For any g. corolla of σ let us fix an SLA in R computing that g. corolla
and let M be the union of the multisets of the base elements of the SLA’s
in R for the elements of N . M is a CMDR for σ. If f1f2 is a stem then
N ′ = N \ {c, c′} and thus A(σ′) < A(σ). Then M minus the base elements
of the chosen SLA’s in R for c and c′ is a CMDR for σ′. Let f1f2 be not
a stem; then N ′ \ {d′} = N \ {c, c′}, which means that the g. corollas of σ
and σ′ coincide except that c and c′ are replaced in σ′ by d′′; therefore the
inequality η(d′′) 6 η(c) + η(c′) implies that A(σ′) 6 A(σ). Moreover M is a
CMDR for σ′.
If A(σ) = Area
(
ρ(l)
)
then A(σ′) = A(σ) by Remark 4.1.12, which implies
by Remark 3.2.12 that a CMDR for σ is a CMDR also for σ′.
Subcase α2. We have that xm = z and y1 = z
−1. Since hm + 1 = i1,
then
h1 < · · · < hm < i1 < · · · < ip
and
l = z1 · · · zh1 · · · zhm (zi1 · · · zip) zip+1 · · · ze.
By Proposition 3.3.16 we can suppose that σ defines consecutively the in-
sertions into c′. Since zh1 = x1 and zhm = xm, then the surround of s
is
l′ = z1 · · · zh1−1 zi1 · · · zip zip+1 · · · ze.
By Proposition 3.3.12 there exists an SLsA of σ, denoted τ , which computes
l′ and c is one of its g. corollas. By Proposition 3.3.16 we can suppose that
τ defines consecutively the insertions into c.
We have that
z1 · · · zhm−1 = u, where u = q0 x1 r1 · · · xm-1 rm−1; zhm = z ; zi1 = z -1;
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zi1+1 · · · zip = u′, where u′ = r′1 y2 · · · r′p−1 yp.
Thus
l = u z (z−1 u′) q1 = q0 x1 r1 · · · xm-1 rm−1 z (z -1 r′1 y2 · · · r′p−1 yp) q1
and l1 = u, l2 = u
′ q1.
We have that c = x1 · · · xm−1 z and c′ = z−1 y2 · · · yp. As in the proof of
Proposition 3.2.9 we set
d := π(c, c′), f1 := x1 · · · xm−1, f2 := y2 · · · yp.
By Proposition 3.2.11, either f1f2 is a stem or an insertion of a stem into a
flower element with g. corolla d and η(d) 6 η(c) + η(c′).
We modify σ by replacing c and c′ with an SLA τ ′ defined in the following
way: if f1f2 is a stem then τ
′ has only one step which is equal to f1f2;
otherwise τ ′ is an SLA computing f1f2 and having only one g. corolla,
equal to d, therefore A(τ ′) = η(d). We consider the insertions at a letter of
c or c′ as insertions at the same letter of f1f2. An insertion at z
−1 is replaced
by an insertion at the last letter that in the output of the same step of σ
was preceding z. With this modification we obtain an SLA σ′ computing
uu′q1 = l1l2.
Let N and N ′ be the multisets of base elements of σ and σ′ respectively.
For any g. corolla of σ let us fix an SLA in R computing that g. corolla
and let M be the union of the multisets of the base elements of the SLA’s
in R for the elements of N . M is a CMDR for σ. If f1f2 is a stem then
N ′ = N \ {c, c′} and thus A(σ′) < A(σ). Then M minus the base elements
of the chosen SLA’s in R for c and c′ is a CMDR for σ′. Let f1f2 be not
a stem; then N ′ \ {d} = N \ {c, c′}, which means that the g. corollas of σ
and σ′ coincide except that c and c′ are replaced in σ′ by d; therefore the
inequality η(d) 6 η(c) + η(c′) implies that A(σ′) 6 A(σ). Moreover M is a
CMDR for σ′.
If A(σ) = Area
(
ρ(l)
)
then A(σ′) = A(σ) by Remark 4.1.12, which implies
by Remark 3.2.12 that a CMDR for σ is a CMDR also for σ′.
4.2 The proof of the Main Theorem: conclusion
In this section we prove Lemma 4.1.6 in the general case. Let l := l1zz
−1l2
be an element of Lg computed by a straight line algorithm σ; we construct
an SLA σ′ computing l1l2 and such that A(σ
′) 6 A(σ). Moreover if A(σ) =
Area
(
ρ(l)
)
then A(σ′) = A(σ) and a CMDR for σ is a CMDR also for σ′.
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Lemma 4.2.1 Let σ be an SLA, let l be its result and let A(σ) = Area
(
ρ(l)
)
.
If τ is a pSLsA of σ with result w then A(τ) = Area
(
ρ(w)
)
.
Proof We prove the claim by induction of the number of steps of σ. If σ
has only one step the claim is obvious because the only pSLsA is σ itself.
Let the number of steps of σ be greater than one and the claim be true for
every SLA with less steps than σ; let τ be a pSLsA of σ and let w be its
result. The last step of σ is the insertion of a word l2 into a word l1. By
Part 2 of Proposition 2.1.3, l uses w and since l uses directly l1 and l2, then
by Part 4 of the same proposition either l1 or l2 uses w. This implies that
if σ1 and σ2 are the pSLsA’s of σ computing l1 and l2, then τ is a pSLsA of
σ1 or σ2. The claim follows thus by induction hypothesis because σ1 and σ2
have less steps than σ. 
Let s be the first step of σ whose output contains as subword the subword
zz−1 of l1zz
−1l2. Let w := x1 · · · xm be the output of s and let k : 1 6 k < m
be such that xkxk+1 = zz
−1. By Remark 2.1.9 we can reorder the steps of
σ in such a way that s depends on every step preceding it. By Remark
2.1.5 these steps form a pSLsA τ whose result is w. By the results of
the preceding section we have that w′ := x1 · · · xk−1xk+2 · · · xm belongs to
Lg and that there exists an SLA τ
′ computing w′ and such that A(τ ′) 6
A(τ). Furthermore, by Lemma 4.2.1, if A(σ) = Area
(
ρ(l)
)
then A(τ) =
Area
(
ρ(w)
)
and thus by the results of the preceding section, A(τ ′) = A(τ)
and a CMDR for τ is a CMDR also for τ ′.
If s is the last step of σ, then we are in the situation of the preceding
section. Suppose that s is not the last step; for every step t in σ that follows
s we define a new step t′ in the following way. Let t be the first step that
follows s; t cannot be an insertion because it can use directly only s (the
steps preceding s are already used by s by the observation made earlier),
therefore t is a base step. We set t′ := t. Let n > 1 and let t be the n-th
step that follows s. If t does not use s then we set t′ := t. If t does, t is
an insertion of a step t2 into a step t1 and by Part 4 of Proposition 2.1.3,
one and only one between t1 and t2 uses s. We can assume by induction
hypothesis that we have already defined t′1 and t
′
2. We let t
′ be the insertion
of t′2 into t
′
1 at the same letter as t2 is inserted into t1. This letter cannot
be equal to xk, because either t1 does not contain it or does contain both
xk and xk+1 consecutively. If t is the insertion of t2 into t1 at xk+1, then we
let t′ be the insertion of t′2 into t
′
1 at the letter of t1 that precedes xk.
For every step t, the output of t′ is equal to the output of t if t does not
use s; if t uses s then the output of t′ is the word obtained by cancelling zz−1
from the output of t. If t is the last step, then the output is l1l2. Replacing
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τ with τ ′ and every step t that follows s with the corresponding step t′ we
obtain an SLA σ′ computing l1l2.
The base steps of σ following s coincide with those of σ′ following s′.
This implies that since A(τ ′) 6 A(τ) then A(σ′) 6 A(σ). Moreover we have
seen that if A(σ) = Area
(
ρ(l)
)
then A(τ ′) = A(τ) and a CMDR for τ is a
CMDR also for τ ′; this implies that A(σ′) = A(σ) and a CMDR for σ is a
CMDR also for σ′.
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Chapter 5
Applications and complexity
In Section 5.1 we illustrate some applications to the Word Problem of the
results of this thesis. In Section 5.2 we show how, given an SLA in L whose
result is a reduced word, one can find an SLA with the same result and whose
intermediate outputs are reduced words. Finally in Section 5.3 we show that
the algorithm presented in this thesis to compute the relators has a better
complexity than the other methods currently known in the literature.
5.1 Applications to the Word Problem
Let 〈X |R 〉 be a group presentation and let R be finite. Consider the
following functions introduced in Definition 2.4.6:
∆0(n) := max{Area(w) : w is a proper corolla and |w| 6 n},
Ω0(n) := max{Work(w) : w is a proper corolla and |w| 6 n}.
It is obvious that ∆0 6 ∆ and Ω0 6 Ω where ∆ is the Dehn function
(Definition 1.2.2) and Ω has been introduced in Definition 1.4.1.
By Proposition 1.2.4 a finite presentation has a solvable Word Problem
if and only if its Dehn function is bounded above by a computable function
if and only if its Dehn function is computable. Let us improve this result.
Let n be a natural number and let w be a relator of length at most n. By
Corollary 4.1.2 there exist proper corollas c1, · · · , cm such that Area(w) =∑m
i=1Area(ci) and |w| > |ci| for every i. Thus
Area(w) 6 ∆0(|c1|) + · · ·+∆0(|cm|),
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that is
∆(n) 6 max{∆0(k1) + · · · +∆0(km) : k1 + · · ·+ km 6 n} 6 n∆0(n)
and then we have the following inequality:
∆0(n) 6 ∆(n) 6 n∆0(n). (5.1)
This means that if ∆0 is bounded by a sequence {kn}n∈N∗ then ∆ is
bounded by {nkn}n∈N∗ . As we have said, this bound can be improved if kn
is linear in n in which case ∆ is bounded by kn (see Corollary 4.1.5).
If {kn}n∈N∗ is computable then also {nkn}n∈N∗ is computable. Thus if
∆0 is bounded above by a computable function then so is ∆ and the Word
Problem is solvable.
We prove that in this case ∆0 is computable. Since the presentation is
finite we can compute the results of all the L−SLA’s τ such that A(τ) 6 kn
and which compute a word of length at most n. In this way we determine
all the proper corollas of length at most n and their area, thus we compute
∆0. Thus
Theorem 5.1.1 A finite presentation has a solvable Word Problem if and
only if the function ∆0 is bounded by a computable function if and only if
the function ∆0 is computable. Moreover ∆ is computable or bounded by a
computable function if and only if the same is true for ∆0.
In the same way one sees that
Ω0(n) 6 Ω(n) 6 nΩ0(n)
and thus we improve part 1 of Proposition 1.4.3 with the following
Theorem 5.1.2 A finitely generated decidable presentation has a solvable
Word Problem if and only if the function Ω0 is bounded by a computable
function if and only if the function Ω0 is computable.
We now exhibit an explicit algorithm for solving the Word Problem for a
finite presentation for which ∆0 is bounded by a computable function. This
gives a direct proof of Theorem 5.1.1, i.e., a proof not relying on Proposition
1.2.4.
The algorithm is the following. Let 〈X |R 〉 be a finite presentation and
for every k let Ck (Definition 2.3.9) be the set of k-corollas. As we have seen
in Remark 2.3.13, there is an explicit algorithm for computing Ck. Suppose
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that ∆0 is bounded by a computable function, that is ∆0(n) 6 kn for every
n where kn is computable by a finite algorithm and let w be a reduced word
in the alphabet X ∪X−1.
By Corollary 4.1.3, if w is a relator of 〈X |R 〉 then w has a contiguous
subword equal to a proper corolla whose area is at most equal to the area of
w. Let n be the length of w; if no element of Ch for h 6 kn is a contiguous
subword of w, then w is not a relator. Suppose on the contrary that there
exists an element c of Ch for some h 6 kn which is a contiguous subword of w;
this means that there exist reduced words w′ and w′′ such that w = w′cw′′.
Let w1 be the reduced form of w
′w′′; if w1 = 1 then w is a relator. Let
w1 6= 1; w is a relator if and only w1 is a relator. Moreover the length of w1
is less than that of w.
If w1 is a relator, its area is equal at most to the minimum between
kn − h and k|w1|. Let m1 be that minimum; if no element of Ch for h 6 m1
is a contiguous subword of w1 then w1 is not a relator and neither w; if
yes, we repeat for w1 the same procedure done for w and we find a word
w2 of length less than thath of w1. This algorithm stops after at most n
steps: if for some i = 1, 2, ..., we have that wi = 1, then w is a relator; if no
contiguous subword of wi is equal to an element of Ch for h 6 mi then w is
not a relator. This concludes the algorithm.
For every h set Ph := Ch \ {C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ch−1} and let mh be the minimal
length of words of Ph. If X is finite and if mh 6= 0 for infinitely many h then
the sequence {mh}h∈N∗ diverges to infinity. Indeed suppose that {mh}h∈N∗
does not diverge to infinity. Then there would exist a natural number n and
an infinite number of indices h such that mh 6 n. Since the Ph are disjoint
two by two, there would be infinitely many words of length not greater than
n and this is impossible because their number is bounded by (2|X|)n.
Lemma 5.1.3 For any n let f(n) be the least natural number such that
mh > n for every h > f(n). Then ∆0(n) 6 f(n).
Proof Let h > f(n); since mh > n then if w ∈ Ph we have that |w| > n.
Let w be a proper corolla of length not greater than n; then w does not
belong to Ph for every h > f(n), that is it belongs to P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pf(n). By
Definition 2.4.6 and the Main Theorem 4.1.1, Area(w) = η(w) and thus the
area of w cannot be greater than f(n), which implies that ∆0(n) 6 f(n). 
Lemma 5.1.3 implies:
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Theorem 5.1.4 The Word Problem is solvable for the finite presentation
〈X |R 〉 if and only if the function f defined in Lemma 5.1.3 is bounded
above by a computable function.
Proof If f is bounded above by a computable function then by Lemma
5.1.3 also ∆0(n) is bounded above by the same computable function and
the Word Problem for 〈X |R 〉 is solvable by Theorem 5.1.1.
Let the Word Problem for 〈X |R 〉 be solvable; by Theorem 5.1.1 there
exist computable kn for every n such that ∆0(n) 6 kn. That is, if w is a
proper corolla and |w| 6 n then Area(w) 6 kn. This means that if w is a
proper corolla and Area(w) > kn then |w| > n. Then mh > n for every
h > kn, thus kn > f(n) and f is bounded above by a computable function.

Theorem 5.1.4 says that the Word Problem is solvable for 〈X |R 〉 if and
only if for every n we can compute a kn such that every proper corolla of
area greater than kn has length greater than n.
Corollary 5.1.5 Let {ah}h∈N∗ be a computable non-decreasing and diver-
gent sequence. If mh > ah for every h then the Word Problem for 〈X |R 〉
is solvable.
Proof Let n be a natural number; then there exists a natural number kn
such that ah > n for every h > kn. We have that f(n) 6 kn where f is
the function defined in Lemma 5.1.3. Let us compute a1, a2, · · · until we
find an ai greater than n. Then kn is equal to this i and there exists a
finite algorithm computing kn. The Word Problem for 〈X |R 〉 is solvable
by Theorem 5.1.4.
Corollary 4.1.4 says that if ∆0(n) is bounded by a linear function in n
then also ∆ is bounded by the same linear function and the presentation is
hyperbolic. We now generalize this fact.
We recall (Definition 1.3.5) that we write f  g if there exists a positive
constant α such that f(n) 6 αg(αn) + αn for every n ∈ N∗. Obviously we
have that ∆  g [respectively ∆0  g] if and only if there exists a positive
constant α such that
Area(w) 6 αg(α|w|) + α|w| (5.2)
for every relator w [respectively for every proper corolla w].
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Lemma 5.1.6 Let g : R+ → R+ be a non-decreasing function and suppose
that there exists α0 > 0 such that for every α > α0 there exists β ∈ R+ such
that for every y1, · · · , ym, z ∈ N∗ such that y1 + · · · + ym 6 z we have
m∑
j=1
g(αyj) 6 g(βz). (5.3)
If ∆0  g then ∆  g.
Proof If ∆0  g then there exists α ∈ R+ such that for every proper corolla
c we have that Area(c) 6 αg(α|c|) + α|c|. By Remark 1.3.6 we can suppose
that α > α0.
Let n be a natural number and let w be a relator of length at most n. By
Corollary 4.1.2 there exist proper corollas c1, · · · , cm such that Area(w) =∑m
j=1Area(cj) and
∑m
j=1 |cj | 6 |w|. Then
Area(w) 6 α
m∑
j=1
[
g(α|cj |) + |cj |
]
and by (5.3) there exists β such that
Area(w) 6 α[g(β|w|) + |w|].
Since g is non-decreasing, if we set β′ := max{α, β}, then
Area(w) 6 α[g(β|w|) + |w|] 6 β′[g(β′|w|) + |w|]
and the claim follows from (5.2). 
We recall (Definition 1.3.5) that we write f ≃ g if f  g and g  f .
Theorem 5.1.7 Let g : R+ → R+ be a non-decreasing function satisfying
(5.3) and let ∆0 ≃ g; then ∆ ≃ g and thus ∆0 ≃ ∆.
Proof We have that ∆0  g and g  ∆0. By Lemma 5.1.6 we have that
∆  g. Conversely we have that g  ∆ because g  ∆0 and ∆0 6 ∆. 
We now show that polynomial and exponential functions satisfy (5.3).
Lemma 5.1.8 1. Let r > 1 and let h(x) = (x + 1)r − xr − 1. Then
h(x) > 0 for every x > 0.
2. Let r > 1 and let y1, · · · , ym > 0. Then (y1+· · ·+ym)r > yr1+· · ·+yrm.
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Proof
1. We have that h(0) = 0 and that the derivative of h is
h′(x) = r(x+ 1)r−1 − rxr−1 = r[(x+ 1)r−1 − xr−1]
which is positive for every x > 0.
2. It is enough to prove the claim for m = 2. Since y1, y2 > 0 then there
exists c > 0 such that y2 = cy1, therefore the inequality is equivalent
to yr + cryr > (c+1)ryr for every y, c > 0 and the latter is equivalent
to (1 + c)r > 1 + cr for every c > 0. By Part 1, (1 + c)r − cr − 1 > 0
for every c > 0 and thus we have the claim.

Remark 5.1.9 For r = 1 we have that (y1 + · · · + ym)r = yr1 + · · · + yrm;
then by Part 2 of Lemma 5.1.8 we have that if r > 1 then (y1+ · · ·+ ym)r >
yr1 + · · ·+ yrm.
Proposition 5.1.10 If r is a real number and r > 1 then the polynomial
functions xr satisfy (5.3).
Proof We will prove that for any y1, · · · , ym, z ∈ N∗ such that y1+. . .+ym 6
z we have
m∑
j=1
(αyj)
r
6 (αz)r.
We have that
m∑
j=1
(αyj)
r
6
( m∑
j=1
αyj
)r
6 (αz)r
when the first inequality follows from Remark 5.1.9. 
Remark 5.1.11 Let r1, · · · , rn > 1 be real numbers; we show that there
exists 1 < a0 6 2 such that x
r1+···+rn > xr1 + · · · + xrn for every x > a. It
is sufficient to show the claim for n = 2. Let ϕ(x) = xr1+r2 − xr1 − xr2 and
suppose that r1 > r2. Let us show that ϕ(2) > 0; we have that
ϕ(2) = 2r1+r2 − 2r1 − 2r2 = 2r1(2r2 − 1− 2r2−r1)
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and 2r2 − 1 − 2r2−r1 > 0 because 2r2 > 2 (being r2 > 1) and 2r2−r1 6 1
(being r2 − r1 6 0). Let us show that ϕ′(x) > 0; we have that
ϕ′(x) = (r1 + r2)x
r1+r2−1 − r1xr1−1 − r2xr2−1
= r1(x
r1+r2−1 − xr1−1) + r2(xr1+r2−1 − xr2−1) > 0.
Proposition 5.1.12 Let a0 as in Remark 5.1.11. Then for every a > a0
the functions ax satisfy (5.3).
Proof Let y1, · · · , ym, z ∈ N∗ be such that y1 + · · ·+ ym 6 z and let α > 1.
Since αyj > 1 for j = 1, · · · ,m then by Remark 5.1.11 we have that
m∑
j=1
aαyj 6 aαz.

We now show that for every b > 1 the function logb x does not satisfy
(5.3). Let α, β > 0 and let x, y be non-zero natural numbers. Then there
exists a rational number c such that y = cx. We have that
logb(αx) + logb(αy) 6 logb
(
β(x+ y)
)
if and only if
logb(αx) + logb(αcx) 6 logb
(
β(c+ 1)x
)
which is equivalent to
logb(α
2c) + 2 logb(x) 6 logb
(
β(c+ 1)
)
+ logb(x)
and thus to
logb(x) + logb(γ) 6 0
where γ = α
2c
β(c+1) . But this is false because logb(γ) is constant and logb(x)
goes to infinity.
5.2 Straight line algorithms for reduced words
Let σ be an SLA whose result is a reduced word; in this section we will
show how to find an SLA equivalent in the sense of Definition 3.3.14 to σ
and such that the output of every step is a reduced word. First we show
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that any SLA is equivalent to one in which the mid-vertex of a stem does
not coincide with the initial vertex of another stem.
Consider the complex
✄✲ ✻❄
✝✻
✲ ☛✲
✛✛
❄
☎
❄
✻
✄✂  ✁✄✂  ✁
✄
✂
 
✁
✒✑✓✏
✖✕
✗✔✄
✂
 
✁✒✑✓✏
q❝ r
r
r
r
Λ1
Γ ∆ Θ
∆−1Γ−1
Λ2
Its label is ΓΛ1∆Θ∆
−1Λ2 Γ
−1, where: Γ is the label of the first half
of the stem on the left and ∆ the label of that on the right; Θ is the label
of the corolla on the right; Λ1 and Λ2 the labels of the upper and lower
flowers respectively. The mid-vertex of the stem on the left coincides with
the initial vertex of the stem on the right.
The next complex has the same label as the preceding one and the latter
situation does not happen.
✄✲ ✻❄
✝✻
✲ ☛✲
✛✛
❄
☎
❄
✻
✄✂  ✁
✄
✂
 
✁
✒✑✓✏
✖✕
✗✔✄
✂
 
✁✒✑✓✏
q❝ rr
r
r
r
Λ1
Γ ∆ Θ
∆−1Γ−1
Λ2
The two stems labeled by ΓΓ−1 and ∆∆−1 have been replaced by one
labeled by Γ∆∆−1Γ−1.
Let us formalize this situation. Let σ be an SLA, let w := x1 · · · xm be its
result and let b1 := y1 · · · yp and b2 be two stems such that the mid-vertex of
b1 coincides with the initial vertex of b2. We formalize the notion of “sharing
a vertex” and then show how to modify σ in order to avoid it.
Let b1 comprise b2. By Proposition 3.3.16 we can suppose that σ defines
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consecutively the insertions into b1. Since b2 is comprised in b1 then all
the letters of b2 are comprised between two consecutive letters yh = xi1
and yh+1 = xj1 of b1, where 1 6 h < p and 1 6 i1 < j1 6 m. Therefore
by Definition 3.3.13, b2 belongs to the pSLsA of σ which computes the
ramification (Definition 3.3.9) from b1 at yh. Call τh and rh this pSLsA and
this ramification respectively. By Proposition 3.3.16 we can suppose that τh
defines consecutively the insertions into b2.
Let xi2 and xj2 (for some indices i2 and j2) be respectively the first
and the last letters of b2; then we have that 1 6 i1 < i2 < j2 < j1 6 m.
Set v1 := xi1+1 · · · xi2−1 and v2 := xj2+1 · · · xj1−1. We call v1 and v2 the
subwords comprised between b1 and b2.
Suppose that yh is the last letter of the first half of b1; we say that
the mid-vertex of b1 coincides with the initial vertex of b2 if the subwords
comprised between b1 and b2 are parts of w (Definition 3.3.6).
v1v2 is the surround of b2 in the ramification rh and by Definition 3.3.13
we can suppose that v1v2 is the result of a pSLsA of τh; call τ
′
0 this pSLsA.
In particular v1 and v2 are respectively the preceding and the following of b2
in rh and if we have supposed that they are parts of w, we can assume that
τ ′0 is formed by two pSLsA’s computing v1 and v2 respectively, followed by
the product of v1 by v2. We call t the step of the product of v1 by v2.
We modify σ by replacing b1 and b2 with s := y1 · · · yh b2 yh+1 · · · yp which
is a stem because yh is the last letter of the first half of b1. Furthermore we
replace the step t by the insertions of v1 at yh and of v2 at the last letter of
b2 and we consider the insertions at a letter of b1 or b2 as insertions at the
corresponding letters of f or s respectively.
We obtain an SLA σ′ with result w (the same of σ). σ and σ′ have the
same corollas, therefore A(σ′) = A(σ) and a CMDR for σ is a CMDR also
for σ′.
With the notion of ’equivalence’ of SLA’s of Definition 3.3.14, σ and σ′
cannot be equivalent but it is intuitive that σ and σ′ are equivalent in a
more general sense. Let us modify this notion of equivalence.
Let τ1 and τ2 be SLA’s with the same result (let w be their result),
with multisets of base elements M1 and M2 and let ω : M1 → M2 be an
application such that:
1. the restriction of ω to the corollas of M1 is an isomorphism onto the
corollas of M2;
2. the restriction of ω to the stems of M1 is surjective onto the stems of
M2;
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3. let vv−1 be a stem of τ2 and let u1u
−1
1 , · · · , unu−1n be the stems of τ2
whose image by ω is vv−1 and let the first letter of uiu
−1
i precedes the
first of ui+1u
−1
i+1 for i = 1, · · · , n−1. Then vv−1 = u1 · · · unu−1n · · · u−11 ;
4. any letter of w comes (Definition 3.1.3) from the same letter of µ and
ω(µ) respectively (we recall that µ is a subword of ω(µ)).
We say that τ2 is a refinement of τ1.
Let σ be an SLA, let w be its result and let A(σ) = A(w). If we apply
repeatedly this procedure, we obtain an SLA σ′′ with the same result of σ,
such that A(σ′′) = A(w), such that a CMDR for σ is a CMDR also for σ′′
and in which the mid-vertex of any stem does not coincide with the initial
vertex of another stem. Moreover σ′′ is a refinement of σ.
Any element w of Lg (and thus any relator of 〈X|R〉 by Theorem 4.1.1)
is the result of an SLA σ, that is it is obtained by means of the operation
of grafting starting with base elements (stems and corollas). By what said
above, we can suppose that the mid-vertex of any stem of σ does not coincide
with the initial vertex of another stem.
Suppose that w is reduced and suppose that one of the steps of σ is
a stem uu−1. We can suppose that σ defines consecutively the insertion
in uu−1. Since uu−1 is non-reduced and since the result of σ is a reduced
word then the ramification r from the last letter of u is non-empty. Since the
mid-vertex of uu−1 does not coincide with the initial vertex of another stem,
then the first and the last letter of this ramification come from corollas. Let
x be the last letter of u, that is x−1 is the first letter of u−1, and let c be the
corolla from which comes the first letter of r. The first letter of c is different
from x−1. If the last letter of c is different from x then the flower ucu−1 is
reduced; otherwise, the subword comprised between c and u−1 is non-empty,
the first letter is different from x−1 and comes from a corolla. By repeating
the same procedure, we find that there exists a corolla c′ such that uc′u−1
is reduced and the subwords comprised between u and c′ and between c′
and u−1 are parts of w. That is in the multiset of base elements of σ we
can replace uu−1 and c′ with uc′u−1 and then we can assume that the base
elements are not stems and corollas but reduced flowers and corollas. Since
a corolla can be considered a flower with trivial stem, then if w is reduced
then we assume that the base elements are the reduced flowers.
We now prove that if w is reduced then then σ is equivalent to an SLA
the outputs of whose steps are all reduced. Suppose that σ has only one
step; then this step is reduced since it is a reduced flower. Let the claim be
true for every SLA with less steps than σ. Let f be the flower from which
comes the first letter of w. The ramifications from f are reduced words since
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they are contiguous subwords of a reduced word; the surround of f coincides
with its following, therefore it is reduced since it is a contiguous subword of
w. By induction hypothesis they are defined by SLA’s whose outputs are
all reduced and finally inserting the ramifications and the surround into f
give also reduced outputs.
We denote D1 the set of words which are reduced and which are of the
form uwu−1 where w ∈ C1. Suppose by induction to have defined Dk−1
and define Dk as the set of reduced words which are either of the form
uwu−1 where w ∈ Ck or are insertions of a word of Dm into one of Dn for
m+n = k. We denote D the union of all the Dk. Then by what said above,
given an Lg-straight line algorithm σ there exists a straight line algorithm
σ′ whose base elements are reduced flowers, whose operations are insertions
of words, such that the output of any step of σ′ is reduced and such that σ′
is a refinement of σ.
5.3 Comparison of the complexities
Let P := 〈X |R 〉 be a finite group presentation, let k and n be natural
numbers and suppose that we want to find all the relators of P of length at
most n and which are products of at most k conjugates of defining relators.
In Section 1.6 we have illustrated the two methods currently known in the
literature; both use the van Kampen diagrams associated with relators. We
have also computed (1.14) and (1.15), the complexities of these methods and
shown that the better is (1.15), which is a product of three exponentials, one
in k, one in kn and one in k2. Namely this complexity is equal to qkaknsk
2
where q = p(a + 1)/(a − 1), p = |R|, a = 2|X| − 1, s = am and m is the
maximal length of an element of R. We have the following result
Theorem 5.3.1 The complexity of the method illustrated in this thesis is
bounded above by n3 βn γk if a > 4, where β = 2
√
a and γ = 4p
√
2m; it is
bounded above by n3 4n γk if a < 4. This complexity is less than those of
the two classical methods (illustrated in Section 1.6) by a factor of at least
ak(k−c1)an(k−c2), with c1 = m/2 + 2 and c2 = 2.
Obviously a cannot be equal to 4 since it is odd. The proof of Theorem
5.3.1 is given in Section A.1.
Theorem 5.3.1 proves that an upper bound for the complexity of our
method is a product of a cubic polynomial times an exponential in n and one
in k. This is much better than the complexities with the methods currently
known in the literature. Moreover the value given in Theorem 5.3.1 is far
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from being an optimal bound for the complexity of our method, but only
a value obtained with not too complicated calculations. With non-trivial
arguments this result could be probably much improved. Instead (1.15) is
the real complexity of the classical method, that is it is the exact number
of words to be considered with this method to find all the relators of length
up to n and area up to k.
Finally let us say some words about the comparison of the method of
this thesis with the first classical method illustrated in Section 1.6, i.e., the
method consisting in enumerating the van Kampen diagrams with up to k
faces and boundary of up to n edges. As shown in Section 3.1, with every
SLA we can associate a van Kampen diagram.
In the diagrams associated with an SLA, the biconnected components
correspond to the corollas. Thus the diagrams constructed with our method
verify the following property: if B is a biconnected component of the diagram
then one can name the faces of B as F1, · · · , Fn in such a way that two Fi
are distinct and F1∪F2∪· · ·∪Fi is biconnected and has a cyclically reduced
boundary label for every i = 1, · · · , n.
In the classical method one has to construct all the diagrams and there
are diagrams not verifying the property above, in particular those whose
boundary label is not cyclically reduced.
The central result of this thesis is that for finding all the relators one
does not need to construct all the van Kampen diagrams, but only those
associated with SLA’s. The set of diagrams associated with SLA’s is a proper
subset of the set of all the diagrams, anyway it contains all the “important
information” about the set of relators.
Let us explain the last sentence. Let a1, · · · , am be words and r1, · · · , rm
be defining relators, let w := a1r1a
−1
1 · · · amrma−1m and let v be the reduced
form of w. There is a van Kampen diagram with boundary label equal to v
for every sequence of cancellations from w to v; and two of these diagrams
are not necessarily equal. In Chapter 4 we have proved that there is a
diagram for an SLA for at least one of these sequences of cancellations, thus
by considering the set of SLA diagrams instead of that of all van Kampen
diagrams no information about the relators is lost.
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Appendix A
In Section A.1 we compute the complexity of the algorithm presented in this
thesis for computing the relators. In Section A.2 we prove a result which is
not needed in this thesis; in particular we prove that a recursively defined
set can be defined as the set of results of a family of straight line algorithms.
Finally in Section A.3 we show a result necessary for the proof of the equality
between the set of corollas with that of the generalized corollas.
A.1 Computation of the complexity
Suppose given a finite presentation, let n and k be natural numbers and let
us compute all the relators of length up to n and area up to k. In this section
we show that an upper bound for the complexity of the method presented in
this thesis is a product of a cubic polynomial times an exponential in n and
one in k. This is much better than (1.15), the complexity with the method
currently known in the literature, which is a product of three exponentials,
one in k, one in kn and one in k2.
Let P := 〈X |R〉 be a finite group presentation. Let m be the maximal
length of elements of R, let p := |R| and let a := 2|X| − 1.
Let n and k be natural numbers and let w be a relator of length at
most n and which is product of at most k conjugates of defining relators.
By Theorem 4.1.1 and Section 5.2, w is obtained by insertions of at most
n flowers. That is there exist h 6 k flowers f1, · · · , fh such that |f1| +
· · · + |fh| 6 n and w is the result of an SLA in D whose base elements are
f1, · · · , fh. This means that f2 is inserted into f1 giving a word f ′2, then f3
is inserted into f ′2 giving a word f
′
3 and so on until we have f
′
h = w.
Let u := u1u2 and v be words; the insertion u1vu2 of v into u is the
reduced form of uu−12 vu2, therefore the number of possible insertions of v
into u is equal to |u|. Let ni = |fi|; since |f ′i | = |f1| + · · · + |fi|, then the
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number of possible insertions of words f1, · · · , fh is
n1 + (n1 + n2) + (n1 + n2 + n3) + · · ·+ (n1 + n2 + nh−1) =
h−1∑
i=1
(h− i)ni.
A flower of length ni is obtained by the insertion of a corolla ci of length n
′
i
into a stem of length ni−n′i for some n′i = 1, · · · , ni. Moreover ni−n′i must
be even. The number of stems of length ni − n′i is equal to the number of
reduced words of length (ni − n′i)/2, which is 1 if ni − n′i = 0, is a + 1 if
ni − n′i = 2 (we recall that a = 2|X| − 1) and is equal to (a+ 1)a(ni−n
′
i)/2−1
otherwise.
Let ki = η(ci); then k1 + · · · + kh 6 k. A corolla is determined by a
sequence of cyclically reduced products of 1-corollas, each cyclically reduced
product followed by a cyclic conjugation.
A cyclic conjugation of a word w by i letters is equivalent to conjugate
w by the prefix of w of length i and then taking the reduced form. We have
seen in Remark 2.3.7 that the total length of the conjugating elements for
a corolla c of length at most n′i and such that η(c) = ki is no more than
(mki − 1)/2 + n′i − 1 (m is the maximal length of elements of R). This
means that in constructing such a corolla the sum of the lengths of cyclic
conjugations has been at most (mki − 1)/2 + n′i − 1.
Let q 6 (mki−1)/2+n′i−1; suppose that we make ki cyclically reduced
products of defining relators, each followed by a cyclic conjugation of qi
letters for i = 1, · · · , ki and let q = q1+ · · ·+qki. Then (q1, · · · , qki) is a weak
compositions of q in ki parts (see [3]). The number of weak compositions of
q in ki parts is equal to (
q + ki − 1
ki − 1
)
.
Finally if p = |R|, then there are obviously pki products of ki defining
relators.
Therefore if we want to find with the method presented in this thesis
all the relators of length at most n and which are products of at most
k conjugates of defining relators, then an upper bound for the number of
relators which we compute is
min(k,n)∑
h=1
∑
n1+···+nh6n
h−1∑
j=1
(h− j)nj
∑
k1+···+kh6k
(A.1)
h∏
i=1
pki
(
ni∑
n′i=1
(a+ 1)a(ni−n
′
i)/2−1
(mki−1)/2+n′i−1∑
q=1
(
q + ki − 1
ki − 1
))
.
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Let us make some observations about this bound. The term pki is unre-
alistically too big because it means that in finding all the corollas c such
that η(c) = ki we make all possible cyclically reduced products, whereas by
Section it is enough to take much less (in particular we need to make a
product if there is a cancellation).
The term
∑h−1
j=1 (h−j)nj too is unrealistically too big because it considers
that we make all possible insertions of the words f1, · · · , fh whereas by the
result of Section 5.2, the insertions to be considered are only those such that
the resulting word is reduced.
Let us find an upper bound for (A.1). Since
(
q+ki−1
ki−1
)
< 2q+ki−1 then
(mki−1)/2+n
′
i∑
q=1
(
q + ki − 1
ki − 1
)
<
(mki−1)/2+n
′
i−1∑
q=1
2q+ki−1 = 2ki−1
(mki−1)/2+n
′
i−1∑
q=1
2q =
= 2ki−1
(
2
mki−1
2
+n′i − 2) < 2ki−1 (2mki−12 +n′i) =
√
2
(m+2)ki
2n
′
i
2
√
2
since we have the equality
∑n
i=1 s
i = (sn+1 − s)/(s− 1) for s > 1. Thus
ni∑
n′i=1
(a+ 1)a(ni−n
′
i)/2−1
(mki−1)/2+n′i−1∑
q=1
(
q + ki − 1
ki − 1
)
<
ni∑
n′i=1
(a+1)a(ni−n
′
i)/2−1
√
2 (m+2)ki 2n
′
i
2
√
2
=
(a+ 1)
√
2 (m+2)ki
2
√
2 a
ni∑
n′i=1
a(ni−n
′
i)/2 2n
′
i =
=
(a+ 1)
√
2 (m+2)ki
√
a ni
2
√
2 a
ni∑
n′i=1
( 2√
a
)n′i
(A.2)
If s is a number greater than 1, we know that
n∑
i=1
(1/s)i = (sn − 1)/sn(s− 1).
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If s = s1/s2 with s1 > s2 then
n∑
i=1
(1/s)i = (sn1 − sn2 )s2/sn1 (s1 − s2).
Let a > 4; thus (A.2) is equal to
(a+ 1)
√
2 (m+2)ki
√
a ni√
2 a
√
a ni − 2ni√
a ni(
√
a− 2) =
(a+ 1)√
2 a (
√
a− 2) (
√
a ni−2ni)
√
2 (m+2)ki .
Let us compute now the term
h∏
i=1
pki
(
ni∑
n′i=1
(a+ 1)a(ni−n
′
i)/2−1
(mki−1)/2+n
′
i−1∑
q=1
(
q + ki − 1
ki − 1
))
. (A.3)
We have that (A.3) is less than
(a+ 1)√
2 a (
√
a− 2)
h∏
i=1
(
√
a ni − 2ni) pki
√
2 (m+2)ki =
(a+ 1)√
2 a (
√
a− 2) (
√
a n1 − 2n1) · · · (√a nh − 2nh) (p√2m+2)k1+···+kh =
(a+ 1)√
2 a (
√
a− 2) (
√
a n1 − 2n1) · · · (√a nh − 2nh) ck1+···+kh ,
where c = p
√
2m+2 = 4p
√
2m.
Let us compute the term
∑
k1+···+kh6k
h∏
i=1
pki
(
ni∑
n′i=1
(a+ 1)a(ni−n
′
i)/2−1
(mki−1)/2+n′i−1∑
q=1
(
q + ki − 1
ki − 1
))
. (A.4)
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We have that (A.4) is less than
∑
k1+···+kh6k
(a+ 1)√
2 a (
√
a− 2) (
√
a n1 − 2n1) · · · (√a nh − 2nh) ck1+···+kh =
(a+ 1)√
2 a (
√
a− 2) (
√
a n1 − 2n1) · · · (√a nh − 2nh)
∑
k1+···+kh6k
ck1+···+kh .
We have that
∑
k1+···+kh6k
ck1+···+kh =
k∑
α=1
∑
k1+···+kh=α
ck1+···+kh =
=
k∑
α=h
(
α− 1
h− 1
)
cα <
(
k − 1
h− 1
) k∑
α=h
cα =
=
(
k − 1
h− 1
)
ck+1 − ch
c− 1 .
Thus (A.4) is less than
(a+ 1)√
2 a (
√
a− 2) (
√
a n1 − 2n1) · · · (√a nh − 2nh)
(
k − 1
h− 1
)
ck+1 − ch
c− 1 .
We have that
h−1∑
j=1
(h− j)nj < (h− 1)2(n− h+ 1)
since every nj is less or equal to n− h+ 1 because n1 + · · ·+ nh 6 n.
We have also that
∑
n1+···+nh6n
(
√
a n1 − 2n1) · · · (√a nh − 2nh) <
∑
n1+···+nh6n
√
a n1 · · · √a nh =
n∑
l=1
∑
n1+···+nh=l
√
a n1+···+nh =
n∑
l=h
(
l − 1
h− 1
)√
a l <
(
n− 1
h− 1
)√
a n −√a h√
a− 1 .
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Now we compute
∑
n1+···+nh6n
h−1∑
j=1
(h− j)nj
∑
k1+···+kh6k
(A.5)
h∏
i=1
pki
(
ni∑
n′i=1
(a+ 1)a(ni−n
′
i)/2−1
(mki−1)/2+n′i−1∑
q=1
(
q + ki − 1
ki − 1
))
.
We have that (A.5) is less than
d(h− 1)2(n − h+ 1)
(
n− 1
h− 1
)(
k − 1
h− 1
)
(
√
a n −√a h)
(
ck − ch−1
)
,
where
d =
(a+ 1)c√
2 a (
√
a− 2)(√a− 1)(c − 1) .
This implies that (A.1) is bounded above by
d
√
a nck
min(k,n)∑
h=2
(h− 1)2(n − h+ 1)
(
n− 1
h− 1
)(
k − 1
h− 1
)
.
Using the equality
n∑
h=2
(h− 1)2
(
n− 1
h− 1
)
=
(
n− 1 + (n− 1)2)2n−3 = n(n− 1)2n−3
(see [2], 6b), we have that (A.5) is less than
d
√
a nckn
n∑
h=2
(h− 1)2
(
n− 1
h− 1
) k∑
h=2
(
k − 1
h− 1
)
<
d
√
a nckn2(n − 1)2n−3 2k−1 =
d
16
n2(n− 1)√a nck 2n+k = d′ n2(n − 1)β nγk, (A.6)
where β = 2
√
a = 2
√
2|X| − 1, γ = 2c = 4p√2m = 4√2m|R| (we recall
that m is the maximal length of the elements of R) and
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d′ =
d
16
=
(a+ 1)c
16
√
2 a (
√
a− 2)(√a− 1)(c − 1) ≈
1
16
√
2 a
.
For a < 4 with analogous calculations we prove that (A.5) is less than
b n2(n− 1)4nγk,
where
b ≈ 1
16
√
2 (2−√a) .
We recall that since a = 2|X| − 1, then a cannot be equal to 4 since it is
odd.
We have thus proved that an upper bound for the complexity of our
method is a product of a cubic polynomial times an exponential in n and
one in k. This is much better than (1.15), the complexity with the method
currently known in the literature, which is a product of three exponentials,
one in k, one in kn and one in k2.
Let us compute the ratio of the complexity of the classical method over
that of ours; for a > 4 it is
(
a+1
a−1
)k
pkamk
2+kn
n2(n− 1) pk an/2 4k 2mk/2 . (A.7)
We can assume that
(
a+1
a−1
)k
> n2(n − 1) and since a > 4 then (A.7) is
greater than
amk
2+kn
an/2+k+mk/2
= ak(mk−m/2−1)+n(k−1/2) > ak(k−c1)+n(k−c2),
where c1 = m/2 + 1 and c2 = 1/2. For a < 4 we obtain the same result
but with c1 = m/2 + 2 and c2 = 2.
Moreover (A.6) is far from being an optimal bound for the complexity of
our method, but only a value which is obtainable with not too complicated
calculations. Instead (1.15) is the real complexity of the classical method,
that is it is the exact number of words ti be considered with this method to
find all the relators of length up to n and area up to k.
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A.2 Recursively defined sets and straight line al-
gorithms
Let U be a set and let Φ be a family of functions ϕ : Unϕ → U (where
nϕ is a given non-zero natural number depending on ϕ) with codomain U
and with domain some Cartesian power of U . Let T ⊂ U ; we say that T
is Φ-closed if for every ϕ ∈ Φ and for every t1, · · · , tnϕ ∈ T we have that
ϕ(t1, · · · , tnϕ) ∈ T .
Definition A.2.1 Let B ⊂ U ; the intersection of all Φ-closed subsets of U
containing B is called the subset of U recursively defined by B and Φ.
B is called the base set and Φ the set of operations. Since an intersection
of Φ-closed sets is still Φ-closed, the subset of U recursively defined by B and
Φ is the least Φ-closed subset of U containing B.
Let C be the set of the results of the straight line algorithms (Definition
2.1.1) relative to (U,B,Φ). We will now show that C coincides with the
subset of U recursively defined by B and Φ.
Proposition A.2.2 C is Φ-closed.
Proof Let ϕ ∈ Φ and let c1, · · · , cnϕ ∈ C; we have to prove that
ϕ(c1, · · · , cnϕ) ∈ C.
Let σ1, · · · , σnϕ be SLA’s computing respectively c1, · · · , cnϕ . The algorithm
whose steps are the steps of all the σi plus a last step equal to the application
of ϕ to c1, · · · , cnϕ is an SLA and its result is φ(c1, · · · , cnϕ). 
Let b ∈ B; b is the result of the SLA with a single step equal to b, that
is b ∈ C and therefore B ⊂ C. Since C is Φ-closed and contains B, then by
Definition A.2.1, C contains the subset of U recursively defined by B and
Φ. The following theorem implies the opposite inclusion.
Proposition A.2.3 C is contained in any Φ-closed subset of U containing
B.
Proof Let T be a Φ-closed subset of U containing B. If c ∈ C then there
exists an SLA σ whose result is c. We prove that the output of every step
of σ (and in particular c) belongs to T .
Since the first step of σ is a base step, the first output is an element
of B, which is contained in T . Suppose that the first k − 1 outputs of σ
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belong to T . If the k-th is a base step, then its output is an element of
B and therefore of T ; if not, there exist ϕ ∈ Φ and c1, · · · , cnϕ outputs of
preceding steps such that the output of the k-th step is ϕ(c1, · · · , cnϕ). Since
c1, · · · , cnϕ belong to T by induction hypothesis and since T is Φ-closed, then
ϕ(c1, · · · , cnϕ) ∈ T . 
We have thus proved the following result
Theorem A.2.4 Let C be the set of the results of the straight line algo-
rithms relative to (U,B,Φ). Then C coincides with the subset of U recur-
sively defined by B and Φ.
Remark A.2.5 Proposition A.2.3 is a generalization of the Principle of
mathematical induction (see [4]); it can be stated in the following way:
Let U be a set and let Φ be a family of functions ϕ : Unϕ → U (where nϕ
is a given non-zero natural number depending on ϕ) with codomain U and
with domain some Cartesian power of U . Let P be a proposition defined on
a set U , let B be a subset of U and let P be such that:
• P is true for every element of B;
• if ϕ ∈ Φ and if P is true for c1, · · · , cnϕ then P is true also for
ϕ(c1, · · · , cnϕ).
Then P is true for every element of the subset of U recursively defined
by B and Φ.
A.3 A long calculation
Remark A.3.1 Let x and w be cyclically reduced words and let w be a
cyclic conjugate of π(u, v), where u and v are cyclically reduced words. Let
y := π(x,w); we show that there exist words x′, u′, v′ and y′ which are cyclic
conjugates of x, u, v and y respectively such that
• either y′ = π(p, u′) where p is a cyclic conjugate of π(x′, v′)
• or y′ = π(p, v′) where p is a cyclic conjugate of π(x′, u′).
Proof There exist words w1 and w2 such that w = w1w2 and π(u, v) =
w2w1. Thus by Remark 2.2.3, four cases are possible:
1. u = u1a, v = a
−1tw2w1t
−1u−11 .
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2. u = tw2w4a, v = a
−1w3t
−1 and w4w3 = w1.
3. u = tw3a, v = a
−1w4w1t
−1 and w3w4 = w2.
4. u = v−11 tw2w1t
−1a, v = a−1v1.
Again by Remark 2.2.3, three cases are possible:
(a) x = x1b, w = b
−1sys−1x−11 .
(b) x = sy1b, w = b
−1y2s
−1.
(c) x = w−15 sys
−1b, w = b−1w5.
Cases (a), (b) and (c) split again. (a) splits in five cases:
I There exist words b1 and b2 such that b
−1 = b−12 b
−1
1 and w1 = b
−1
2 ,
w2 = b
−1
1 sys
−1x−11 .
II There exist words s1 and s2 such that s = s1s2 and w1 = b
−1s1, w2 =
s2 y s
−1
2 s
−1
1 x
−1
1 .
III There exist words y1 and y2 such that y = y1y2 and w1 = b
−1sy1,
w2 = y2 s
−1x−11 .
IV There exist words s1 and s2 such that s = s1s2 and w1 = b
−1s1 s2 y s
−1
2 ,
w2 = s
−1
1 x
−1
1 .
V There exist words x2 and x3 such that x
−1
1 = x
−1
3 x
−1
2 and w1 =
b−1s y s−1x−13 , w2 = x
−1
2 .
(b) splits in three cases:
I There exist words b1 and b2 such that b
−1 = b−12 b
−1
1 and w1 = b
−1
2 ,
w2 = b
−1
1 y2s
−1.
II There exist words y3 and y4 such that y2 = y3 y4 and w1 = b
−1y3,
w2 = y4 s
−1.
III There exist words s1 and s2 such that s = s1s2 and w1 = b
−1y2 s
−1
2 ,
w2 = s
−1
1 .
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(c) splits in two cases:
I There exist words b1 and b2 such that b
−1 = b−12 b
−1
1 and w1 = b
−1
2 ,
w2 = b
−1
1 w5.
II There exists a word w6 such that w5 = w6w2 and w1 = b
−1w6.
Let us examine them all.
1 a I.
x = x1b1b2, u = u1a, v = a
−1tb−11 sys
−1x−11 b
−1
2 t
−1u−11 ,
w = w1w2 = b
−1
2 b
−1
1 sys
−1x−11 .
y = π(x,w) = π
(
x1b1b2, b
−1
2 b
−1
1 sys
−1x−11
)
.
x = x1b1b2 → b1b2x1,
v = a−1tb−11 sys
−1x−11 b
−1
2 t
−1u−11 → x−11 b−12 t−1u−11 a−1tb−11 sys−1
π
(
b1b2x1, x
−1
1 b
−1
2 t
−1u−11 a
−1tb−11 sys
−1
)
= b1t
−1u−11 a
−1tb−11 sys
−1
because b1t
−1 and s−1b1 are subwords of v
−1.
b1t
−1u−11 a
−1tb−11 sys
−1 → tb−11 sys−1b1t−1u−11 a−1,
u = u1a→ au1
and
π
(
tb−11 sys
−1b1t
−1u−11 a
−1, au1
)
= y.
1 a II.
x = x1b, u = u1a, v = a
−1ts2 y s
−1
2 s
−1
1 x
−1
1 b
−1s1t
−1u−11 ,
w = w1w2 = b
−1s1s2ys
−1
2 s
−1
1 x
−1
1
y = π(x,w) = π
(
x1b, b
−1s1s2ys
−1
2 s
−1
1 x
−1
1
)
.
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x = x1b→ bx1,
v = a−1ts2 y s
−1
2 s
−1
1 x
−1
1 b
−1s1t
−1u−11 → x−11 b−1s1t−1u−11 a−1ts2 y s−12 s−11
π
(
bx1, x
−1
1 b
−1s1t
−1u−11 a
−1ts2 y s
−1
2 s
−1
1
)
= t−1u−11 a
−1ts2 y s
−1
2
because s−12 t
−1 is a subword of v−1.
t−1u−11 a
−1ts2 y s
−1
2 → ts2 y s−12 t−1u−11 a−1,
u = u1a→ au1
and
π
(
ts2 y s
−1
2 t
−1u−11 a
−1, au1
)
= y.
1 a III.
x = x1b, u = u1a, v = a
−1ty2 s
−1x−11 b
−1sy1t
−1u−11 ,
w = w1w2 = b
−1sy1y2s
−1x−11 .
y = π(x,w) = π
(
x1b, b
−1sy1y2s
−1x−11
)
.
x = x1b→ bx1,
v = a−1ty2 s
−1x−11 b
−1sy1t
−1u−11 → x−11 b−1sy1t−1u−11 a−1ty2 s−1
and
π
(
bx1, x
−1
1 b
−1sy1t
−1u−11 a
−1ty2 s
−1
)
= y1t
−1u−11 a
−1ty2
because y2y1 is a cyclic conjugation of y which is cyclically reduced.
y1t
−1u−11 a
−1ty2 → ty2y1t−1u−11 a−1,
u = u1a→ au1
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and
π
(
ty2y1t
−1u−11 a
−1, au1
)
= y2y1
and finally
y2y1 → y.
1 a IV.
x = x1b, u = u1a, v = a
−1ts−11 x
−1
1 b
−1s1 s2 y s
−1
2 t
−1u−11 ,
w = w1w2 = b
−1s1s2ys
−1
2 s
−1
1 x
−1
1 .
y = π(x,w) = π
(
x1b, b
−1s1s2ys
−1
2 s
−1
1 x
−1
1
)
.
x = x1b→ bx1,
v = a−1ts−11 x
−1
1 b
−1s1 s2 y s
−1
2 t
−1u−11 → x−11 b−1s1 s2 y s−12 t−1u−11 a−1ts−11
and
π
(
bx1, x
−1
1 b
−1s1 s2 y s
−1
2 t
−1u−11 a
−1ts−11
)
= s2 y s
−1
2 t
−1u−11 a
−1t
because ts2 is a subword of v
−1.
s2 y s
−1
2 t
−1u−11 a
−1t→ ts2 y s−12 t−1u−11 a−1,
u = u1a→ au1
and
π
(
ts2 y s
−1
2 t
−1u−11 a
−1, au1
)
= y.
1 a V.
x = x2x3b, u = u1a, v = a
−1tx−12 b
−1s y s−1x−13 t
−1u−11 ,
w = w1w2 = b
−1sys−1x−13 x
−1
2 .
y = π(x,w) = π
(
x2x3b, b
−1sys−1x−13 x
−1
2
)
.
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x = x2x3b→ x3bx2,
v = a−1tx−12 b
−1s y s−1x−13 t
−1u−11 → x−12 b−1s y s−1x−13 t−1u−11 a−1t
π
(
x3bx2, x
−1
2 b
−1s y s−1x−13 t
−1u−11 a
−1t
)
= x3s y s
−1x−13 t
−1u−11 a
−1t
because x3s and tx3 are subwords of v
−1.
x3s y s
−1x−13 t
−1u−11 a
−1t→ tx3s y s−1x−13 t−1u−11 a−1,
u = u1a→ au1
and
π
(
tx3s y s
−1x−13 t
−1u−11 a
−1, au1
)
= y.
1 b I.
x = sy1b1b2, u = u1a, v = a
−1tb−11 y2s
−1b−12 t
−1u−11 ,
w = w1w2 = b
−1
2 b
−1
1 y2s
−1.
y = π(x,w) = π
(
sy1b1b2, b
−1
2 b
−1
1 y2s
−1
)
.
x = sy1b1b2 → y1b1b2s,
v = a−1tb−11 y2s
−1b−12 t
−1u−11 → s−1b−12 t−1u−11 a−1tb−11 y2
π
(
y1b1b2s, s
−1b−12 t
−1u−11 a
−1tb−11 y2
)
= y1b1t
−1u−11 a
−1tb−11 y2
because b1t
−1 is a subword of v−1 and y2y1 is a cyclic conjugation of y
which is cyclically reduced.
y1b1t
−1u−11 a
−1tb−11 y2 → tb−11 y2y1b1t−1u−11 a−1,
u = u1a→ au1
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and
π
(
tb−11 y2y1b1t
−1u−11 a
−1, au1
)
= y2y1
and finally
y2y1 → y.
1 b II.
x = sy1b, u = u1a, v = a
−1ty4 s
−1b−1y3t
−1u−11 ,
w = w1w2 = b
−1y3 y4s
−1.
y = π(x,w) = π
(
sy1b, b
−1y3 y4s
−1
)
.
x = sy1b→ y1bs,
v = a−1ty4 s
−1b−1y3t
−1u−11 → s−1b−1y3t−1u−11 a−1ty4
π
(
y1bs, s
−1b−1y3t
−1u−11 a
−1ty4
)
= y1y3t
−1u−11 a
−1ty4
because y1y3 and y4y1 are subwords of y and of a cyclic conjugate of y.
y1y3t
−1u−11 a
−1ty4 → ty4y1y3t−1u−11 a−1,
u = u1a→ au1
and
π
(
ty4y1y3t
−1u−11 a
−1, au1
)
= y4y1y3
and finally
y4y1y3 → y.
1 b III.
x = s1s2y1b, u = u1a, v = a
−1ts−11 b
−1y2 s
−1
2 t
−1u−11 ,
w = w1w2 = b
−1y2s
−1
2 s
−1
1 .
y = π(x,w) = π
(
s1s2y1b, b
−1y2s
−1
2 s
−1
1
)
.
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x = s1s2y1b→ s2y1bs1,
v = a−1ts−11 b
−1y2 s
−1
2 t
−1u−11 → s−11 b−1y2 s−12 t−1u−11 a−1t
π
(
s2y1bs1, s
−1
1 b
−1y2 s
−1
2 t
−1u−11 a
−1t
)
= s2y1y2 s
−1
2 t
−1u−11 a
−1t
because y1y2 = y is reduced and ts2 is a subword of v
−1.
s2y s
−1
2 t
−1u−11 a
−1t→ ts2y s−12 t−1u−11 a−1,
u = u1a→ au1
and
π
(
ts2y s
−1
2 t
−1u−11 a
−1, au1
)
= y.
1 c I.
x = w−15 sys
−1b1b2, u = u1a, v = a
−1tb−11 w5b
−1
2 t
−1u−11 ,
w = w1w2 = b
−1
2 b
−1
1 w1.
y = π(x,w) = π
(
w−15 sys
−1b1b2, b
−1
2 b
−1
1 w1
)
.
x = w−15 sys
−1b1b2 → sys−1b1b2w−11 ,
v = a−1tb−11 w5b
−1
2 t
−1u−11 → w1b−12 t−1u−11 a−1tb−11
and
π
(
sys−1b1b2w
−1
5 , w5b
−1
2 t
−1u−11 a
−1tb−11
)
= sys−1b1t
−1u−11 a
−1tb−11
because b1t
−1 and b1s are subwords of v
−1 and x−1 respectively.
sys−1b1t
−1u−11 a
−1tb−11 → tb−11 sys−1b1t−1u−11 a−1,
u = u1a→ au1
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and
π
(
tb−11 sys
−1b1t
−1u−11 a
−1, au1
)
= y.
1 c II.
x = w−12 w
−1
6 sys
−1b, u = u1a, v = a
−1tw2b
−1w6t
−1u−11 ,
w = w1w2 = b
−1w6w2.
y = π(x,w) = π
(
w−12 w
−1
6 sys
−1b, b−1w6w2
)
.
x = w−12 w
−1
6 sys
−1b→ w−16 sys−1bw−12 ,
v = a−1tw2b
−1w6t
−1u−11 → w2b−1w6t−1u−11 a−1t
and
π
(
w−16 sys
−1bw−12 , w2b
−1w6t
−1u−11 a
−1t
)
= w−16 sys
−1w6t
−1u−11 a
−1t
because s−1w6 and tw
−1
6 are subwords of x
−1 and v−1 respectively.
w−16 sys
−1w6t
−1u−11 a
−1t→ tw−16 sys−1w6t−1u−11 a−1,
u = u1a→ au1
and
π
(
tw−16 sys
−1w6t
−1u−11 a
−1, au1
)
= y.
2 a I.
x = x1b1w
−1
3 w
−1
4 , u = tb
−1
1 sys
−1x−11 w4a, v = a
−1w3t
−1,
w4w3 = b
−1
2 , w = w1w2 = w4w3b
−1
1 sys
−1x−11 .
y = π(x,w) = π
(
x1b1b2, b
−1
2 b
−1
1 sys
−1x−11
)
.
x = x1b1w
−1
3 w
−1
4 → b1w−13 w−14 x1,
u = tb−11 sys
−1x−11 w4a→ x−11 w4atb−11 sys−1
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and
π
(
b1w
−1
3 w
−1
4 x1, x
−1
1 w4atb
−1
1 sys
−1
)
= b1w
−1
3 atb
−1
1 sys
−1
because w−13 a and s
−1b1 are subwords of v
−1 and w−1 respectively.
b1w
−1
3 atb
−1
1 sys
−1 → b−11 sys−1b1w−13 at,
v = a−1w3t
−1 → t−1a−1w3,
and
π
(
b−11 sys
−1b1w
−1
3 at, t
−1a−1w3
)
= y.
2 a II.
x = x1b, u = ts2 y s
−1
2 s
−1
1 x
−1
1 w4a, v = a
−1w3t
−1
w4w3 = b
−1s1, w = w4w3w2 = b
−1s1s2ys
−1
2 s
−1
2 x
−1
1 .
y = π(x,w) = π
(
x1b, b
−1s1s2ys
−1
2 s
−1
2 x
−1
1
)
.
x = x1b→ bx1,
u = ts2 y s
−1
2 s
−1
1 x
−1
1 w4a→ x−11 w4ats2 y s−12 s−11 ≡ x−11 b−1s1w−13 ats2 y s−12 s−11
since w4 ≡ b−1s1w−13 . We observe that the last word of the preceding
line is not necessarily reduced.
π
(
bx1, x
−1
1 b
−1s1w
−1
3 ats2 y s
−1
2 s
−1
1
)
= w−13 ats2 y s
−1
2
because w−13 a is a subword of v
−1; moreover w3s2 is reduced because the
last letter of w3 is equal to the last of s1 which is not opposite to the first
of s2.
w−13 ats2 y s
−1
2 → s2 y s−12 w−13 at,
v = a−1w3t
−1 → t−1a−1w3
and
π
(
s2 y s
−1
2 w
−1
3 at, t
−1a−1w3
)
= y.
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2 a III.
x = x1b, u = ty2 s
−1x−11 w4a, v = a
−1w3t
−1 and w4w3 = b
−1sy1
w = w4w3w2 = b
−1sys−1x−11
y = π(x,w) = π
(
x1b, b
−1sys−1x−11
)
.
x = x1b→ bx1,
u = ty2 s
−1x−11 w4a→ x−11 w4aty2 s−1 ≡ x−11 b−1sy1w−13 aty2 s−1
since w4 ≡ b−1sy1w−13 . The last word of the preceding line is not
necessarily reduced.
π
(
bx1, x
−1
1 b
−1sy1w
−1
3 aty2 s
−1
)
= y1w
−1
3 aty2
because y2y1 is reduced being a cyclic conjugate of y.
y1w
−1
3 aty2 → y2y1w−13 at,
v = a−1w3t
−1 → t−1a−1w3
and
π
(
y2y1w
−1
3 at, t
−1a−1w3
)
= y2y1.
Finally
y2y1 → y.
2 a IV.
x = x1b, u = ts
−1
1 x
−1
1 w4a, v = a
−1w3t
−1,
w4w3 = b
−1s1 s2 y s
−1
2 , w = w4w3w2 = b
−1s1s2ys
−1
2 s
−1
1 x
−1
1 .
y = π(x,w) = π
(
x1b, b
−1s1s2ys
−1
2 s
−1
1 x
−1
1
)
.
x = x1b→ bx1,
u = ts−11 x
−1
1 w4a→ x−11 w4ats−11 ≡ x−11 b−1s1 s2 y s−12 w−13 ats−11
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since w4 ≡ b−1s1 s2 y s−12 w−13 . The last word of the preceding line is not
necessarily reduced.
π
(
bx1, x
−1
1 b
−1s1 s2 y s
−1
2 w
−1
3 ats
−1
1
)
= s2 y s
−1
2 w
−1
3 at
since tw−13 is reduced being a subword of v
−1, thus ts2 is reduced because
the first letter of w−13 is equal to the first of s2.
v = a−1w3t
−1 → t−1a−1w3
and
π
(
s2 y s
−1
2 w
−1
3 at, t
−1a−1w3
)
= y.
2 a V.
x = w−12 x3b, u = tw2w4a, v = a
−1w3t
−1,
w4w3 = b
−1s y s−1x−13 , w = w4w3w2 = b
−1sys−1x−13 x
−1
2 .
y = π(x,w) = π
(
w−12 x3b, b
−1sys−1x−13 x
−1
2
)
.
x = w−12 x3b→ x3bw−12 ,
u = tw2w4a→ w2w4at ≡ w2b−1s y s−1x−13 w−13 at
since w4 ≡ b−1s y s−1x−13 w−13 . The last word of the preceding line is not
necessarily reduced.
π
(
x3bw
−1
2 , w2b
−1s y s−1x−13 w
−1
3 at
)
= x3s y s
−1x−13 w
−1
3 at
because x3s is reduced being a subword of w
−1; moreover tw3 is reduced
being a subword of v−1, thus tx3 is reduced because the first letter of x3 is
equal to the first of v.
v = a−1w3t
−1 → t−1a−1w3
and
π
(
x3s y s
−1x−13 w
−1
3 at, t
−1a−1w3
)
= y.
2 b I.
x = sy1b1b2, u = tb
−1
1 y2s
−1w4a, v = a
−1w3t
−1.
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w4w3 = w1 = b
−1
2 , w = b
−1
2 b
−1
1 y2s
−1.
y = π(x,w) = π
(
sy1b1b2, b
−1
2 b
−1
1 y2s
−1
)
.
x = sy1b1b2 → b2sy1b1,
u = tb−11 y2s
−1w4a→ b−11 y2s−1w4at.
π
(
b2sy1b1, b
−1
1 y2s
−1w4at
)
= b2sy1y2s
−1w4at = b2sys
−1w4at
since tb2 is reduced because tw
−1
3 is reduced (being a subword of v
−1)
and the first letter of w−13 is equal to the first of b2.
v = a−1w3t
−1 → t−1a−1w3
and
π
(
b2sys
−1w4at, t
−1a−1w3
)
= b2sys
−1w4w3 = y
since
w4w3 = b
−1
2 .
2 b II.
x = sy1b, u = ty4 s
−1w4a, v = a
−1w3t
−1,
w4w3 = b
−1y3, w = b
−1y3 y4s
−1
y = π(x,w) = π
(
sy1b, b
−1y3 y4s
−1
)
.
x = sy1b→ y1bs,
u = ty4 s
−1w4a→ s−1w4aty4 ≡ s−1b−1y3w−13 aty4
since w4 ≡ b−1y3w−13 . The last word of the preceding line is not neces-
sarily reduced.
π
(
y1bs, s
−1b−1y3w
−1
3 aty4
) ≡ y1y3w−13 aty4.
y1y3w
−1
3 aty4 → y4y1y3w−13 at
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v = a−1w3t
−1 → t−1a−1w3
and
π
(
y4y1y3w
−1
3 at, t
−1a−1w3
)
= y4y1y3.
Finally
y4y1y3 → y.
2 b III.
x = s1s2y1b, u = ts
−1
1 w4a, v = a
−1w3t
−1,
w4w3 = b
−1y2 s
−1
2 , w = b
−1y2s
−1.
y = π(x,w) = π
(
s1s2y1b, b
−1y2s
−1
)
.
x = s1s2y1b→ s2y1bs1,
u = ts−11 w4a→ s−11 w4at ≡ s−11 b−1y2 s−12 w−13 at
since w4 ≡ b−1y2 s−12 w−13 . The last word of the preceding line is not
necessarily reduced.
π
(
s2y1bs1, s
−1
1 b
−1y2 s
−1
2 w
−1
3 at
)
= s2y1y2 s
−1
2 w
−1
3 at = s2y s
−1
2 w
−1
3 at
because tw−13 is reduced being a subword of v
−1, thus ts2 is reduced
since the first letter of s2 is equal to the first of w
−1
3 .
v = a−1w3t
−1 → t−1a−1w3
and
π
(
s2y s
−1
2 w
−1
3 at, t
−1a−1w3
)
= y.
2 c I.
x = w−15 sys
−1b1b2, u = tb
−1
1 w5w4a, v = a
−1w3t
−1,
w4w3 = b
−1
2 , w = b
−1
2 b
−1
1 w5
y = π(x,w) = π
(
w−15 sys
−1b1b2, b
−1
2 b
−1
1 w5
)
.
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x = w−15 sys
−1b1b2 → sys−1b1b2w−15 ,
u = tb−11 w5w4a→ w5w4atb−11 ≡ w5b−12 w−13 atb−11
since w4 ≡ b−12 w−13 . The last word of the preceding line is not necessarily
reduced.
π
(
sys−1b1b2w
−1
5 , w5b
−1
2 w
−1
3 atb
−1
1
)
= sys−1b1w
−1
3 atb
−1
1
because b1s is reduced being a subword of w
−1; moreover w−13 w
−1
4 = b2,
thus b1w
−1
3 is reduced.
sys−1b1w
−1
3 atb
−1
1 → b−11 sys−1b1w−13 at
v = a−1w3t
−1 → t−1a−1w3
and
π
(
b−11 sys
−1b1w
−1
3 at, t
−1a−1w3
)
= y.
2 c II.
x = w−12 w
−1
6 sys
−1b, u = tw2w4a, v = a
−1w3t
−1,
w4w3 = b
−1w6, w = b
−1w6w2.
There exists a word w6 such that w5 = w6w2 and w1 = b
−1w6.
y = π(x,w) = π
(
w−12 w
−1
6 sys
−1b, b−1w6w2
)
.
x = w−12 w
−1
6 sys
−1b→ w−16 sys−1bw−12 ,
u = tw2w4a→ w2w4at ≡ w2b−1w6w−13 at
since w4 ≡ b−1w6w−13 . The last word of the preceding line is not neces-
sarily reduced.
π
(
w−16 sys
−1bw−12 , w2b
−1w6w
−1
3 at
) ≡ w−16 sys−1w6w−13 at.
v = a−1w3t
−1 → t−1a−1w3
and
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π
(
w−16 sys
−1w6w
−1
3 at, t
−1a−1w3
)
= y.
Finally for case 3 the calculations are analogous to case 2 and for case 4
to case 1. 
Proposition A.3.2 Let σ be an R-SLA; then there exists a C-SLA σ′ with
the same set of base elements and result of σ and such that η(σ′) = η(σ).
In particular Rk = Ck.
Proof Let n be the number of steps of σ which cannot be steps of a C-SLA,
that is steps of the form π(x,w) where x and w are not 1-corollas. We prove
the claim by induction on n.
Let n = 1 and let π(x,w) be the step such that x and w are not 1-
corollas. Let σ1 and σ2 be the pSLsA’s computing x and w. Since n = 1
then σ1 and σ2 are SLA’s in C. This means in particular that w is a cyclic
conjugate of π(u, v) where either u or v or both are 1-corollas. Let η(σ2) = k;
by Remark A.3.1, π(x,w) is equal to π(p, u′) or π(p, v′) where p is a cyclic
conjugate of π(x′, v′) or of π(x′, u′) respectively and v′ or respectively u′ is
a 1-corolla. Thus if σ2 is the SLsA of σ2 computing u or v respectively, then
η(σ′2) = k − 1. By iterating a finite number of times we have the claim.
If n > 1 then we repeat the proceeding finitely many times and we obtain
the claim. 
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